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THURSDAY EVENII0,*y'll:RS 1978, 7:45 P.M

(TheColloquium was convened by Russell

Hill, who revieWed -the material in the kits.)

,R; :'.. i.ILLa At this point 'I would like to

call on the Director of.the Division, Lou Maguire.

L. MAGUIRE: For the second. time I would

like to thanIso,all of you on behalf of RBS for your attend,

ance at the meeting. By way of quick background,,RBS

a private nonprofit corporation that has been in existence

since 1966. We get most of our funding right now from the

National Institute of Education', arid this meeting is being

conducted with funds that have been provided us from the

-Vatiohal Institute.

The majority of our work right now and in

'the,iMMediate future is specifically focused 'on helping th

states and, particularly the-. state departmeAS in Pennsyll;

vania,New Jersey,,and-l?elaware with their own (what we

label) stateidde improvement efforts. We have three
.

thrusts'', one ecof which is ,represented at' this meeting,.
6

citizen education. Another thrust is deali,ng with basic

skills student outcomes, and a third theust deals'with

career preparation student outcbmes.

The topic of` the colloquium or sympOsiurC

UV;



tonight and tomorrow -- those, variatiles.thelt are related

to,citizen education outcomes is right on target both

with the Partqulari efforts.that. we are aisisting the

, 1'
.states, with and with a long-term evolvement of school im-

provement models for all the school districts in the tri-
. ,*

state area that we are serving.

Joan Wallacel-who'has been reaponsible for

a lot of the details, was-introduced to you during-the
. !

dinner, and now I would like td thank Russ and Barbara

for convening such a -distinguished. panel of pTesenterA and
. .

.

reviewers for thissymposiuM. I look forward to what will

happenover the 'next day and a half.

.HILL

/
Th nks, Ldu.

ceifAt:thIsp int I wo d like to call' on the
4?,

person who directs the Citizen. E cationPrograt at

Research for School;tter Schoo,15a ara Presseisen;.to say a

few words abOut what we're doid

Ar. PRESSEISEN: ank you, Rues.

.Again, welcome Our particular component,
°

one Oftte..three maili,componeiita in:MBS,
.

has 0 itaff of

seven full-time prOte'sslon,la,.several part-time, peoPldwh
0

are staff aasociateei and we are representedhera'this

evening by'six.of, us. S.,/e also have-representat7 -frOm



the states. 'Each of. the staters we deal witICin

tri-st to region has a. committee,, a Planning committe

ducat ion,. which directs. the .efforts that we

4oratively
.

COnnie O'Dea and Skip nderriero

ewTeeS. eT and 'yen P$xlvania.
i' -.

Odr work with the states is directed- .at not
4.

knowledge that does exist, irCt4is, field

very much-cuntributing.to' it this daye40

4
. ,

wit practitioners,
, .,

half, abut working -going out into the
a- ' , i. 5J \ .1

districti,,,and- schools of the three states and :.working on

\ '

and\teachers and membersdegb*ping.Pi'ogrims 14,Ath stUdeqt.8

? .- ,,.

-J,
,

,

f the' corimunl-ty, programs that relate, as those states
.

r9queSt it to Citizen Education,

--;-----

As you know, '5itiien Education covers"

f "areas !*, -laWirelatea, muit if.-c41.ural multi\\

'ethnid. , some of th0._area'i you .are interested many
'. ; ri

f the publ'ia'-iire, We are- at the request of the states

working on theldevelopment of prooams

Starting-next September we'll. be ,at si
,

mtates,, a.nd ,probably
' / 1

and puttin cti,on Many or the'

in the Areaiihich, ouand,ot.hers like you .are glinArating.
. ..c

heir olopeolool

es iii tour three

ill betranilatrig

%about the kna4le

ouri grep,tesi. task



We are building materials and,a document'

colledtion at RBS and will be using a lot ofth t as we

81)work,with.practitiOners. Our world is JanUS nd of

situation. We face the academie world in one 'way and the

practitioners world in another, and we're trying to bring

them together,: We thank You for Putting out effort for us
a 7

in this'area today and tomorrow.

R. HILL: Thank? Barbar.a.

"I would like to g 'on to my part of the

proceedlngs, whi h is a discuSsion of the rormat. We've'

used this form t once before'with a group of historians,'

where we as d them to, review past Citizen Education

efforts and, to develop Papprs that look at

done in this

that case'it

'point of view

area from

what has boom

three different Perspective's. In .

was a liberal, point of view, a revisionist'

and A-radical point of view. The papers

°came in and we-expected a-lot .of'f to and we had a lot, of"

fun at that meeting. The reviewers were also divided across

different perspectives and we had quite an excellent inter-

change.,

The,tormat'moves something like this. First,

brief' introduction. 11,helitie.presenter.had an oppor-
4.

tunity to Aake'comments\ about the .Paper that had been ,,,,
, ..

.



/.
4ristributed and read,.. -That was'rather'intereitting because

Often we got another paper, _Even the presenters fouhd that
,

R14t4 interesting. The.revi2eWers had an OPPPrtUnit then

to rospon,d for five minUtes,'and I asked them to really
,

stick-.to five minutes; we movedareun4 the group un

til everybodY-

in.g that we had an open ddsCussion, where we' invited the.

audience to join'in
; to raise questions and discuss. That

d a chance'-to respond- -to that Paper. Fol low-

aboutr15-20 mlnutes;

next; paper.

and we moved then to the

When we Completed all three pap ers we began

to ieneralize and 'logk across the whole experience, and

develop. suggestions; caveats, and. recommendations.

"ere. and we plan to do

IlmWe as sumed that 'we would use-4 he

59,

forma

but as a person who has been re

spOnsible for organizing this 'I feel somewhat of a'differ-

ence. As i read the papers and understand them, they don't

particularly address the question that we set out.

not .sure why

I'm

The first assumption that I operate on is

that I don't understand the papers and if that's the case

I hope the:presenters will better help me understand

th m.

The second assumptiqn that might operate A

0
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that it's .a wrong- headed 'quesion and issuO, and the third
,

assumption- might' be that t 'data is really not Wier. and

it really needs some kind ommentax7;. and we need to
.

, -, !

examine this frOM'a different point Of 'view. 1..,

IA
Let411 me step to4k now for e), minute.,(?Nian.

I

.'

no blame. 1 am-not being criticat'inany, sense. This -is.
. .

) \

an intellep:tual-aettyity, All people, as far:ii,t'Lam eon-
_

corned ,. are extremely co m d hOre:erhd engaged in what,

We're trkng to do', and.we at RuS, as Barbara has said,
.:.: ,

:_. -.{

are trying tohe that 'Oricliging agent
.

or linking agent

between what happens and might hapilninthe-achoels and

the acadazti research community.
-

I would like to propose a Alight variation in.

te to SPed slOW time initially exam-he format, and that

what question we thought we were asking when we

wrote to the:writers of thetpapero,, and to declare open
,

season on the question and the people who asked the sues-
/

. I
tion. Perhaps it's a *wrong-eaded question.

That question was: We have deielopect,

educators and lay'. people, -- a definition ofitizen'Educa-

tion in our °language and we need help in .translating that
I .into behavioral scienceJlanguage. By that we mean soci-

ology,' political socialization, psychology and the various

9
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tiOldi wibhin psychOlOgy.

We see this aotivitisof defining *hat

should be Citizen Education* as a public prerogative, araN4
. .!

politicalletivity. inde7d:as-we inove into Sphoo we

'will systeMatioally within each acvhool.site involve` not,
.

,- ..
.

_ , , . ,

only -the teacheei and' the'principalvand the administrator
, -

but we will.reach out into' the` community almoSt.a fOrmu a

(.

basis if we can and pUll representatives in to 'say what

skould be the 'objectives of:thepCitisenEducation program.

l
-They will use; the kinlW\langgage which is

of course, lay persons' language, etc. and we hope to help

aOhievethose objptives. But to, do so we mustbe

able to translate this4into these terms over here, and

begin to understand how to organize the research and: data

in this field. That was our hope in doing-'this;

Certainly this is in the- papers that have

been.presented, butI would ask for help. in doing this.

tight say thlit from this we idillnot.only try ,to, develop

programs which'impact,these, variables that are defidtd,

but we `hope to resoarchrprograma, and:flnahce
. .

.

.

.,,,

that look. and go further in these areas...

stand. ()Pen for questions'concerningthe-

questionthat we've asked Or are asking your ng
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r

r

pis'Our objeotrive ultimately to 'Fget'sothe k4end f fois so

research and deyelOpment in this area,
. "

canceptualit"

. -.
that we earl organize

I (our questionAa wrong'-headed queii,ion?

4 it a roasonab e questibn?

R. sIgEL: There are two things that bother

me abotIztlie way-the 'que.Olon is put. 'In 0,e .first Place,

if you,assume that. it is 843111 op.el as to what the ;goals,

of Citizen Education should be -- you are going, to take
' a

community and parental direction Sag %MI

..-

then I'find it diffi-
. ,

cult to'soe whether a this moment the behavioral-sciences

or the consequence of behavior science can by of that much u
-1

help to yOu..

Let me cite oe n example,. Suppose I'm a
.

parent and I. 6on!t like kids to get any of ttat'nevwfangled

stuff I.want them*to be disciplined, to mind', and, to (keep

their traps shut..

Certainly the kinds if behavioral concepts
.

that you-would want to.. draw on.. are different that if I

we're po Say .to you "I want my-obildbe,oriticil, to
'"

examine, to inquire,.to challenge."- The basic,prinolples

of behavior, if youwant 'to _call it that, may 'be the samb,
.. 4

'bUt tbe'only TequePt I have right.now is tt Way:YoUr



wavirows go, the way you're askin

'early.

goals,'are; or

thus two people too.

ddnit object:toaeiingparehts what their
4,

what they:mant Of.'0,1t.izentducation, b0. that
,i-

another story .That.. 'is probabli,yoUr charge al

privile6. But I keep wondecing If yciti haven't asked they

twb;viiry "learnild ;bung peopletDo early in the game.

W. McGUIRg: I° don't agree: It seems to me

that is an appropriate it's important to lay

o-tt the different.coneepts of ,what Citizen Educatidn might

be in the minds of different constituencies in'the society

Someimi.ghp think' of, it as educating( people so they:can

serve the' present. Society conform to the-eStem

r

nclw exists; others might say thit.,,onrfthe-'coritrary,:it is

.to-oducate changq,agents Who-can produce i'ookdtY more. ink

tune with the,:needsof indivfililas that are not nOw.heing,
4

Met.: s

W icheverit sis, I think-the important thing

to lay them all outebeca4ise whicheoler it is the be-

Oevioral. ecience box..cOuld say that_wehave a little bit

to of5PrHOn6ew to get people tO cOnfOrM to the needs or

how to.'. get pe0.111e tobecome: effectilie change agents,

-leaving 14 otherconstituencies.t 'decide which of these
,

y,.



bocftes of- knowledge w6illd be exploited and in what pro-=

pertiOn. 'The danger is not laying out the first box first

'SO that we only lo6k at certain behavioral science meohan4

isms.

. 'Fr. HILL: Any other comments? Are 'we clear?

Are, we able to see that? Le t me add.one thing. I tfifink

there is a dynamic thing in here that I was very glad to'

see in the paperS, that as we pick up concepts from the

behavioral-acienc.es tiTre are possibilities that there

should bg interaction not only in'terms of the actual

language but-,1 th6(areas.

T don't want to steal yout'thunder, Judy,

but in your paper you picked up the emphasis that we shoul

be concerned about inter

definition is not the

larger.

Ahal-edUcation;.that RBS's

Area; but it should be

J. TORNE'Y: Let me ask this question. How

fixed is this definition?

R. HILL: It's a working definition to get

us to begin to !9cus in that area. It's very fluid.

B. MASSIALAS: -How did it come about?

R. HILL: I ,thl.,nk our staff sat down and

chewed on it for about six months and read a lot of things

13



and then decided what was in and what was out

-

B. MASSJALAS: It doesn't include the publi ?

B. HILL: No, it doesn't represient the pub-

lic. However, Carl, it is not too far off from your

experience, is it?
o

C. GUERRIE'RO: No., not .too much.

HILL: Carl works across the atate,,,of

PennSylvania, meeting.people in' the state, working on

goals and schools, and so on.

B. MASSIALAS: It's j4.ke the Bible. You

can't deny anything in there.

J. TORNEY: For myself, once I develop

offie'kind of definition and it satisfies me as organizing

knowledge I become very annoyed if people monkey with it

unless they have a good reason, or if they ignore it. Tha

makes mg more annoyed. To what extent is that the case

with ylis definition?

R. HILL: I think we're still fluid, but we

could be annoyed.

W. McGUTRE: Does the definition come in

.part from4those 40 or so state departments of education
9

statements of what Citizen Education is?

R. HILL: They are certainly not in. conflic

1 A
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n most cases. It's certainly an extension of many of thit

e have surveyed the state goal statements, as Nick has

and tried to look;at what they say and get some

ideas of a congruenc-p'. We also looked at-philosophy. Our

'historians critiqued it. I thinit every time we type it,'

about once every two weeks, it' gets Changed.

J. TORNEY: By the typist?

R. HILL: We're not alwboys' sure!,

Let's move ahead. I' hope we'll be inforovol

dMorrow; it's not necessarily a day for ties, at'least

for the men: I hope we'll be able to carry on the conver-

satiqn which will go beyond certainly nine o'clock tonight

and continues at.the meal times.

If we can accept this focus we,need.your
#

,,.

help In trying to re,late this.'We have -a sensational op-
\ 1 ,

portunity. We have someone to try to do tAis job and
\

4.

try to mobilize work, in this area. 'We have 'the support

.'
ofAhe states about us and -1.:1117 are anxious for help.

,

A

We

k
.

are asking for help from people'in the research world,

and we're delighted to have this opportunity to invite you

here.

Judy,-please.

J. POI1NEY: About how long do you want me



4

14,

1/4,

.,

4

to go on?

R. HILL: How long would you /ant titalk?'
t)

.

.I thought about 20-25 minutes.
, .

( i

J. TORNEY: Let me say first ef all that I

want to react to your comment about how coo Ative we

all are_,- I am always impressed with the fact that I need

to kee:p constant track:ofhow kids see'the,i4e4 whicA we

all throw around -- definitions or whatever they are. My '

daughtercame'.back the other day from the seventh grade:7

with an assignment to write a composition on obedience

and cooperation -.:. obviously because tie teacher felt her
4

class had'fa led in th(?se importentcbaracteristics-
. .

'1,

She began her compOsition as follows: t. --

"Obedience-143 a conAvfwe usually assoaiatewith.dags4

Sometimes we also associate it .with beingrin:the army." 0...'

-,k

I often wonder whether, the teacher really

iread those compositions. It was such a marvelous .way of

Seeing that particular problem. So I hope we will all be

cooperative and obedient tonight so that you will not

,

have to treat us either as dogs_ or members of the army.
, 0

R. HILL: I hadn_i thought of obedionCe

but sometimes that's pretty nice: Y,

J. TORNEY: I am pleased at the set reactors
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who are here because theY,are people whose opinions I

respect'and'I think it's time some psychologists got into'
. ,

thispaA14111arbUsinees.. I think it's an important time

to A to some of those linkss.:

I'd like to que(ie my early life aldo. My

kiridergartenteacher eally did have certain information

about hbw Citizen Education ought to'iDe seen tri a sense,

and I think We're coming back in many ways' and seeing it

as more than simply a relat,ionship to the spectficall

governmental kind of system.

think the

obJectives, or whateveT y

4

ole of a definition ors 'a set o

u want to call it, is to call

people's attention to the various thingd whiCh they may.:;

nOtglave thought of as ins important. I think that's,

the reason for having a definition that takes up a page

rather than a definitiOn that takes up only a sentenceOr

two. r'would like to make one more plug for including.
I.

something about global and international problems in this

deftAition. I think it is shortsighted to fail to'do that

Although I promised not' to become too,an-

'noyed I do find that the conceptual framework which has

boon developed -- not by myself, but in a variety of meet-
.

ings and conferences first applicable to the global



sys em,as,a Tatter of fact', ankthen pro3eOt.ed-back.entO
-%1

.the domes00, rather than the'other-'way around'-, -,..,1- find

thatsatiefles'me and reflette what seem to me to be the
,

I.4findins' of a.-ntlber of empirteal-$ udies. It's also
1 I

important to me to moye back and forth between theconcep-
.

tual and empiricalquestions. That's the,important. part .

I think the concepte-Are'ililpertant, but the`' -relationAips

'between the behaviaral-ecience''Concepts are'stira more
.4o

important in identifyiag,:the important empirical questions

to be asked, identifying the important apsumptionsyhteh

people makeAn'the process- of doing things in eti4at.1.-en

which .they may not realize they're marking: a dfOiohin man

cases are subject to empirieal otest.

Bob says I should construct a rejoinder- to

my paper and that was,, ail interesting prospect, but only

given half an hour to do it in IR didn t

R. HILL: If you want to stand on your paper

and speak only five minutesl, you can say thatt's

(1

J. TORNEY: I think I' take a little .bit
4<more than that. I have done a lift e thinking since I

wrote the'-paper. I would be interested and 'I wouV likp

find out later why it is that 'the paper did not identif
1

the kinds. of concepts you wore looking for. I was a littl
\



start led by tat:,- ,ieceof.inforion as couple of minutes

,.

and undereOtad,

'
1-15.9kevery much really from the perspeCti 0

,
, . *

4,-,,,:.

the2..developmental7Psichp4ogiSt. I mies,, Irv: Sigel, who

k , ,
4,.

I thoughtwas*go-Ing t be here to serve as an ally in this
. A

,

'effort', I thinkv*oMe very important and exciting things'
, . 0

Are going in deVeIbpmental. psychology, particularly-in

4
social .involvpment of- ktds and in the study of social

develqpment of kids,and-I think that linking, thode-up,Wit

Citizen- Education ieter-rilyAmportant.
1

Ih particular Ilthink a life span. proach

&9 developmental is °thonly fiaay to-'g . Just as .th= g Oil

42-dimension cannot be ignored we canmot coontinue to believe.

that...at the ate of 15 or 16 everythirig stop that ,-4s impor

ant to know about develop0Oht, I will have some comment

6:'n your paper tomorrow, Byron, it that re rd too in-terms

Of generations and.th

that needs to be done;

meanings of variolus kinds of analy14,

I think the Other thing developMental

psychology-hIlps ue to do is spinpoint certain agbe When

important.t41nKs are happening that we really ignore at

the peril Of Citizen 'Education. J'a6:ecoMing more and

more convinced that middle- childhood in the eledentary
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school important and -it As°yeatsAlie,'Osolutely critically

re-iIIY.trae that the same edUcational, program or efforty

whateveryou vanttO call it -- the same.interventio
4

applied age does not necessarily have the same

effect as that same educational program applied. in Another

age..
3

iThere;.is a very good cartoon to that effect

m,
- . ,

.,/--

.

hieh../has a!,pictur0
;
of a psychoanalyst. and a man on a

. ' .

douch, aiid the man on the couch says, "All right, Doc/tor,

so I Spoiled 'rOtten, What can I do about it?" And the

next frame has the;PYP hoanalyst saying; "1 know hOw0P

treat thatl.problem," and ho kicks the man off the couch

and -starts spanking him 1

Some of my students in.developmental dont,t1

really understand why that's flinny,(.Why it is that the
4

same action for an adult and a child is different. Yet

I think that's the mato', legso'n that we draw. Whetter we.

believe in stage,development, stages of moral:develo pment,

or whatever we.believe. about develo psychology,

that is kind of core and al5ost ail developmental psycholo

gists would agree to that particular point.

ful people

Beyond Wou,get into areas where thought

o differ'about PFecisely what the importal

V 2 0_
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issaes are. It' seems t.o me that,in childhood if 4e,:want.

to 1904 at the various influenC
\e

s on Citizen Education,
3 ,

:

childho development is exceedingly rapid.,ciaAegilitive (level() at

Things chant6 qUickly and as a result in many cases they

are more.aMeniible to some kind or influence4 sometime4)

intervention, \sometinies acceleration than they are at

later period.

However, the explial.t 'Cititen Education

.eUrriclum of the elementary sancibl tends tO be fOcased on
(-

which are only coming .to bthose kinds of things recentlY

F4ucation beyond. thatthought of as P art. of Citizen and
, N

it's kind of n atiOnalipmsand:ohey g Your local ,policeman

kindsof.curriculum in',many placeS I think that 'fails

to stimulate the kind-otadAnces would be possible

given what.we know about the, importance of this'Period.

Once adoleskeenee comes th-ere is a fair

amount of e-vict0nce Oat a whole lotor things become more

rigid at that particular period, cegnitivesdevelop-
4

aspects of themerit /CertatnlY becomes s wer, and various
/ I

imOr/icit curriculum of the scbool tak'op particular ird-
/

.

portande, he unfortunate thing about adolescence.isthat

.at that particular time we keep teaching them in many

Citlzen Education courses the same things we've been

0
ti
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teaching th rn froA the beginning on., lessons which haVe

been, overlba'rned ~= ao itbecemes boring., redundant,

ropetitiv0- WO teach it as"' if we didn't trust the fact

that we had already taught thoSe lessons. We think that

more is better, that if you've done it before you :Moult
.

do tho,aamsTilngall 'overi'again.

,1 think' the deVelopmentai point 'of, view can
$ ,

have an 1mP ortant -roleto
. .

,of eXperienc'S ought.to b
.

trust in:7-the kinds of
-f,

in defining what those kind

I thinkwe ought to .have more

exp orienCpS We Provide, -and tat if

we provided them earlier in childhood we diDfl; need to

provide them all over again.

Beyond that it-4e-ems to me

out of iq.aget 18 thebry, which hasrot been

that th ,concept
sufficiently

applied in this=. are a-, are certainly, some ideaS of stage,

although I would. hesitate a long time. before I tried to

develop' a 'stage theory of citizenship. But I think the

,point that deVelopment is directional., sequential, quali-

tatiVely different at cliff° nt periods 1Mportant,

So without necessarily tying ourselvei-)into stages of

citizenship I think that 1s an important idea.

Likewise I think the-fai5a -of schema has s;

groat deal of possibility\for undarstaroing kids' points

fi
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..df view, because it d es not make what I often find

difricult distinc$40 , which is between cognitive and .

AleaVenHknowa Ilvb done. enough survey re-
)

search on tognItiyeand attitudinal aspects of children's

civil and _political action, and I swear frequently in pub-

lic I 'will never collect any more. The. distinction -betwe

hem for 'me recently often tends to become a blurred one

) if 'I start to tallrAir;out kids' perspectives

on some thing that ha's ognitive aspects,and it hasiatti-.

tudinal aspects, and I cannot make that kind ar,knowledes.

Versus-skills verS,USi disposition kind of distinction,- I

,

'think that perhaps:thereason, we don't think we're making

. . .

,, ,

as much progress,in this area as we ought,.to be is pre-
.

.

.

.

.

.
/. .

ciselp becaUSe we get ourselves tied into that particular

set of thaughtg; also because we find it so'much more
e

easy to assess or evaluate knowledge than We:de,any of

these Other things.

.f,leciN.!0n:::get,i-nto arguments about what a
,

gOodattitude iitind'so we get ouract.lVes tied '1.4)1'rii1'41nds

oartificial arguments in that particulai distinction.

Again, if it takoa-aConcept like schema to break us out

of that, maybe it does take that ,sort of new concopt.and.

ma7bêe can break out of that, particular box without

ra )
1,1
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having be c.all it something which is a.Nlittle jargeny and4 1.fw,

a 'little-difficult to apply ltn thbs6 situations; but

4

just. think we shoUidbreak out of the boX nevertheless.

I am becoming more and more convinced that

where the last decades may have-been .the decades. ofmoral.

.education' and. Moraldevelopment, I really believe the next

decade is going to be perspective - taking, decade if I

e'a prediction. For me ,that is/a concept around

whic an ganize a great deal of tIELtI know about

developmental psYchology, what Ibelleve about. Citizen.

Education, what I think about social develogment..

Again,, this isan area OT study wharemaybe

Kbhlberg's work was five years ago. In other words, there

are tot very many studies which map its growth. tht is,

the average ages at which kids.have-various'kinds of

perspective takin,g skills andabi:itieS, what kinds of
,

things influence it.-HI:!ve read :3mcof thework my

,-students are'doing on the effe,:-)s of bilingualiam on per-

speb1 taking, and on the effects of various kinds of

parent procedures and the various kind of school experience

they have on perspective taking. I think that is terribly

imgo,rtant and that the three 'or four or maybe tive-studies

which indicAte that its possihleto optimize children's

r



ability. in this area represent an'absolutelYerucial

.peet of Whatever youre going tocall Citizen. Education.

I believe that it true because 'if,you

at the failures- f. Ci izen Education kf0a

23

look simply

that are ,delinquent,- for example
<_ , ,

convinced' that one.
.

of the things delinquent kids can't do (and` there±isso'me.

eVidence ia see the world from the victim's

int of view._ They victimize people withoutf being able
_ .

to take that particular perspective-:-

I think. one of the reasons people ignore h

injuatices and a variety. of evils in the world is thatthe

not 'see Om world from somebody''elaePoint of views,

Part of our failure as an international educatiOn is that

we do not see the world froM thit point of. view of somebody

else, a country. or a culture which is dif?erent froth

our own.

Fo'r me that ia a kin& of important organ--
. #

izing principle. Selman's work is impertant,,although I.

'would argue that I don't think it is quite as neatly stage

s he makes it out to be. But I think this whole area is

a terribly, terribly important one and I think that,,we hav

been tooslOppy recently and for a lOng time.in talking

about' empathy and. good feeling when We could be much more
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and talkabout-perspect ve taking, oOnjugated.:

down to ite'0.0,Mponent parts, 40trace their: deVelopment

and

Way t

see how we' might help kids do' hii in a more effective

What 14erestsvabout,Furth'.s work is

babicafly the same, thing. What is egocentrism with regard

to such inatitUtiOnsc ,What toes' it meanunderstand. an
- -

inatitutibb
,.,,,;,

deal. with it from the Same perspective. as

someone Who is a member of an inatitutio
, .

.-,

1

You've dpnee so much work:in M.Oral education

in this org nizaticn. that I hesitate to spend very much

time,. at all on that. I think what Koh/berg did for us

a.nwiber.of years'ago is important, He'llaa cartel. lY made

mOreApepple sensitive to the-cognitive..develop ntal point

of vie*thanany oth 'er single individual. I think IS

toobad lt we get stuck in that box,.however. There are

too many problems or the relatiOnsip 'between judgment and

behavior whiCh are still t 'be.reslved. It doesn't say'

that that..is not an important thing to teach,people about,

th,t it is not an important perspective to bring t

but I don't tri-InRithe answers -lie there,

4.4

bear;

I Am4stimulated -- I- am not fullyY persuade

Elliot Turie's argument-a-boilt the difference between

J'

V
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moral. and social conventional kkndkof behavior, but I am

peruaded,that too many things have been 'taken under the

rubric of moral develorthnent and moral judgment which don't

necessarily belong there and as-a,resulp of puting them

19 that box we have lost some important distinctions. I

think Turiel bring* those to our attention and dOmonstratea

in really what io to me a very-persuasive way that if

ybung kids, kids as young as preschool" can make those

kinds of-ddqatinctiOnd, that t4ey agree as much as they do

With the judgments that- adults make about those kinds of

things that trikes'me &s a rather basic kind of

tinctiondf it happens that ebeitYtr.

That brings me to the area of modeling and

social 'waning theory, ai since I wrote the paper I have

'become .persuaded that one of the areas that I can send ,my

'grAduate student to neXt is an attempt to really generate

a developmental theory with modeling. It strikes me that yo4

could really call Bandura's. recent book SOCI. ONITIVE

LEARNING THEORY,amd.ifyaucould stick "Cognitive" in there..

why not also stick "Developmental" in there. That,may

sound like an arbitrary useg of concepts, but what I really

miall by this is that 1 don't really think that Bandura in
7

his most recent statement of what social learning theory is
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is all that far away from a de'ce'lopmenta1. pointof view.

4
As soon as'you got as many different atten-

1 ,

tional and retentional,motivational processes involved as

he has, I don't think you can continue ever -to beat Piaget

and developmental theo'ry aver the head, as ho tends to in

that book. I think it's going to beitibme clear eventually

that some e.these processes ,which he thinks are terribly

important are processes which have strong developmental

components. I don't think that has gotten the focus of

attention it should have yet, and I am convinced:that that
/

is one of the more important ways in which'schools in par-

ticular can influence, kids.in termi of modeling.

I was sitting next to Howard Mellinger at

a conference recently talking-about this and he said,

"Good God, we'll go back to requiring that teachers not

smote or drink and wearing certain kinds of clothes so

that they can serve as appropriate models for children."

I don't know. Maybe thatts where it will all end up. But

in certain kinds of areas it seems to me that the process

of modeling is a very important one, but it is.hot neces-

'sarily one that has to be set off as opposed to cognitive

development.

Moving from that into altruistic, pro-socia
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60111d:or, I had a conversation about a month. ago wtt0'4U1
:4ky.

Mussed, whe_has dOne some political sOcializationrAseaZsch

reeenfly'4nd,' of course, has written this ROOTS OF tARINO4

SHARING AND HELPING book, which is about altruistic be-

haVior, and he seems really not to put the two together.
-

Again, I think that is almost symptomatic of part of the

,,problem in Citizen Education. We'haven't put those two

aspects together sufficiently as yet. We have, rerprence

to: copperatlen and one thing and another, b tvie look at

them as two separate domains ,and I-'m not sure they are.

I think the whole area of altruistic, pro-

social behavie4 is'important and it's important in a way,

that goes beyond the psychological laboratory. These

processes are studied and it's important to study them
ft A

in controlled experinientalsituations. But it's also

portant to realize that when we move into an applied

setting -- to use a school, for example,,thOugh it doesn't

have to be a school --we are not so concerned with keeping

all of those seArate processes really separate. We'are

concernod,With having an effedt, and if modeling is one of

the way.we'can have an effect, if helPing children to labs

and rationalize their behavior can go on at the same time,

and if we can help them,, learn somethig about perspective
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taking all at once, we're not in the process f Citiiim
A

; r
Education and we're' not actually soparatin ether model,-

,.

ing.ismoreimportant than so ething e18e. 1We're

interested in getting the meat eff 4ective ssble combina-
.

28

tion of these psychological processes.

It seems to me that some of the habgups

`which have characterized some of tho psyChoiogical reseai'c

in this area we have'to be cognizant of, but we don't have

to be dissuaded from using these kinds of processes betaui

(

of those particular hangups. 'We are interested in doing

some -kind of basic research on, these these processes, but

we're also interested in finding out "how they might b

used most effelively in classrooms or .other kinds-of

situations.

I think that's what I want to highlight

from my paper., I expect at everybody has read it, so I

looking forward to comments.

e

R. HILL: I.certainly enjoyed your comments

and it helped me. ,After,working in moral education for a
, .

while I think the key is perspective taking.1 Certainly

we try to emphasize that in,ou'r education programs. I

am very interested in modeling. I think it's very power-

ful. I read the research and I don't know how to think



actlf it in those terms, but Ican see somen, ways of en-

gineering it-in the schools.

Think you for your comments and now .I

would 'ask the reviewers to.make comments. -- either to
, 1.1

volunteer or have me call. on you. I'do ask you.to hold to

flirt) or six minutes so that the5 we cat hafsie a general

discussion:.
J

Let me change that. Would yop like to ask

some clarifying queitionsl first?

K. DAWSON: I don't have the paper in,front

of me, but I was interesteJudy, particularly in your

framework that you developed.. I thought it was quite good

youreibility to draw from both the domestic and the

international. I think that more work on ,that needs to be

done.

Under "poll c mcomunity," which I think
1

14 your first heading an I don't remember exicily what

you on international you had an appreciation of

cultural diversity. I Was wondering why that wasn't equal'

as appropriate under thtNlomestic political community..

J. TORNEY: It co-Lad be, of course.

K. DAWSON: My next question is maybe one

of clarification, and it's in t developmental area. One
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Of the,. components you 'mentioned was that of participation
- .

and as a pOtitical sciantist I am mst,Aware of some of

the .issues and conceptual prciblems in dealing with that,

_especially in the Cirea of Citizen Education. Do you want

to elaborAte on that? '

J. TORNEY: I feel the need to serve as a

balapee to the politizal scientists who have made parti-

dtpation the only important part of citizenship. That

may be unfair in a sonsei.,,but I thinkthat too many political

scientists have made that the he-al; and end-all, without

exorcising
.
apAropriatil judgment about what kind of parti-

cipation. to what end, id' what way, motivated by what moti

vations, related to, what organizations, and so on.

K ,DAWSON: I agree with all that. I just

d why you didn't bring up some of'those issues,
4.

and I think those are all-pertinent issues,'including the

fact that for the most part we measure what is eferred
4

to in the sociological riteratUre as.conventioial partici-

pation. Andespeeially. when yoU get into the area of

international realtions you get'into Red Brigade and other
,

organizations that are certainly what you would call un-

conventional participation, and to assume that participa-

tion itself is a positive goal -- I think basically this

(-)

.7.15
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is the issue: what kind of participation. Obviously not

allp(a4tidiPation is equally - valid '...

,,

, .._

.1-
i A,,t . :, .: ,

w ,..- J. TORNEY,: Ydt for many years -I think we'
. .

assumed that if we could get everybody active thins would

get better._

R. HILL: I would like to ask the reviewers

to comment now. Professor Sjoberg, would you begin.

O. SJOBEgG: As the odd person here I heal-

,tato' to begin the commentary. am, the only sociologist

sitting around the table.

First a few comments upon that little di

gram, As I read social science literature there, are a

number of kinds' of behavioral scientists, so-called

Scientific social scientists (that 'I've heard discussed

around the table) and there are otters, namely, those with

a critical o'rientationikand the third, a group that has

received very modest attention except perhaps ih.political

science ancieconomics-, re those who are interested in
\

constructing or modifying existing arangeMents in society

I would submit that thosindividuals --

\ -4..1,and I.think you have only to look at the economic advisors
\
\

begin to break fairly markedly from their data when th
. \

(

are factdrwith reality. you cannot assume that the past

c
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is the bailie for, The Future is not a fact.

Most social-"scientists have assumed that the futUrs is,

going to replicate the past, and if we have knoWn a9ything

(we may not know very much) we certainly know that is/Sels

Morpover,)in that particular diagram, it

you're truly inttliested in constructing the future, either

constructing new and alternative arrangements er modifying

existing arrangements, then yOu're going-to have to think

about a different kind of behavioral science than I see

incorporated in these papers,though there are suggestion

to that effeCt.

More specifically with'respect to the papfr

v'
under discussion, I am certainlysympathetic to the issue

&

of human rights,' though I see some discontinuities,between
\ ,

the.sections. Part of this(discontirluity arises f /om the
. ,

faCt that there is an assumption that. there is going to

be agreement on human rights. CertEditay, the east and west

don t agree. The libertarian tradition of the west verso:

'Ate:oollective tradition of the east pn human rights is a

fairly marked Point of contention at the present time

and I don't see enough attention to that issue.

Another source of great concern and I'll

keep:playing this ,Pecord,throughout the. discussion
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that there is no sociological context. When I speak of.

'seliI

o ( gical oonteict I would plaqe groat emphesi upon the
.

fact that most children are educated within highly::
,

.

bureaucratized' schoold by teachers who are sO ialized into
p :

bureaucratic learning procedures even though they,think

they are free. In fag?, I got a little worried when ^I

hear that Juvenile aelinqu nts can't take the :-perspective

of others; from t heir point o,S view they may,dod nn welll

I'm not:saying that's the only perspective, but/they may

be very, very smart. They may be Robin Hoods from their

peripective, and yOulre defendingthe'iystem and that

troubles me:

The whole bureaucratization of the aohool'

system is the context in which this political socializatio

takes place. Also,- you have'a fragmenta

life up and down the social ladder, and

ly

agmentation as

well of the value system in AMerican.society, especially

among the privileged groups; and within that context I am

somewhat left at a loss as to how you're going to imple-

ment all this. The empirical studies from my point of

view have almost nothing to say about thessissues of

bureaucracy, the fragmentation of family, the fragmentatio

of the value and belief.system; and those are where the
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p
issues and the actions ai,e as fan as I'M concerned.

Thank you.

Thank you.. V4ry exciting.

Bob. V , h

R. HOGAN: I thought the paper ,was a good

summary of the materials in the state of the art in
.,; . .

developmental psychology with reference to Citizen Educa=

tion.' Iwant. to-make that point perfeetly clear. AHnu'm

ber of ,criticalythlThts occurred yo me, but becaUse 'of

limits of time and the constraints" we. have her4 I \11 makee

iget one point and:I!ll make it several different Kays,

These discussions of 'citizen,Educition.are

shot through with social class biases. I,have just fin-
?

ished a paper on the degree, to which t re are social clan

influences running throlIgh all sorts qf social thy:,

so the subject is very key in my,mind.

Citizenship education shOuld tailor its

meSsa0k,Atekits intended audience. Mh s the IlUdience?

,,,ef_the peopl in th6 world are not 'college graduates.mos=t

_,..4 ,

41-djitof the people to America are not Ph-AD. as hard ae

some:of my.colleaguel at Johns Hopkins may find that to

believe. A physics pi-ofessor:told us that George McGovern

was going to win the electi,on because:he talked t ;the
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entire junior 'faculty in the physics departmOlt and they

were all going to vote' iorieorge'gcGovii.

A hobby of min* s talking to woring,,91014
*. ; I

time, and what-7 find is,%thSt most people in.America are

,deeply'suspicious of politielans, deeply suspicious of the

way this country is run, ana deeply suspicious of where

we're all going. Yet at the same time they are patriots,

and that a term that turns middle class.bloo4 colt. My.

father..-in-law, for example, puts the American iiag out

every Sunday. Nonetheless ho is deeply distrustful of

what is going on in Washington.

Furthermore X' think there are good 'reasons
r,.

for those ,,working .ciass poopi0 to be suspicithis of those

who hold the reins . government. So unless Citizen,Edu-r
..,

cation says'samethfng about this division, this obvious

separa, tiOn between the institutions of government that corn
.

mand patriotism on the 'part' of working 'claispeopl, you
h.t

run the risk of discrediting your prp.gram from .the outset,.

The'seoond point would like to make is

that this emphasis on social participation is certainly'

very important,,particularly if yOU belong to the Kiwanis

Club of Chestnut Hill, Pennsylvania,. but it is nota very

Jy
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important isime 1, you Work at Sparrows Point or in the
N,

United States Steel Pittsb h. Disaffection, from
4

public participation may reflect an accurate perception of

one's power bg.,change the system rathOr than personal

h ;Ogy.

My next door neighbor went down to registe
4

voters in Oakland, California in' 1966..:`;, was'14iVi4Ousi,

but the only problem,, theugh,, was-that most ,of the peeple
;

ste.was.tryilrig-toregister had prison records and after a

-aay':''Of trying to register-former prisoners she came 'back

and said "Not everyone is going to Berkeley."'

A third point I would like to make is that

'cognitive developmental theory may not be the cVUre on

which to build A model of Citizen Education,' and 4:17

.'4 ,
fsevpral reason)W. theery'ofthe.devef6pment of

,

theoretical views,'and as a iresult little attention.s

given to the adtual, behavior -- the way you appear,loral
or smart or rational or .,at earl.ced in cognitive deyelopmelltal

'

theory i ,to be rticullte, The Morej ticUlat

you are', the-more moral sedinding sand smart,- So it's a

systematic bias built intod'O6itiy developmental theory

against working class children. I can document that with
,j

my own rioseirch, but we, don't-%have. time for that now.



That!s the firstreason. The second ism
. 4

that cognitive.devekgpTental theory,endorses the Platonid,

hypothesis from:Plato that that which.s higheit ifi-.the

'rellmkOf abstraction is highest in the realm of.being, and

that which is highest, in the realm of being is highest in

the realm of ,value. There is no logical, empirical4 or

histOrical.reason for.addiptin'g thatassueiixtion. That'is

Mist a particular bias Aich seems to ,run r;ght through:

academic Psychology.

Thereis absolutely no reason to prefer the

abstract over the concrete. It's a middle class prejudice.

Aside from the grave problems.entailed in tryi define

what abstract, might possiblr mean, conaider the context of

human evolution.' )p, favdrite example is from Roger Brown,
.L1.

Think of, the primal father- walking down the forest primeval

with his fkmilY and here comes a tiger. What's he going

to say? "Out?" a very abstract term. ,40r is he

going to say, get. thwhell t \gif

In ,other words,' what is the viable response in the' real

world. Abstraction is a middle clase

In Order. to ;engage in for-mal- operations or

level 6 reasoning ybu have to have slaves people wha

pick_ up the,garbage:pr wash dishes .for you, = .And-you'ha4

3S1



to have plent'y of leisure

developmental

MY third reason for objecting to cognitive

*ory.is thli'ase.timption that ater is betta

mai hot:be-valid. I don't moan to be yliousseaU'VOMantir.

clot here, but4Ust to say that maybe children are far,mor

'capable: the*we think5,thdY are.-- that their problem iti,An
In A

.4$!°P;OrmanCit and that .they can't tell you what they k4Ow

though they` know it.

I used to work as .a,.prObatiO#:. oftecr. and.'
. '

.,-I found it extraordina410.rily'difficUlt to fool or *tO'lle-or,

to shock little-:*Ads. A five:-year old freciliatIt

'4

exactly WhatAr01 The probX*11,ia they c

/j4rticulaile the nature their suspicion. They kni

lying, but they can't tell you Why.

why is later not necessarfly e

Take the study of friendshipor how .friendships evol4e,

Little 'children /are very competent at striking Oip frienk:

ships, much more ,ccrrIpetentan most of the people in this
"

room bakau,se our tp41bations.:andblases andprejUdiCes

and Oilts and fears, etc. If )you want, to watch,pros at

makinig friends wittC1; little .kids .6 That's an example of

whilater is nOtneceesarili better..

Another eXamilI,eds ,the Concept-of--

t
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Littlochildren understand the concept of fairness very

well. And they'll yell lAhat's not fair!' when they're

watching television or watching cartoons./Adults are

Fairly Jaundiced and Vairly biased' and Ore not nearly as

keen on the concept of fairness.

Finally, this is a very liberal view,

liberal in the socioeconomic sense -- that is to say, that

development always inev.it,ably equals progress. Develop-

ment doesn't equal progress. Development can equal retro-

grade motion as will as it can progress.

The last point I would like to make about'

liberal biases running through Citizen Education is this

view, this notion that ,conformity is pathological. That

claims that people whoComply with the law are somehow sic

Or aro not very bright. It's a standard liberal prejudice

at least a hundred years old and probably more. It's

really pernicious. You have to,be an entrepreneur or a

4hite collar criminal to .be opposed to compliance. Societ

couldn't run if those poor old iarbago men didn't go out

td pick up your trash at seven o'clock in the morning, and

it's only creative innovative scientists, real estate

agonta, and used car salesmen who can afford to be free-

wheell:ng on the subject of conformance.
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R. SIGEL: I don't know whether IshOUld re
vr-

act to the two reactors.

R. HILL:- Later. Now react to the papers

R. SIGEL: The point of Judy's pape;7,wh1eh

I found, by the way, very thorough, very up-to-date, and

conceptually very,well organized -- the point that in-

trigued me the most (she didn't highlight it today because

she felt we had reas1 the 58 pages, and quite rightly) and

the one point th,ate(you already mentionedrin.your emphasis

on global and on human rights firsf all, I

1/)

read my notes because I did them on the train and the

train shook more than -I had anticipated and, secondly,

maybe f didn't realize there were going to, be so many

psychologists here and they can handle the psychological

and developmental sture better than I, so lot me talk/

about the one or two things that maybe. as. a political

scientist I should contribute.

You montioned 3omewhere in your paper that

we shouldn't just addrea3 ourselves ,to the explicit and

formal curriculum, but also to thelrhiciden ono, and I think

that's a very good point. 1 quite agree w th the sociolo

gists -- and on this pollttcal scientists ''afire to blame,

but so are-psychologlata for that matter that we have.



not looked -- yes, we haVe looked, 50 I disagree-With you

there -- at the school as a social structure.- I think
-

there is lots of it in the literature about the hierarChy

in the social structure in the school and all that. But I

think we haVe not looked at some of the4practices and some

of the climates which contribUte, I think,*to whit I would

call bad citizenship training.

For instance, everybody. has said that etude

government is poor, that it's mickeymaUse, andall that.

First of all, I agree with that and, second, -the saddest

part is that -the kids know it.

The part that ,I find bad about some of the

.school practices which are pseudo-democracy is that I have

data to show that th kids with the most leadership abilit

don't really go into student government and, !econdly, tha

the kids who serve in student government have no better

c-omprehension'of and are not, better able to

apply democratic concepts in dilemma situations.

The more_seriousthi g is that. if democracy

is a worthwhile concept -- and even that is debatable --

then you shouldn't try to fool, the people. I think when

you say to kids "you can have your student gOvernment, but

you can't make any dectsi.onS -- you can only ratify' what
1

A
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thec.principal lets you do" you create a sense or cynicism'

and hypocrisy which they're going to -earn anyway and

YoU doll!t need to inistitutionalizeit as a gOod.

The second thing is,that the sehOOli in

many of their practicbs.violate thelsame thinga,that the;

2 .

'teacher in the classroom does, They talk about freedom of

speech, they talk about freedom of religion, they,talk

..about the'right to privacy, freedom. of the press, and then

what do they do? They censor the school paper. The kids

make a nasty comment atiput the 'basketball coach and the

English advisor says, "That can t gO in."

They make Cattycomments like, "You Catholi

have another holiday.. It must be good to be a, Catholic."

These are practices- which I think violate

-What they're trying to teach. Than I think there is an

oid,'old study to rbfer to what you said abour,replication

I think the two--track class system isstill in existence.

The one point I would make as -a political scientist would

be this one abouetho !Iructure of the school, and I would

argue that there are some things that kids can take,con-

-trol over and it would be much bettor, just as it wou

in unive-rsitios -IT we would simply uay that there are

some issues in which they are not going to practic

A '0
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'democracy. "The, state has rules here and for the time

being we're, gging to live with ite" Or the .principal has

'rules, or the capricious teacher, or what- have -you

I object to the idea of saying we're all

very democratic. Just say where we be democratic and

say where we can't be. I think this is much better.

I notice you're looking at your watch, but

I want to say that I strongly disagree with what you say

about not necessarily the correctness of perspective-takin

altruism -- and I would be perfectly willing tomorrow to

elaborate on this if you want me to -- but I con't think

`citizenship training should be training for altruisM.

Citizenship training should be training for politics, and

'I don't mean'just'for government. It can be community

training. It can Ce anything. ,,Politics is conflict.

Politics is who gets what when d how, and thereforrit
g.

is not altruism.

The function of citizenship training is to

. make clear to -kids 'what there i.s its politics through which

they can actualize legitimate goals and how to do it. The

reason that your working class people are cynical -- first

of all, that's nothing new. You said they were deeply

distrustful'of government. We have data that Ameritansj.
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have never trusted politicians, ,and that that has alwaya

been a 4rty word. Only when they are dead do they ,become

good.

One of-the reasons is that our schools do

not teach why,government is relevant. We just teach tat

it is sort of an obligation for US to be good citizens, to

maintain the.syatemr.or to maintain the nation. ;we don't

teach them what every corporation president, 'every labor

union president does: thergOVernment:can do something for

.me. I think that is a function of citizenship education.

That is not being unpatriotic. That is simply saying

government is there for you and that relevancy hasn't been
tj

made clear. Altruism doesn't help there, because if I

take perspective in that sense I can say T can underStand

how Mr. Bakke feels that he wasn't accepted to medical

school.

PerspectiVe-taking.can be.vevy.dysfunotiona

and that's all I'm going to say right now.

W. McGUIRE: I liked both Judith's and

Byron'' papers and found myself writing comments and ex-

clamation-points and questionmarks in the,margins all over

the place. I would like to go over all the little points,

but rather than, that I'll try to concentrate on one main

4.
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thing.. I'd like to go over your social learning thing,'

and whether or not teachers perhaps should wear more

spiffy things, or certainly not have programs against

Smoking while a coach or a teacher or a principal, smokes

in the school.

I was also, like Karen, bothered by the.

'diversity element' just being on the international

whereas if it's really a burning issue she could train

people for consensus or for maintaining and appreciating

diversity.

The point I want to concentrate on in con-

nection with Judith's paper is her cognitive development,

Piaget kind of emphasis, which did seem to me to be the

biggest single section'. The implication it has for me, is
416

that 7b sho.uIdthink perhaps of training children in the

lower morality, sort of lowering their standards of social

responsibility., morality, citizenship, and so on; that

thd problem nor (to put It in the most pejorative term

can think of that wouldn't be unfair) is that children are

priggi h in their morality, aesthetically, bothersomt but

stIll riot ny basic reason to change except that that

priggishnvs makes, them very vulnerable to terrible:dis-
.

illusionment that is almost inevitable and mostly they
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ick up the pieces and work out some way, but i 'bad

case cause lather an apathy s

f syn rome.

You will remember that the problem.With.

early stageapf cognitive development according to Piaget

and one's mother\and-everyone else is that children

trate and they emphasize the main thipgs and ign re everyH:

thing else;:, that 'they re very egocentric and have 'difficu ty

seeing things in any perpRective other than their own.\ We

usually talk about these thi for about AgelOsand ass

me oi-a terrorist kind

that by secondary school and Co lege one is over this, but

this is talking about the physica reallti. When we talk

about the political/social reality ere has been Jess

opportunity to'manipulate and deal with that kind of dentai

or experiende and I think these characteri tics carry over

The Berkeley revolting student iverent

alternating generations with their parents but ctually

were ones who had parents with the ideal that they

actually ,carrying ott, but carrying out in ways that b
4 -1

cause they have such a high morality they don't. bee Poop
o

are imperfect -- they have to compromise, and so on.

means for curriculum, it seems too

me, to teach the lower morality that is neceasaryi tp avid

t'.J,
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catastrophic di illusionment -- in specific social respon-

sibility trainimg there is the literature that Judith4i6"

talkingrabOut on training, on dealing With moral di,10,11a0

what happen if a friend steals and you see him or4her,
1

and so on -- the counter attitudinal role-playing experi-

ences would be part Of-thi -try and teach the other

perspective. as well as to see the shades of gray in m:eral

issues.
.

Throughout the curriculum it seems to me we

should throw in much more on the mixed moralitk-in life,

'which we -can do with some fear and tremblingi, but can do

on the positive and show, that Washing.(n maybe beatliis

horse, or.som,ething like that, and understand that people

do get frustrated occasionally and do that to .e extreme

is to teach heinous, things. The worst.thing I can think

---of at the moment is the Holocaust and you say, "You have'

to understand what went on. there." This islvery hard,to

do, and yet if peplel-ave this priggish Moralit1they're,

up for a fall f they :don't realize the other side in a

moral- issue isn't necessarily scoundre1;.. Y611, have to sort,

bring in a Hannah Arendt a da Stanley Milgram:under-,

stan'di , f the Holocaust. ,The problem is that if you

don't, 'if they haven't betn immunize against inevitable.

C.)
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disillusionment, they're going to be hurt.

Most of us survive we're hurt all the..

time -0 and build up a nOW morality and move .out to.the

suburbs and quiet4Y live our lifer, busome do become

TiroPouts, get involved in drugs, etc. and others became

arsonists and terrorists of various kinds, :They may be

ereativa,.so bet'ruling it out.

Then we have Co teach Fr tnAkn children to

becothe better change agents -- things aren't peilct all

the time; have a whole curriculUm ,on teaching children to

induce social change. T. would suggest some emphases like

these.

ZAJONC:
, .,

was very much impressed with

Judy's paper to learn how much there is really in

psychology that could be useful 1ln this area. I didn't

think that psydhologists had that much to contribute, but

.maybe it's becausje of my ignorance of developmental

psychology and odAcation1.1 pBychology. I was really very

happy to see this, and prOmpted by this impressionI.
-

tried to :see Just, wha,t',the general problem of citizenship

particpation and citizenship eduCatien is what there

is in the literature that ono can loOlc at to make some

conjectures about the role of citizen education, general

J J
.41



education,, and political action.

j
Resoarch I was just going'to another floor'to get some Mit

Since I an at the InstAtUte for Social
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about thiS,. and I havesome.here

f if one ,wants to' take a look- at the most effectivei

for you to look at. Firs

aspect of peliticl participatiOn in.voting, education

cortainlY ls a v,ry major factor in the turnout' Here are

some data on the.. last two Presidential electionS.on the

turnout.

College-educated population votes to>the

at least they report they do, Whereastune of aboutp87%

the grade sehool educated people vote only,O-about. 57,%.

This is in the last two elections- That is very hearten

tng, ,.nd the fst conjecture from this kind of'data is

that if you want to increase political participation you

simply want to increase numberof'people,'going.to eel'

loge. That actunily has happened, becti.Usta t e numberof

.people going to'College has increased markedly. Here are

the - changes )n the college population over these Presidon-

tftal elections.

Over the last seven Presidential elections

from ,'52 to '76 you can see the number of people of voting

age who want to collere has increased from 15% to about



35-36%, whereas the people haling only grade schookYeduca-
-qtt

2tion haidedreased from 40% to 20 %. ,ho._ we -have achieved

tpat.
. .

With these two figures '--.firstethat peOpl
, -

%Ow go tO' College are mere likely:; -to vote an'd, secondly,

that" the' Aumher:' of people. who .have a college 'degree has

indr:eased among the-voting population -- we predict -.that.

the number of people voting in the United 'States should

have increased over the last several elections. That.is

certigiindy---not true. In fact; overLthe last sevd't'al fled-

tions there has been a general,decline kn,the turnout and

from 1960 to 1976 there. has been d very dramatic drop in

the politiCal yirticipation, certainly in the Voting.

Tr one were to cAlCUlai .vhe turnout on the

basis of .he rise of College population among the voters,

we should have nearly L5 of the people voting rather than

70%, as it was in 1c)70'. the, :just providing

general educdtibn and raising the -educational Ibvel of the -

population is nOt:a sufficient condition to increases .this:

sort of political participation. One of the reasons, of

doUrs , is that the voting population has Changed. There
.,-.

are many more younger people voting now than before, and

joung peoplb are not as likely to.vote as others. SecOndi
.4,



there has. been ¢ aaeoline.in the.trust:in goVefrnment and
.

.there-haa been an Ancrease the.4oubt tha one''

counts, and things, of this sort: and as a conseOuenc*1 the

Vote'has declined.

However,' onehistO appreCiate the fitct tha

the turnout has' c eclined in spite of the faCtihat the

educational level of the electorate, has increased tre,.

mendously over thelaatseven eleCtions.- This-means that

the negati4e:Tardes working againSt political participa-
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tion are much more powerful than the edUlcational' factors

*hich are assumed here to Work towards increased political

participation or towards voting.

tt seems, then, that at least these days if

citizenship education is to-take place it somehOw must tak

the form not so much with respect to the,traditional

:political values, but perhaps.-has to be more directed to-

Avvrda. the:-idpathat participation might have some effect

if indeed it has some effect and makes some difference for

the individual.

ThAs leads me to believe perhaps that it

is not so much that we must teach attitudes first, expect-

ing that the actions will follow, but perhaps we have. to

teach .the actions first, expecting that the attitudes. will



follbwLthat perWtps the firAt hing to do 1877710 somehow."
make indiiidUal citizens bellegve2at there ere things they

can de; like write' to the Prain;''ommiSsonerand-expeet,

that things migh e done,.orgo to a toWnthip meeting and

find thiN soMething can bey done. Maype Children in. high-*
,

school or ingrammar sch000l might have some,project or

some:- action, that they decide on, and try to infIueriCe some

small action WIthintheir community tO ee that in fact

there-is same effectivehess. It really doesp t matter

what tiffs actionis And it really doesn't matter what,

their attitUdes are in the beginning, as long avthey-haye:

the trust that,their action will,haveSome political con-'

sequence. Later on with greater, ,judgmentand maturity:

1:hei Mctght,develop the attitudes which are valued by the

community.

It.seems to me that perhaps the teaching

of citizenship earliOr Should_Concentrate much, more on.tlhe

logiNtiCe:and mechanics of pelltical action thanonthe

Values and the attitudes and the beliefs in democracy-and

other abstract" entities',, which. y-'not'reallY haire sUffi:

T.cientooaning t prompt, any i vidUal, to concerted effort

such as is.reeluire.d in Point to the polls and pressing\a.
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R. SIGEL : 'Could I just say something about

voting. I am not quarreling with the charts you distribu=

ted, but there is one little thing missing.(and that's_be-

cause Michigan people - and I don't moan you like notA
to talk about that): and that is that people with much

4

more education, rogardless of whether it's now or umpteen

years ago, do exactly what you suggested in the participa-

tory skill. The Michigan study concentrates so much on

voting and not on communal and other political activities

and I think there is where education has a very high cor-

relation: the better educated the person, the more organ-

izations-he belongs to, the more active he is, the more

courage ho or she tries /to exercise.

one qmndredpercent agree with you that

the overeMphasis.on voting as the method, because of the

well - financed every- four -year. Presidentialitudy, has

created a lopsided impression.

si R. .ZAJONC:' No. This is in agreement with

the data, that educatidhal level does help in participatio

in all spheres, voting and these other activities. Howeve

over the last several years there has been a decline in

all kinds of participation, political participation.

R. SIGEL: Not in organizational.
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J. TORNEY: Most of t66Michigan studies do

not asseds that.

R. ZAJONC: I understand that other forms of

participation also have deblined -- contributions and so o

SIGEL: No. To the parties, yes. If

you're talking about the parties, yes, but if-you're talk-

ing about others, no. And, besides, voting participation

is a very cyclical 'thing. Historically there has been

high participation followed by low participatIon. But I

Just wanted to make that one point.

R. HIL: I would like tO,make a comment.

I am impressed by both the quality and the variety of the

comments, and I find them very .valuable, but at this 'point

I believe Judy must have some things she would like tp say.

J. TORNEY: I thoUght you'd never ask!

On the point of cultural diversity and its

role in the national and the international, I have done

some work in that area, so that's why I was caught short

for a minut when that was said to me. I thought:, Why

did I miss that? And then I realized that the way I look

at this those two domains are separate in the sense that I

am most concerned with getting American kids to start to

project some of the international back into the domestic.

M r: 3
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I have, I guess., in many ways viewed out-

tural pluralism and those sorts of issues in American edu-

cation as helping kids to,learn about the world, and thos0

iperg kind of a projection Of the international into the

:domestic realm. I,aM sure we could include that`in this o
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the other side.

cultural?

MASSIALAS: Would you put that as inter-

J . TORNEY: Yes. Intercultural and inter-
..

national to me so. much'link up..

My answer to your origiilal point is that,

yes, it could be included and perhaps it belongs there as

an important basis of political community,in'thia country'

as well.

K . DAWSON: Multi-ethnic.

W . McGUIRE: The diversity needn't be ethnic

only -- like having your gender identity.

J . TORNEY: It's,a whole other topic which

Roberta has raised and which she can discuss another time.
V

It is my belief that in the domestic area of American citi-

zenship wo stress consensus far too much. We stress that
A

everybody agrees, that there is no conflict, that diversity

is a bad thing, whereas in teaching kids about the inter-
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A

A

national we do almOst the opposite.' We stress all war,ill

argument, all difference.

Kids get this strange kind of bifurcati

of one as the domain of consensus and the other ,as the do-

main of conflict. I think we need to stress more of the

conflict in the domestic system and the consensus in the

international system. From my point of view that would

be a better thing to do, but that's a whole other set of

topics. Those have a very complex r ationship to eachA

Other.

One could almost project still another di-

mension.which dealt with conflict in each of those realths,

that is, conflict in the sense of domestic loyalties,

conflict in terms of international loyalties; conflict in

terms of participation of different. kinds.

I think you can make at least a three-
.

dimensional or perhaps an N- dimensional space for that

particular topology. For me it Allows me to organize

things in another way because I have become se dpillusien
1

about laundry lists of objectives which are net'organized.

I think in many ways Roberta raised the
-

most critical issue: Do we believe that 'Citizen Education

deals only with children's relationships'to policy or to

r7:
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policy train conflict, however that is understood? Or do

me believe that the dispositions that arlisted here havi

to do with respect and caringfor others, and so, on,.are

an important part of Citizen Education. If we can't give

that question a yes or no answer, I think we'certainly/hag
, .

to Jump 'one way or the'ether,on that question beciause I

think that is a basic question. I believe one way --

believe another, but I think that's a question which

ought to place high on our agenda for discussion. -Other-

wise xou're going to end up with .a murky framework; ,and

you have tp,be able to juetify either including those ele-

ments or not including them.

On perspective taking I would like to have

it understookA that I am not saying that after taking every
n

body's perspective you don't come down with an opinion

of your own -- which-I felt is what you maxi° saying. I

don't think there is anything.wrong with understanding

someone else s. perspective and then making your own deci-

sion about tho veracity of your own. But I think it's

important to help people undenstand the oilier point 6f yelew

R. SIGEL: I remember years ago when

UNESCO was first founded a woman said that we always

ehought the reason the Russians and we did not get along
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'was becauee we didn't understand each other, butit's

exactly the opposite. .Once we did understand each other
(

we'realized that ve didn't want to get along with each.

,other.

J. TORNEY: It's that we didn't watt to

take that erspoctive to the exclusion' of our own, and I

think that's a gold example.

I would like to .know a little more about

exactly'hOw an appreclation:of the social context, from

the.fii"st'set or comments, woulreally'modify either the

citizen is another impttant issue w need to

discuss- -- how does the 'social context make a real differ-

once.

I had a high degree of geographic Mebility.

and I lived in'the kind of suburb where'the average resi-

dent lives there 18 months, so there is that kind of dif-

ficulty in, building any.kind- of local sense of cOmmunity

in that sort oC setting. If there-is aqothe ,,dimension,

we need.to project onto both of the definits we've had

with those sorts of issues in mind.

/oue.roactions on the developmental'bias

are interesting. I also b 1 eve that higher is not .neces-

sarily better. Just ,because somebody shows an H trend up
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doesn t necessarily moan that it is more valuable to be hi,

than low, in whatever that particular characteristic is.

I have a lot of questions about Kohlberg,

too. X don't thinkthat,tho moral education Point of view

necessarily constrains or contains all of the aspects of

developmental; anA I think from our disussion before

dinner we may have more agro4ment. than.diaagreement in thi

particulitr area.

Althougtwe do disagree with ihd Russians:

on .many subjects and there is a ,certain body of internatio all

human rights which are aceptdd by gOvernments and are:

represented in internationally agreedupon documents, at
AA

)east there is a basis for scussion on certain universal

rights and things whi are doing in almost all er

all of the countries of the world are important. But that

also is a whole other discussion.

R. HILL: At this point I would like to

throw the discuApion open for at least a brief period.of

time to anyone who would like to make samecomments'o

raise some efuestions.

K. bAWSON: I would just like to comment

about the point made about voting participation. When the

18-year olds were given the right to vote you increased

61
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tWpool. Voting participation tends to,,,be ago-pelated

and there is a; maj6r jump after ab ut. 25 in terms of votin

V7participation., You bringeln the 8-year olds and increase

the pocc. and the percentage goes down. Jf

. ZAJONC: Yes. .I said that one 'of the

reasons that the turnout has doclined'is that there "has

been-a chfingo inthe compogitlon of the electorate, but

this, change has occured simul.taneous17 with a very dramati

increase in the educational level of.the,voting population

-- which means.that whatAver forces in this change of the

composition of the electol;ate, existed, they overcame en-

tirely the vast change in the educational level of fltliti*

populatiom, which ha's more thah doubled at the college

level.- From '52 to '76 the number of college educateffj

voters has more than doubled. That's.a very, very large

increase and a very large change in the-population as

well.

At the same time it's true apy'the young

.members of the population have been added t the popula-

tion an4 they do not vote W3:4 much. It's difficult to.

determine just'how much tiSere has been a decline in voting

'associated with just a'change of the composition of the

population by adding the young vote and how much has been



due to erosio trust in the efficacy of onels,v,ote

That's a difficult thing. ;/t 11tor any age group and for

ari.xsocioeconamia group the vote has been declining

for all Of them, not just the 18 --year olds. The vote has

been declining for 65-car olds and the vote has b en de-

alining for 40-year Olds. It has been declining for

everybody really,and perhat the addition of the 18 and'

yearalds'nas produced a very.dramatic,Thadge. Yu're

right .

K. DAW3ON: Also, party identification is a

strong motivation to bring out the vote, and today more

.people have declared themselves Independenta than Repub-

4icana:. It gets into the meaning of voting and how

meaningful that particular fOrm of participation 'isand.

What that Indicates. There I think, just the wide

range of subtle and Oftentimes not very well. measured, par--

ticipation, and I think that's an area where very much

more research needs to be done than just talking over the

backyard fence

Ther4 is a range of lev-e4-a of participation

that is never measured by survey instruments. Letters... to

Congressmen have goneup. There are certain kinds of

participation that havehown increase, like organizatiana
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membershlp, letters to Congressmen, etc. It's a question

of what kind.Of.meaningAou want to put on7that participa-

tion. I think that's a relevant question.

ZAJONC. I am simply ,seeking to establish

the'association between education and political action,,

d'Whether.there is' the assumed validity to the sUpposi7

ti n that Aondched y.o,u might increase political action,

pOlitical awareness, political participation by educational

campaigns and educational method. There is .a tacit

assumption in the United States and in many other ..western

countries too that in prder to remedy some social ill the

first thing you do is to, educate people -- thkV in order

to rid our country of prejudice, you have,an educational
A

campaign'; that in.order to do away with poverty or latax

unrest yoUjiave an educational campaign.

I am asking how, puch truth there is to this

assumption and how much evidence there is to support it.4

R. SIGEL: Then I don't think we understood

There Itiam with you. I- do think we mis-your, question.

understooll your question; at least I did.

W. mcGUIRE: Isn't it a sort of straw persor

that )you're knocking down, Bob? Idonot think it h4s b en

the idea behind this meeting that one way of handling the
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problem of soci.al responsibility is t. throL .more educatio

at 1t, like throwing More money at the South pronX, or-,

something like that Rather the question 'is For the

given amount of education how could therebe bot#er.filduca-

tion for ineeased ,reSPonsibilityT It hasn't been

tAat''sortof quantitative solution thitwo ve been: looking

to.

B. PRESSEISEN: That raises a point I was

going to raise with Judy ear.lier and I think it's ,somethin

certaIply have dealt with at RBS.: I am personally very

excited by a cognitive developmental approach to citizen-

ship. We've been trying to do. something with Piaget for

six yea rA in social education. But I am also bothered by

what this may tie to, and that is the Piaget framework or

the cognitivb; developmental may be a'very useful descripti

of what happehs or what does affect the child in the devel

mont of many things, 'including social development and,

orientation. The problem when you get to °due tion and

where we have run into difficulties is that a _des ription,

is not sufficient.

You mentioned that you Were. not willing at

this point to develop a sequence of sorts of what are the

.building blocks and when do they happen and what should'hO
.t)

P-

Ld
4
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the OXperienoci. to' bUild around those. -I At 'least insofar es
.

.

.

the 4eveloOment of. teac.hersand .trainChg of- Acuity, and

so on; it isn't q-deiiCriOtl.ye approach. It'e'good to lop.4.

at children through a-new trAame,dt referent:6, and to litteh

and to hear their questions,, and'what-haVe-yoU. There

much more a prescriptive questiOn asked: What do w e d ?

Why? And 'how do we implement it?

To Some extent the cegnitivi developmental

approach in the sciences has been successful. because.

there those questiontandmicepts andbuilding.b ocks are

very well known. The kinds of things you are'ra ng with

regard to voter participation-or any otherA9cial evel

ment are not very well known. To go to Russ's original q=2.

question, what are the concepts that come in he behavioral

sciences -- that might be a timely question to ask. Can.

1.4e really find these things, these concepts, out of-cogni

tive developmental theory, and put them,into a pedagogical

kind of approach? Or What problems do we rum into?

Very much the first one you run into is the

cognitive and the affective intermingling.- We hear at

state meetings that i't's fine to talk about minology -- we

can name'all the knowledges that Are important -- we can

talk about skills -- but When we get down to the relations ip
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thoptie and dispositiont or even the4ffettfrem which

you,t00 .,then you run into the kinds_of 'things yo.0 were

'talking about that aren't successful in schools, where
I.

roal lasues tan't be used for A variety or reaions.

I dOn't want ,to got toa.potition where

you can't really use a theory that teaches people.,to think
. a

or can we really use a theerry that_can be used to get

youngsters to think and criticize. Maybe that's what we'r

hone to get more ilaormation on. What experiences can we

really relate, to curriculum? What experiences, are valid ?.

R. HILL: I think Judy asked you a 'direct

question, to talk-a little bit about the relevipte of soci

context to learning. Would you*be'intereste4 in respondin

G. SJOBERG: Let me pick that up tomorrow.

I think this will probE;\olly come up in a number of things

I'll discuss at that time.

Fine. Then I would like'to exert

the prerogative of a chairman andsaY thaV I have a couple

of duties. First of all I would certainly, like to 'thank

Judy for her paper and thank th °viewers for .the variety

of points of view and for 'the'questiont raised that will

keep us busy not only t rough tomorrow, but for several

years to come.

1
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one of my most immediate dutiolv448,.ditairMan

pick up the\phone and call the desk andosak,,"set up

the har4014 th5Clibra-ry.There will be: a slight- -dolly aft

e leave hero, but we wouid ask that if you want a drink

to please,leave a d011aron the bar, and this
, , ,

defray some ofthe'eoste'o* this evening. Thd government

is not paying for the driOs and the arrangements are a
.,

little bit of.a strain forUs,

("Is that altruism or .cooperation ? ")

Tomorrow.wo,4111 have a second"paper and

**hen I will ask you to help As a whole group to brainstorm

some items to be inc luded in, this area of behavioral

sciences and ways of defining possible_ objectives. Cox,-

tai;nly we'll want to get back and hammer, at some of these

1:1/iu0s that were raised. And then I'd like to end with a

statement or discussion of possibleresearch areas, and

ways Of gettingfat that, and, finally, as we work in

schools ways of,dealing with that..

We have,to go ahead now and we want to go
/

ahead now and, make sense, out of what 18 theilost worthwhil

-,,. ..

use of*ry limited resources -- what are the-most key
:,, .

questiepe that we, might perceive as we proceed in the_

next Q+ or four months in the schoolo. ,

We'll' reoonvene'here at 8:30 tomorrow morni

(The colloquitrOwas recessed at 9:30 .)
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(Housekeeping announcements)

. HILL: We would now like to begin and

use ,somewhat the same format as lafAt night. I began

terday with, I think, a statement saying that the papers

didn't do what 1 thoukht we asked for. I have heard from

at least one author -- actually. I've heard from both

authors on that saylnk, "You didn't give us guidance on

this and, furthermore, we think we have addressod soma of

the ibsuos anyway. Ke think, we've done more than you
. 4

asked."

that's, what these meetings are abou

Uortaily I plead v;ulity to not being as. clear four or

five months aro a3 to what we would 111-eto have as we are

now. So there is dynamic operating I, hope there

is no feolinr, or htamo or, or criticism or the individual,

but simply a statement. Ana Let me go one step further.

We need help In trytu; to do thls kind or lob, and tf you

*don't think the kind or thltw we're ankInr for Or hop ing

for in thin meetluk 13 right, ple:u .fool free to toll us.

We're reel it;.'; tho pressure or aoton- in thp

Ciold. We have, at : :else l_ustpument:at,lou very

shortly, for example, ma I 'Ll be tolllwyou`about that,
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later. We have to say what will go into that insrument'S.-

tion, and we ne6d help to, develop that kindof instrumenta-

tion that will form the basis for Citizen Education pro-

grams. We'll talk some more about that later. But we're

changing in our point of view and I,. see this as an oppor-

tunity to talk with you.

Byron, y6u can go ahead now.

B. MASSIALAS: Russ and some, of the others

said that the purpose, of your agency.is-to sort e.f,medi-

ate betleen the academic community; and. the practitioners

In the school districts. I also see my role as doing that

too. T am listed there as a member of the College of

Educationand I'm in the College of Arts and Sciences,, .and

I look at my role as a 'person who rolates the academic

community a-nd- the research and teaching to the people in

tto classroom, whore the action is.

So T look at this enterpriso'and I look at

my task from that very perspective, which In 39M0 respects

is on targot wiLh what you want to do to rolato what

I3 happoning in rosearch'with what floods to happen In tho

'CIA33r00m.

Let no ber,ln by uaylnir, that L looked at. your

dofiuition (which was the first task on the 116t that you
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gave us) and I thought that it was a pretty good definitie

of a role, but like many definitions of citizenship it's

just too broad to be meaningful. In some sense what youir

saying, here about Citizen Education or citizen education

objectives is coterminus with objectives of all education,

not necessarily Citizen Education. So if a definition doe

not really differentiate between education in general and

Citizen Education in particular, then there is something
N

wrong,ibout it.

The probleM of specificity ;of tehaviors,

specificity of object1ros is a crucial one, and I think

that is the.one we have to deal with before we proceed to

lAentify types_of research.and areas of research that We

need to ongar;e in.

When you turn to research itself, the re-

search literature -- and I have looked at the 'political

socialtation literature and I have looked at the social

studies education literature you fihd, again, that the

behaviors are to narrowly defined -, there is only-one

behavior at a time that Is discussed; and virtually-in all

cases the people who have done this type of research

relate the behaviors t) the functioning of the political

.system. If the behavior is supportive o' the system, then
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the agency that is influencing or generating that be-

havior is doing a good, not doing a bad job.

I think this stems from the preoccupation

of political scientists primarily with the Eastonian,model

andsyntoms theory which forges this relationship between,

education and the political system -- with conversion-

mechanisms afid going through the system and exiting as

decisions. The schools, for example, as they relate to

.the political system, one way of relationship is through

political soc.ialization, to Zcialize youth to support or

reject the system. They socialize youth to impart demands

of the system or impart support for the system. Usually
0

schools impart support for the system and compliance with

the system. This theoretical model, the systems model,

has guided all the research that has been dono i,n politica

socialization, and only systems-related questions ware"

asked'and there were sysstems-related answers.
rn°

We have not moved aw yrom that, and In my

paper I discuss the possibilities, wh_ h I have not really

articulated. They are not within my field. Judy Torney

talk4 about the conitive developmental model and there
L4'

are of models that would perhaps be more meaningful.

At thirtime, however, for laqk of a better theorotteal
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model, I would say that research that is conducted cur-

rently would still have to anchor itself to the Eastonian

systems model, and the influence factors that th'y discuss

I have used the things that Jack Dennis uses in his book

Political Socialization to narrow it down.

For example, the personality of the actors

interacting with people Who are becoming citizens.' They

don't look at 'the teacher's personality. They d

at major events. They don't look at what we call catas-

trophic events and their imptict. They don't look at the

classroom milieu, the classroom setting. o we have such

difficulties

t to discuss briefly, and perhaps that

will help us to p&point the behaviors we're after and

also see what the field can do in the way of program devel

opment, research and Ciold work -- I want to discuss the

following. I've been working for the past. two or three

years with a Title TV -C innovative project in Talahassee,

Florida, where we are trying to define cititen behaviors,

and given those behaviOrso develop an intervention system

in the schools that would strengthen and maximize those

behaviors.

In 30 dointr we draw from democratic theory.

0
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We develop a conception of the school tryiniio create the

actact e citizen,_the school trying to create a civic cultur

ch is consistent with democratic theory. We talk about

the citizen aA against the subject. The citizen is the

one who participates in decisions that affect him or her

as opposed to thi subject who accepts the things that are

made for him or her.

We operate under the democratic theory and

we have developed, 'following Bloom's tables of specifica-

tions, a table of specs (on page 3 of the paper). We need

not concern ourselves with the substantive domain, but the

behavioral, which identifies basically three domains.
O

agree with Judy that you cannot separate them, .that they

I

overlap, but -Car the purposes of specificity and for the

purpose6 of research I think we haveto do that.

We identified three sets of skills or be-

haviors. We have the cognitive, and the cognitive skills

aro the skills that traditionally schools have attempted

to 1rn)art, and they deal with understanding, with knowledg

with ability to hypothesize about relations, ability to

test hypotheses, and so on. Educators talk about problem-

solving.

The second area I think thin is our area
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f contribution, andmaybe we Are mot dealing with generic)

skills but nevertheless we 'call them skills -- the second

area are what we call part,icipatory skills. Those are the

skills that Roberta' mentioned .yerterday to be very import-

ant in a system where you are trying to influence decision

and youare trying to influence those decisions that affec

you as, 4 person, as a member of a group,.as a member,of

community.

These are the, key skills that would enable-

one to understand how the system operates and begin to

'develop some knowhow, some expertise in participating in
\,N

that system. Thee skills are observing, supporting, pro-
/

posing, mobilizing, orkanizing. Wo.havo one here called
tom-

cost - benefit analysis, which is an unfortunate term and

turns people off. What we meant to sary there ia)in a

situation where decisions are made And there is an ex-

change whether the student can understand the net.profit

or loss Of a transaction and what'does he,have to give up

in Order to gatn something.

which only

And then there is bargaining an negotiatin

means that one can bargain. and negotiate. We

have som'ethinir, thero oalled rule-making, and this .comes

from the claSsroom. Those or us who visit schools day in
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and day out know that kidn sometimes, either through in-

struction or independently, come to terms with their

teacher, or their, principal or their peers, but somehow

they cannot articulate,-canifot formalize, cannot-institu

tionalize thetr agreements. If there is such a way that

you can teach them or provide the corfditions for them to

learn how you develop rules that are binding and are im-

plicitly acceptable by all, that would be very Important.

And then, of course, there is the tiraditiOn
. i

voting, which we think would be a important behavior for
.

all'people. .

I Should hasten to say that politics in our

thinking is.not ,,I;he narrow process of trying to influence

government or the structure. , Politics in our concept is

a verY broad concept which connotes transactions between

two or more people which seek to bring about a decision

and a determination about how resources should by distribu

The transaction can take.place -in a small group, can take

place in-a.classroom, can take place in a commundy; so

politics or thpolitical process is a process of human

interaction for valued objects authoritatively allocated,

in any situation not just things hawing to do with

formal government.

ea.
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tInfortunately,4some of the political scion-

Lists who have conducted their research have a very narrow

conception of politics, associating politics with formal
0

government,. There is a lot of politics going on in the

classroom:: There's a lot of politics going on in the fam-

ily. Thero lot of politics going on in groups such

as ours. T.hc e are-f transactions that issue in authorita-

tive decisions.

The last category in my table of specs is

"affective" and we divided this'into three areas. The

first of these areas is evaluative -- the ability
iof

kids

if.to identify issues and take defensible positions o those

issues, provide groundsfor those issues. I know that deal

'trig with issues is. not the same thing hs dealing with

natural phenomena. And this corned from Almond and Vorba,

where they do have a catoogry called "evaluative." And

'then we have "normative" and "attitudinal."

The normative T. think is a very crucial

dimerwion. Judy yesterday tallted about 'perspective taking

I don't know whether empathfzing'is part of it, putting

,yourself ln somebody eLgo's shoes .

J. TORNY: There are some tech ical differ-
,

ences.
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B. MASSIALAS: The normative is the dimen-

eion which provides individuals some standards of behaviOr

We're not saying that those are the standards of behavior

for those within a democratic framework, although they

would probably be acceptable. We're saying we're training

kids to participate, to influence decisions, to manipulate

the system if you will., to try to get the best deal for

them; but we also want them when they do that to be guided

by some ethical and moral standards.

We don't want to produce little Machiavelli

who manipulate the teacher and everybody else regardless

of the consequences. to the others. That's whyit is very

crucial and I think that's why we're departing a little bi

from Ihdiana' University -- over there it's understanding

the system, manipulating the syste to your advantage, and

$74Ntryou get the personal benefit or the group,benefit.
1

However you. define the moral/ethical stand-

ards I think you ought to apply the44,to your participatory

behavior.

In "attitudinal" are the areas that the

political socialization people have emphasized. They say

that formal training, non-formal training should issue in

higher political interest,social interest, more trustful
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and less cynical, more efficacious, more having a semis of

'tnterrial control. We think that students going'through a

program which I am going to describe brAffly ought to have

those attitudes, those orientations towards their environ-
.

ment strengthened.

We have cro*s-cultural-awareness in here

(I,don't know if that's the right place for it) meaning

that you become sensitive to othiiii cultures, to other

ethnic groups, and you begin to understand them and empa-

thize with them.

We, have taken those under this Title IV-C

project, which we have, had now for the third year .and we

have gone to a new school in Tallahassee and we have tried

to develop a system in the school which would use the

school as a place which provides natural settings for

participation in decisions. The school is the natural

place for decisions because all kinds of decisions are

male. It happens the minute you (inter the school bus as a

kid with all the rules on the school bus that you have to

abide with, and you have no say how those rules are con-

strutted, no appeal mechanism usually -- to the minute

you arrive in school to the minute you walk ptrough past

the principal's office -- to the time you open your locker



to get your books (you might tleve two or three kids shari

the locker at the same time) -- to the time you go to the

class'room -- to the time that_you are seQted and where you

are seated -- to the time that the teacher decides to

recognize you -- to-the,time that the teacher deiides to

let you go to the bathroom -- to the time that-you are

given an assignment - -to the time ypu go to' the cafeteria

to the time you go through the line: there are thousan s'

of decisions in the daily,Iife of the students in school,

in whiCh they have no access, in which they cannot parti-

cipate.

They cannot participate, I think, because

_they Just have not interalized the concept of participa-

tion, the notion that t can participate-, the.:notion

that those decisions are man- made; that 'those decisions

are not unchangeable, that those deciSions can be controll d;

thatthose decisions can be, changed, that.you can have\an

.input In those decisions.

With our program we have tried to develop,

as ,1 said, the system of modules that would attempt some

of the key decisions 'that are made in scho6ls and some of

the key decisions that are made in the classroom -- for

example, assignments, ,seloCtion of textbooks, ,seating
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arrangements, rewards and punishments, decisions about who

goes0-to the front office, who selects certain activities,

who selects certain programs. We have developed modules.

These arc curriculum modules that provide the teacher and

the students the entry point into the decision-making

apparatus in the school, and those modules try to do two

things.

J.
They try to show the kids either through

case studies or through real happenings how the decisions

are mdbe, how one goes about to identify the gatekeepers,.

'how the gatekeepers operate. Once we have identified the

decision-making process in their own situation, thbn we

try to provide the kids the 4kills to input into thoso-de-

cisions. .

That is how the program was conceptualized,

Tho departure from the Indiana University project is that

that project picks the students at the 12th grade level

and, accordang to 'Judith Torriey and other authorities

maybe tha is to late for developing a sense oC participa

tion, for creating the active a* opposed to the passiv

citizen, be.cause as you grow older you need to have mor

and more powerful enviroirments to change base fop orienta-

t Ion.
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Not only do t1iey do it at t1-11-12th grade

.(11level,Out th y only do 1t in social studieks. Just to do

k

So

it.in pne'subject one hour a,day and disregard all the

otheriShi gs that dare happening; all the other decisions,

i .b8olut1y of no value. In study after study, all the

oiler people who have studied the relationship bettomerl

'formalciv1ps courses and any of those indices have found
,

virtually n8 difference between those who had civics and

had one Or two courses or had none.

We think of the whole school as a labora-P

A 4,

tOry participation and training for real lifelTxperi-

onces, and we don't just look upon the social studies

toa o± who was traditionally thought Lb be the main Aagent
- - ,

ot civic eduuatioh. We don't think just of the social

studies teacher, but we think of all the teabhers. We

ot.all.the school actOrs. We think of the teacher

aides. We think of parents who are involved withschools.

Wo think of tno administrators certainly. We think of the

peors,of all the students. We think of -ail of those.
! r> .

.

1

people that would participate in this decision-makihg.modei.. ....

Wo startod this two years ago. Wo still

don't have resufts .bocause we took toe middle school,

whicn starts with: 6th, 7th, and 8th. ,Sinco this Is the
4
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sed'Ond year we are in the 7th grade with those who, were in

the 6th grade last year. Tf we get the funding we'll go

for anothe)4,year to see what happens withinthese three

years. e of the.Prellopinary 'results toll me or the
4

)cluahtitative MOasUros that we haye shoW me the're is a'sig-

nifieant increase on thosoloyAriabIes that Are crucial,

1

but also that the subjectiviraccounts o teachors, princi,-

1.pals, guidance counselors in,terms of h w. the students
4'

behaye, howtjley fool, what they say in the, classroom --

that that ern eerttilit be ),I.4rwhelming.

'T'don't know 'whether that is p..11..-effect
,),0 ,

the-nep prog the newne'ss,"of,it or whether it's the

'actual 'effect f the partielpa;t:DrOLmodel that wp introduce

Certainly in got back to the literature we have found

differences in some; areas. We, have studied,the,school and

the family and we have found, fer example, that the family

imparts.yartisApship. The modeling of the

toacher;may406. has Semothinto do with it, reinforces

among students
*

.

.

-We have"lobked at wtiat 114) .but we have net

really lookdd at ;/hat dan.be-Or can happen. To go back

to Robert, Sigel ag

How 4o we Know,,what

ItZGM6 of the discussion hero:.

mood in the-direetion if we agree

n
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on the objectives? Here is where we need to have some

intervention systems)and exporimohtal dosxgrl s, and here

is where the Psychologists come in, and her (is where AMO

need not only design but also theory.

Let me quote from a very goad book that Irdu

May be familiar with: Schwarti and Schwartz, NEW DIRECTIO

IN POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION. They give some new directions

and I want to close with reading some excerpts from here:

First, we believe that the individual being socialized

plays a far more dl4rect dynamic an4 important'role in

political socialization than has been recognized. The

,,traditional model for .the socialization process poses

a one-way flow, flow of information and transfers from

the socialization agency,to the individual. The*

socializee thus becomes' a passive -recipient for theil;-
!,

socializing .stimuli, r.

Me Argue that this view too',1arg,TY Ignores human

motivation, the tud nnntXt in'eqt-Plr.h a social-

Ization stimulus is perceived. and interpreted, and a

wide area of individual characteristics that influe140,

people's willingness and 'Capacity t&ryspppd, to:

socdalizing influences_

Ci
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Second, we aro arguing for a greater emphasis on

process-father than on what attitudes are learned. A

process focus concentrates attention on how, When,

under what conditions political attitudes are acquired

and relates variations of theseoperativo,rocesses'to

variations on the impact of evaluatives.

We therefore argue for greater oMphasis in socializati

'research on dynamic models explaining rather than de-
- .4

scribing what attitudes are acqUired under what circurn I

stances and in what effect.

1

Then they say: We further suggest'that our conceptualiza

tion of the process of*socialization..can and should be

made more rigorous by applying a variety of well

developed process models from psychology and elsewhere

including a variety of learning theories, human develo

ment models, anA0) process models.

Thirds, we urge the broadening of research topics beyon

the traditional ake groups and socializing agencies.

We need .to study younger and older age:groups to de-

velop a more comprehensive picture of socialization('

patterns. We need'to move al,o beyond the family

c.)



add school and occasional.ly the press and.thelpeer

group to, identify other sources of potential social-
.

ization stimuli. Particularly important here are

socializing agencies that may be characprized by non-

)
consdntual v lues. Actions within the political sys-

,

tem itself can infloience socialization.

actions.

They argue'for a series of dyndmic inter-

R. HILL: Tharik you. r

I'd like to m e a couple comments, first

on the work you are doing in the chools: I think that

the conceptualization and a lot of the hard work that you

are actually doing, you and your associates in Tallahassee

are what we consider a model for direction and we would

like to explore whether or not it would actually in the

long run have effect. We don't know. But to think of the

schools, the) whole social system, the citizen education

as something much more than simply what happens' in a socia

studies class is the way we want ,to go. We think we'Te

receiving a great deal of support for this, support from

states. We're getting support from community. people and

from school people. They see social growth, learning.



They see it as a broad thing.

They're willing to look at the r discipline

systems., ghey're willing to try to involve parents. they'

85

willing.to try to involve -- fOr example, we'Ve been ta\k-
\

ing with the scho about the fact that research teams

indicate that ome,kirld of authfttic social roles is one

:eof the most po )rful socializing factors for kids, and can

we create more authentic social- roles. We're getting that
y

kind of response, so it's much broader than you're doing

it.
One of the things we want' to do is lOok at

what you're doing and what other groups are doing and try

to re-engineer and maybe ri= =arch them building on the

models and the prototypes that you've done. So we cer-

tainly welcome you and your work on that basis.

I do have some questions myself and I in-

late others to raise clarifying questions on the paper.

I would like to be the questioning by simply asking for

some. help on the leftohand dimensions. I'm not s re what

_happens on the intersection here!) Take power, fo example
S

What happens when I go across to*suppOrtira or do lizinfi?

Mobilizinnakes sense, however.

B.JMASSIALAS: This stems from Ben Bl
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'He has come up with q position that instruction and learn-
,

fng can be presented in a twe-dimensionalmatrix and in

one direction are th behaviors (that we might c :11 skills

and in the other is the substantive dimension or he con-

tent. The content dimension can be math or can b science

or whatever. Because it relates to participation d the

political. system I chose to use this as an example, If

you take the Eastonian conceptualization of differs sys-
;IY tg

toms you have an ecological system, you have.a bio

system, and you have an intorslio!Wieta eystem, and

an economic system.

It is the inter fiction of tApseltwo dimen-

#'
sions, the cells,-that.generates a whole sequence of, in-

% 4p.

struction. The intersections generateobjectives and

1

they enerate units of instmction.and they generate cur-
,

riculum and they g rL,rat*,methdds and they generate evalu-

ation.

You said power -- political s4.entists talk

about how wer 1.4 aa),ocated and assumed and distribute*

irfa society H. when you look at the cognit&e domain, at

'making distinctions or hypothesizing about powe.r relations

in a society, 'your objocti o would be if'you are looking

at that cell 4-E for the teacher to an objectiV'e
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that the lesson ought to create a condition so that the.

kids will understand ar will begin to hypothesize how

power relations occur in society, how power is related.

With that objective the teacher can proceed

to dlivelcip a sequonce, or lesson; can proceed to provide'

springboards of material; can provide an-instrument to

evalute or th4t objective was realized.,

Ithink I'don't do an injustice to Bloom

when I say that, that.that's he way the system. works.

It the intersection of the content of instruction with

the behaviors that are sought to be taught in connection

with that content.

R. HILL: Now let's take propasina,and

citizen participation2_ What would that.l&ok like?

B. MASSIALAS: Let's say you're proposing a

new rule or you are proposing a new means of participating

in a decidlon of changing an unfair teacher or punishing

an unti.irteacher. You are coming up with a proposal.

It'sharder to do it in the participato'ry than in the cog
,.

nitive.

R. HILL: Any other questions of information?
. .

Any clarifyingnuostions? If not, we'll start with Zajedc.

74-R. ZAJONC: In reading both of these papers
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2
and osp(Ocially the last one, I was struck with the level

of generality and inclusiveness that characterized them.

I went back to look at the definition of Citizen EducatWi

to find the reason for this, and indeed,it seemed to me

that these papers did address.. themselves to .the level of

generality in which the $efinitiorilof educational objectiv s

in CitizenEducation were given.

'Byron said that Citizen Educatio like

education in general. Ho really wash addressin self

vary explicityly to the statement on this yellow page of

the definition, and some of thezp thing are really so gen

e.-al that one woVers 1.f we need to have more than some

constraint about producing intelligent, honest, concerned

people, and that perhaps may be the goal of general oduca-
.

t ion .

.n the area o skills, for example, it says

"inquiry skills, which enabl e ,learners to select, organize

evaluate, and use information, with'speCial, but not ex-

clusive, reference to problem-solving and decision-making.'

That is a fairly genertobjective, It has certainly no

speial significance for political participation on any

sort of national,' ternational or domestic level. It is

a necessary conditin to be an intelligent,,well-informed
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citizen, but that's good to be whether one is a good oiti-
cy

zen or not. This is also good for crooks and embezzlers

and all kinds of other people who have certain goals and

want to go about their business efficiently. And the same

is true with interpersonal akiki.s.and action skills.

IIt seemed to me that perhaps there is some

problem, some ambiguity in the objective, because if we

really want; to think about means and ways of produ5ing

educational 'opporltunities and methods and systems, then

we have to be very clear what the end product is that we

desire. What is the ideal citizen that we wales ?' whIpAs
.

It tnattwe want to produce by this education? What "Des a

son,t.hat is the most desirable citizen look That

is- not clear. We are not entirely sure that we know that.

Why don't we know it? Perhaps there is a

reaso why.the.ambiguity almost forced upon this defini-

tion. It seems to me from reading some of these papers

(/6
and statements of purposes and some other29tements.of thi

gr6up that Citizen Education is like so /education to a

large extent. In sex eduAtion we like to give enough

information and skills and abilities and concerns to pre

vent sexual 'difficulties of various kidds later, on, but

we don't want to Change sexual morality; so we have a very-
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careful and sort of gingerly walking the tightrope between

giving informatin which is just sufficient to avoid all

1.these nasty difficulties, but not have a community in whiCh

teenagers are exploring various formsof new activities:

With Citizen Education perhaps there i

ipme similar component there. For example, does the group

or the class- or the population that is in power or major

part of thp population --.is this group really interested

in spreading political sophistication to all t groups in

the c munity? Do we all want everybody in the oMmunity,

in t 6mtety, to ave access ,to political knowhow and

have knowledge about ow to influence governmental and
/r

civic groups, and o on?

Again, we would like have some form of

education which enable people to par cipate nicely, but

we don't wtint edu,catio which would promote rocking the

boat by so ups ,,Some groups may ,use the sophistica-

tion to subvert the government, to,charke'the system, to

moviclify certain as.pects of our politial'life.

There is a question here, which arises in

my mind at least, that if there is concern with'Citizen

Education there may he some units, some parts which are

common and acceptable to all groups, but then there is a



question about responsibility for'this -education. Where

should it rest? Who should have this responsibility with

regard.to some particular interest groups? These. interest

groups may want to keep responsibility for some forms or

some aspects of Citizen Education certain values .cer-

tain forms of political 'influence. It is not a fOregone

conclusiOn that this-kind 9f education should be distribut d

equally orprovided by the community as a whole. At least

one has to. be aware ofthe fact that we cannot, impose.
.:,,

or perhaps this is a strong werd.--:the educational aYatom

which might arise to promote Citizen Education may n t,be

acceptable to the society or to all groups of the society.

It would also seem to me -that we really are

not talking al/out learning so much. .I think e a., talk-
.

Educa-ing about, relearning. I think people have Citizen

tion. They have concepts of political systeMS, They have

notions of the government. c,Even young children have :somei

theories about what constitutes political influence..: It i

really a matter of changing them rather than building new

ones. They' are.net totally ignorant.,

In order to change them one has know

what they are, so perhaps some form of research4sheuld.

take precedence here, namely, to stal?,lish or determine

I_4
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what are these t- mplicit th ories .o political action that

People carry.around.in th it heads-, Just like there, dre

some, theories of economic behavior or :economics that peopi

.carry around in their, They' have-some idea of what

produces unemployment, or infldtion,,and so on, and they

may be wrong S Perhaps that might, be some'form of a

beginning for research, and ence:Olis known'Perhapa a

more intelligentprogram can b .dolveloped about whiCh

pects,of'it might be changed.

W. McGUIRE: Bob was mentioning implicit

fleal theOry in heads of children and other people

connecting it with implicit economic thedry, with the

hidden.agenda being p icit personality theory as being

L very 'flamboyant right npw. It-reMinds- me. that Katonah

ha's ,dealt with impIiCit economl'c theory of econemists and

of people-, and finds out they%re very different', so sup-
/

posedly the economic metric model hasn't been working

terribly well over the last six years. It says that with

inflation you should run,Oilt and spend, but actually, the

T.eeples economic tAory.says quite the reverse.* So ,pos-

sibly th,at would be a. pod appro&,
t.7-7

Both of the papers suck me as very good

tours of the horizolte. There were two or th mep 'in



in ByrOn's mery provocative paper that I felt I wanted t

talk about, but I doubt if I'll have'.time to saymuch ev4n
*I.

about one of them. One would be the ''agenda- setting funC-

tion o
T
f Citizen Education and.anotber would be Citizen

Education as training as change agehis rather khan as

people who can fit into the system Yld, thirdly, the in-

t:rinsic conflicts within society and 'the necessity of deal

ing with that.

On the agenda-setting function, I was left

with a feeling of negative outcomes from some of the data
.

yf werereMiewing effects of curriclum'and of other

things -- political generation, hypothesis, and soon.

It seems to me there is'an analogy to the mass media ef-
4t.

fects in the political domain, where ever since Gladesfeld

and those other people.in'tbe.'40s'dealt with the, impact

'eof mass media,'face to, face comMunicati%n in the political
domain and their findings 'were zilch. The wer 1,00k in the

'effects of the malls media (in other' Attempts to get money

to suppOrt research on the-topic) is that maybe mass media

dcin'.t..-chngeanybody on any issue, but they Change what

issues pepple take into account'when'they make their

political decisions'.

It seams to me that the evaluation of th6

fir7
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citizenship programs should -3W.I.ntothat . dependent,. yariebl
< _

measure, not- mhether anybody tioues Changed..ifs ld'on issues
.,.. ,,.

4 -
you asked them where do they

etand,

ohthat issu%but rathe
I .1

... twhat issue do they make their Oc,Won on;thebas'i0.of..,
,,.

So granted from fathers to so.n6)(tb use tho Turgeqlfey sexis.

1.k.. .%

title) t'hgre isn't much change oi4_there isn't ikn. Alternatt n

). )of generation esis (as Carl Monheim, or somebody,

said) and yet t 'generation of the '40s (18408 in his

case) or the Eisenhower generation does seemstohave, dif-
1

94

ferent'atitudeS.

If,you ac.tieSiy give them aniittitudinal

inventory it. turn out they have about the same distribu-

tion, with perhai)s a"few ,-percentage. points difference from

the preceding or following decade. But if. you a K. More.*

open-ended questions perhApp, you would ,begin to elicite.

,differences in what issues are-responded to..

ink, then, that in the' evaluation ;r0=-.

gram ,in addition to having structured attitude questi.en6

you probably should say "what I think of power",or 'whateve,

particular key concepts are'in. 0
r.

On the.change agent business it seems to me
-

that however much we pontificatle --with 'karl-PopPor's

open Society and Don Campbell's experimenting society'--

.\

-1..
.

.

.
.

4

,

.. r

cw
,v,....;
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We are thing tovproduce change agents. When you. coins down

o evaluating' Citizen Edudaii,6n'prograMe.I'think.,there

ust.be a tendeney_in the .system to measure Whether pedOle

learn the right thing about what.to ado. if they fiAdfiye-.

dollars in the street. We should really be a little more

open on that-, as to'whetheror not we are g4ing tb"tr'ain

people with skills to change
/
values.
./-

ifere think.yeu haVe to teaCt..noe only

.a willingness to e a 'change agent whibtr..is a bit of a

problem becauseLI de think Children are ovtrly 'conservativet .

-- but also to have them have the .skills and the sucbes

experience at being change agents. If the -curriculum

Modules give them :some experience on, how you identify un-:

-fair teaChers,i what they learn is it doedn't .make spy dif.7

ference because you can't 0 Anything apoutit,.-.and it

would be an extinction trial rather than a.learning trial.

The school has to be willing (thoukh no

school I was ever,in would have anything to do with this)

to let the children change things when they have.

moduled of--how to change.

J, TORN,BY: would like toeask one clarify-

ing question. Would you care to pick, an optimal prpportion
/ -

of children for functioning in the next generation who

r



ought to be trained, to be ,change agents? Certainly you ar

not btaggesting that 100% of the nerxt generation should bo

changing, areyou ?.

W. TcOUIRE: Byron says that in a sense if

you train diffuse acceptance of the system you are perhaps

training peopleto make decisioni for the.system against

their own pbrson 1-interest. I don't think'so. Actually-
,

I think what you may be doing'is, in Freudian terms, doing

reality principle or Michellian, delay of gratification.

You're not teaching theM to sacrifice their own interests

f T the systeiff, but to recognite that Stability.is.s. value

to learnf:t,hat by sacrificing temporarily

the system stableands Make gains.

On tie other Si .= that change is good,

yOu 1.1-(ave ByronMeinhoff on you'p 1 "terrorists -- we don

they will keep

even know yhat they Want -- and rcuseior an elderly'

chlid they deliberately lnVis they do not want to de-
.

A

lint what the,PutureA.s, exc apt that they want change

to" clear awaT the old and leave'room 'or the new to grow.

That sounds beautiful, but I wouldn't. want too many of my

liCagues (Marcuse was enough mil by pimseif) to be that

way.

I think poSsibly we are living in a more

.3
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dieturi$od, time, although. the ordinary state of socie y iS

more stablel r;Opper points out there have been like

yAar's
4 years since He created the world that--..

heveheen'open to, change. So rather thamthe problem being

how to teach people to conform, I think, the constant.

,press should be I wouldn't want to give a number --
2,-

.to encourage people to be change agents, to let them see

that- they have some effecti*pness; and therefore avertthe

Jtsto.terrors of apathy, .dropping out drugs, etc. on the one

hand, and mindless disturbance to get kicks or to'leave

room for the new to grow on the other hand.

B. MASSIALAS: What about beinrhighly

'cynical `and turninfCoff,from the.system?

W M'cOUIRE: That's the big middle field.

B. MASSIALAS: 'They don't take the oppOiitubty

to juet participate In anything.

14.*61JIRE: -Denying cynicisM is what .Dr.

GOodaw terms. a mOlio to sub is and looking after your 'own

garden. '

This rakers back to the point'.

made previously that maybe the.,people in eocietywant that

'and readers don't want the kind of educatiOn We re,beginning I

to euggest for.change 'agents or active ,political activism.

40'



I think it was rocentlY 4Uoted in. The New York 'rime's or

'One of the major pap'el's that some commission made be poin

that there is' too \pluch prtiCipation and that we'v ,got' to

reduce this That may become international policy r our

democratic governments, at thiapoint. it was 'clear)?

and stTOngly

MASIALAS',: 'What was?

R. RILL: That we have too.much particiatto

in the democratic process, that,we want less particip4tion_

by people.'

B.14ASSIALAS Participation'in government-

related institutions?

R. HILL: Th is correct;

B. YTASSIALAS: We are talking about participa

tion in 'a broader,sense.

R. HILLS In

aIGELi . L
.0 -

in the paper. I think it's
N

review of the li'teratura

fault 'you a little bit o

because some of., your critic

has been'takerr care of but

boolc form yet. The transMi

all thirigs really.

et me just pick ona few thingi

'a very thorougha and very good

lthough I think I ought'to.

r maybe it is, not your fault

ism, which was very-well :taken

they haven't put the studies in

ssionjvalVethat you so aptly

1
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cktiqUd ONO 00 in other wOrdo,,.that :kids are like ah-open

Vessel and the, teacher p'ou'rs Stuff in -- I think that has

been ch'allengeci .;quite seVerely. Aild here I wbuld like, to

make for a minute a,aoMeyhat practAcal solution.
4

people.

I'thitik Children' and ylbung people toaoh:o14.

We only haveHto ,lookat, how differently WO lOOk

at soxual:,Mores now, styles,- and all kinds of other

things than we did 20 -30 years ago.. One of the,things I

would suggeit if I were it your 'boat and had to suggest.

Citizep.Education programs would be for tetcherd to permit

themselves to be influenced, In other wox4ds for this to

become a two-way transmission belt (if you want to use. that

°term), teacher training needs to be very, very 'different be-

ause theysort of feel very much .(and I hear this coming

through herie), that they are one of 'the representatiVes

and guardiansof"certain community values and eitandards

and we alMost threaten teachers lien we say, "Keep an open-

ear tb what the kids are telling you -- that maybe working

hard.anl getting/to the top is not' the epitome if suCcess.4'

Sure, teachers have all the ve4lage, hut,

the 'idea of 4tting yourself be influenced -- :thatis one

the-t ings/that has to be part of any,e.)441,imental
k./

PrPgram'or 4boratory.program.in any school system.q
-.

to
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Woul'd h harder on the teachers than on the ',student

1 /

13e\lifg. a) pa,ren myself I, don't have an idealis.tic image

a.hciut the lit le dears' it .iltight be. little, savagSts, but'
.

se are toache 13' and / would spend a lqt of time on that .,

quite..agree with you. that the school is a
:total laboratoi,y , not Just a civics classrooln. You-talk

s
Fabout -keeping ,the kids- from. being ,cynicalal andk distrustful.

.,.

I can substAtixt.,e two.. different words. .I., can say that bei.n

'political cynica.1 is-_assuring. healthy'' skepticism, and
beinp; trustful is being gu111ble, We tpll a kid when he

bays >a used car not to trust th'e car dp?.ler, and when he
4

goes ,into, a store to cohnt, his change. We ,v , do-nea 'tre-
,1 . .)

Thendeus amount' of consumerism trqving in the sb.hools, and

ot'her areas to osrucate peo'ple to be smart' And skeptical
... .

and not to belieVe the; message.
: thirik retie, one thing, that, school systertik

.../F- - ,

.. A , ,

-''
are SI:raid 'Of, at. commissions of, "education are afraid of.

,).c. t. s

ts' that they .wil`l.malc-'Et bunch of w1-14-eyed a' Acid Brigade:
. . ..

.radicals if x'PoU. make them cAical° or ,i3kepticatl. rt hi:Afk, .6 ,
°baskcally mostt-;people are "pa,tro4.ots." ''or, .riat ionaliets .

..
- * ..... . .denft ve.to worry ,a1YOUV making -tbem un,Ante.rioan,,, 'worry .

, . . . .. ,
. . ...

.

we hair& to ,s,or'ry Riuch, more about Is thatro,difly expect too'
...

-:much of governmnt'.

**.
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1 think one or the things Y(4 say to teachers

that if kids question this or that it's goodhUt that

with them why this may be sothe teachers should discuss

And that is one of theand hew it can be hardest:

things. I've -w.orked a let in 'clnaetron' with my book .

with students? StudentS-sre very, ver5i Of 20

two that the majOr,itY thinkthings there are Only, one or
-

the United.States la4oirig a goedAdb an. SQyou

',Are You' proud to b

can say,

"Oh, my God." 3ut when we them

an AmerXean?" of course they eaY Yia,iand that's El kind of

dumb question for a potig,a-1>gcleiltist to ask.'

Whence ask them to value .wherethe United.

States stands with regard to' certain achievements these

kids .know. They will Ety that en soma of the things we'

are better than .others and cin,eeme we are worse and on

seine we are'like others.
,

4

I am not questi onin whether the gentleman

are we 80is right -or wrong. What .I am saying is,mhY

afraid schoolsof alienation, of lk of Pat in theriotism,
)

-

Whcan We, net say that ..kids:clan be and should be, 1-f "they

want later on to betome effec tive cynical,citizens,

picious, and critical? g. The ear. that teachers have of

criticiz,ing the -governm
,

t ve.had schools .that didn't-

1( C)tJ
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want me to, write up th rsults for feay that the,Pciard 0

Eduoatton-Will-saY Ora
o

Or wild eyed this or t

they've educated a bunch, of commie'
ti,

At. . tthink we iho ld not,'If we

set/ up programs, Teed into that. :We should feed into

'showing the relationithiP between being Prq-American, if

use that term, and at, the sa4e,time'critical.
/

° I think one Or the reasons the whole Water-

you want.to

_gate thing left us w t h such a distaste . and shows, .how lOw

in Wect the .whop POpulation is is becadse we. expected

too much. `found out that aur President didn't14.6t-
,,

.any more morally than the PreSS.dent of General Motors or

.of the Teamstera Union it Was horrible. I don't think

.

. ,

Choy should act like this, but I'm saying that we should.

no,, expect either Of them to act-=as if they were in Sunday

School.

tet me make one more point. r think your

point about the terrible tie7ups in tne Eastonian.system
N

lwabsolUtely right, and the problem is they are blaming

educators Arld.psychelogists. You should ndlier let politic

scientists,strugglewith the subject of Political-social-

ize ion becaUse unfortunate's,: moss of those who did dt

that is.. net the 'case any more, but .most of those who

did it c Easton does .not.,qut ofthe Chicago -school.,
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ths standing 11.have, our own .field than he has

psychologists And educators who have adopted 0
,

...

QUETION:.Who.ii Easton?
. i

R. $I EL: David ,-4Stpn. He 1/13 a poirtioal
. _

Scientist: He is a weak adaptation of Parson
. -

As a result of that emghaf46 p litiCal

scientists 'have asked
...

questions,, I/m the tquesions
. .. ,.. ,

dumb can

we've asked 'like "What do youjtj-11 of the Pr sidenA" or

do you think. of- a policeman?
i

A
, I would like to say Ine, thing about Your

paper and then I will stop because I have; a ot 'Mere prac-

tical things to say I am wholeheartedly in favor of what
i

10.3

with

"Whiit

yOu'and Judy may About _global r eiearchand g nerationai
r

research :end.allhat..' Afd,' by the .way, a. of of that is

beihg done, some of xbit''t yousay, for inst nce', about sex
. ,

differences no longer holds. Where is wow atm that do

show that thereis a 411.ffere/nce between boy and girls,

that i diminishihg very r.apidlY.

The problem WIth'SOme of th< global
L , .

national reeearchis that methodolggic illy , ii'la very, very
.

_\ dlffi tat 'For instance; ; you ,talk about: partisan identi-

fiiation 1n the

'tion

United states
k

abroad 'means identIA'kcation of

as well. Tsaa identlfica

the s cial clasS very
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a. .

°often in Aeme,tiountilek. ,'So even W e ye Use the eamf

--Ortaabgaus. terms wc0.'are not dealing with the eamtraniMal',

and while-1 am all 3n 'faVorof croad ational researCh

think .We have a validity. ,problem, that, we ought liot ti over

.'0

Secondly, we have not.ohly the validity
,

prohlem but we have another problem; I.!Ve talked at
.s.'the University of..Serlin And Htidelb

.

,,
, .

.
,

,Action and woMen and the law, and al thtie-women sat.- , i

there and noddedi'theirheads (it waa all wonderful). un'ti:.

rg About affirmative

tow ettitehd,(4nd. that shOwa you

are ao reseacherto 'we realized,ophat
-

affirmative action is the legil atat

right to vote;'the,right to divbrce

had no idee.,.what. we meant by affirmative action.

ow insensitive we

what:they meant by

s of women -, the

and 80: on --.4ari.d they

I think -we Ive got to.

,when we talk about. that.'

be.very very :oarpful

The third, and last oint I want to

that none of-you hawa.addressed Ye reelvea:to,the
.

.

tinuity iri whae6Ve school can do about the value.

at home and in the scheol... here 'tremendou&

tinuitY in many -,

1)8.4 ed On economic eirrcumstances

many areaa based pn

make is

discon-

aystem'

discon

rep.giOn, based on

How you



Solve thatlin 'a school sy.stem whfch aliegedly is4,esponsive

to ancj'supported cy tre taxPaYeee, where the parents. sroLQ,..-

And more are heginn n6 to think they own the Achools.,,And

I amonot talkPig ab ut\textbOok controversierl. /Vs. when

You teach,ttie kids' one thing at horde anditeach'ids..

Another thing 'at school.

Most teactiers don't -even know that these

kilds-fisten/And
)

give back the that they' want to he
0 .

. . . c 1,)

On a multiple oholcs question' whiish is in conflict w1th

their valueso I think that -his sometkiing.lou

dress yourselves to in Citron Education.

R. HILL: Thank YOu. ,I'd likerta.res0Ond-to

your last point. One of the ..investments welpernaking this

ought to Act,-

Year is in an.ethnographlatudYOr community experiende

of chil4ran_and in senOol to really Bee-What is,hal4enin

what the'attitudes really are or children, what the...:--
,

leeway is; what their: percepti one are, and what is happen-
.

ing in the homw..

is an

-p

,R. SIGEL: 'May'I give one /ittle illustrati

experience of one---.or my, colleagues, Sandy

Schwartz, in a 4ollegs Which-is sUPPosed to cater,to,not

only. minorit,ies but touithan kids. HI.thas. 20%, minorities

and the rest are. 'tory largely ethnic first generation.

r'
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0610.ege. She asked them to write a,pOlitioal soolalug-
,'

tion 'autobiograPhy and she wasflabbleruated. largest

grOup 'cif the White ethnic kid,; made Ae central theme Or

,their'-4utobiography t'heip feelings, about liberaliSm and

zedsaying that theY' knew tha't.theoilege en10

'lack.of-pr:ejudice, and they khew that. the chic thing was

a accepting ,of differances,and that they had arneld

to adopt a-proteotiVedladoloration --that's not the
L..

Word rneah, 'but.they-d4drOt4.4Y:'anything olasaicept

criliet, t mentallTthevO4rriedloilg discourses':with.:

the instructor- and, as they'said., withAh 'Overtly liberal

This is what'I 4 arguiri'g.

R..HILL: The.t what we have

lep9N-abOut'.

R. SIGEL: ,:Thia-is our radical collagerAhat-

yantS to name itself Paul qlobeso6.pollege, and thia=is wha
) t

the..studentt think .

R. HOGAN: First I mantvto compliment Pro;

feseor.Massialas on his paper, which I thought was '4-.1fOry

, .

writtey'stematic, nonpartisan, 44-mOpt 119n7ideologi

qv4rvieW_Of the .literature on:VOlitiCal socialization as
"

tt spplieSto Cittznsilip,EdUcatiop'..: I thought' it was
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great and./ essentially agree with his major conc1us1ons.

T' really found very little to criticize_fnthe paper or

coniment about it, but,What it did do was fei'ee me to think

a good-whil;eorLthe whole business Of'CitizenshIp Education

There was a theine that2kept,Occurring to'', me.

I've dohe,a -fair amount'of%readtng'on this 'on -my 'own as

a hobby, and it seems to me there is an ingredientmiss,ing

from most of these discussions o.f, Citizenship Education

which is worth mentioning because, on the one hand, it
r

represents something one can do in a practical'way in

erms_of doing Citizenship 'Education, and it also 1.4epre.,7%

sents a methodological purchase point in the sense that

ycu can assess:

The probleM is the element Of ideology,_ of

large scale political analy416, of justifying what we do

and when we do it. Any adequate theory of anything has to

Lie able to account for its own (?) theory and Citizenship

Education Often turns on the theory of democracy by trying

to account for its own (?) theory.

When I was in high school it was the time

when Eisenhower was talking with Khrushchev, and Khrushche4

said. to Eisenhower one time, "Thtf, problem with'youAmeri-

cans is that you don't have a theory to support ,your polit, c

1 ,r):)

1
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system and Eisenhower said (andAle said this in public'

and I've thought about it a gteat deal), "I think that's
. .

right." It wasn't beCkuse he was dumb that he couldn't

answer the question. Actually we don't, And'therb are *11
\.

sorts_ of historical reasons why we don't. There ip a very

low level of political debate, it seems to .me, even

The New York Times.

There are a number of,issues that could be

raised in classrooms and issues that could be assessed by

researchers. We rarely ask what's the point of haviiig

government in the firpt place. You -could ask kids that

and you might got some interesting respon'ses. I think you

could legitimately address.that issue; and it.'s-fiot at all

obvious.what the answers are._ I think if we were to go

around this room with that question there-wouldly a sub-

stantial amount of disagreement. There would be very

little agreement, I think, on a simple question_like that.

The second point one could deal with is

the nature of-the relationship between the individual and

society. What is the nature of that relationship? That

really does get at the heart of the political assumptions,

and, once again, I doubt if there would be much consistenc

in this room.

40^ 4
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The third issue that one could get at
1
that

runs through all those,studi'es of Political'sdcialilatioW
F

is that democracy is somehow preferable to its altarriative

How are we 'going to,legittiliize that claim? Why net have

some discussion,about,how to legitimize that claim?

That I think is reallyi: problematical

point. I 'am not raising it gratuitously. What are, the

principles to which we're going to appeal and how valid

are they when yOu try to justify democratic political idea

Given a world of increasing ,scarcity,

diminishing energy supplies, increasing population,

dumber of writers are saying that all of us, good liberals

that we are, sooner or later are going to have to come to

term's with 'a new defi,nition of authoi-ity: And I'll bet

that:s true.

:A,fourth issue that can be raised for dis-'

cussfon and used as tool- for assessment' is the nature

oftpolitical authority: Where did it come from? Does

political authority come out of the gun barrel?

Let me tell you about something which hap-

pened at about the end of the student revolution. We have

at Hopkins a major quadrangle where there are some old elm

trees which are ,dying of Dutch Elm Disease, The University
f-

1

1

1

.



hired a fellow e come out there with -a big

no'

iosel- driven

pump and he was, spraying those trees with inlet ticide,.

If you knew what was going on yducould unders4nd why

they weretdoIng'it, but one very freaky. looking student
. .0

thoUght that this workman, who was obviousl' blue collar

:and,vorkipigolas4 and a boob, didn't understaad the'Problem

of environment and pollution and so he went out there and

tried to stop him., He gave this guy along discussiOn.on

'environment and ecoiogy, and so on, and the workman just

kept right on spraying the trees. The kid harangUed.and

harangued and finally went over and tUrnecioff the pump.

There,were several people 'watching this

incident. As the kid reached over to turn off the pump

the workman turned the nozzle on him.. I thought it was

very funny; everyone el,pe was appalled. Right there was

question about the basis of authority for,your actions.

The kid was outraged. He thought he had sufficient moral

outrag to legitimize what he did in a physical way, but

,what he didn't understand was that this loWer-class guy

didn't share his biases. You could see the clear discon-
,

tinuity of values.

o

The fifth issue has to,do 141th human nature

the,vieWs of hum-an nature and the ,political system. It we

1' -1.1. .s.,d



as self-conscious sociai: sd entisVO *now anything abdut hum

nature, then we ought to be able to say something about- the

. -

kind of political system,thaf is ,best adapted to construe-
,

ti humannature.- That's the kind of thing you can talk

abou Ae,class,. _Kids like k'About that-
c

Finally,you can have some discussion 'oh tho

mature of human rights. We,talked4 fairardcxunt ab ut

human. rights last night here. People really seem to adopt

some variant the natural law theory that there 'are

inalienable rights, agdiso on. But there are alternatives

to that perspective.' I personally don'.P
4 adopt that view.

don't even undertand,it. But yo4.can haVe discussions

around that..

All of these seem to me to be .proper areas

f 'concern for citizenship education. I think they can be

discussed more often than is done.

in a.non.,-ideologida4 f shion.

Kids* erk better if you give them the big

c.an be discussed

Principles first and then give them the details.

G. .-JOBERG: Lot me pick up on what I was

-clarifying last night. I have no quarrel with the analyst

of the material within. the framework within which it was

cast. 'I would like t4 open up the framework a-good deal

and
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.

more say a little bit14, r

an area t hat moves, me . _da. -7

take it;?f

aout :bureaueraef; whigh is

ranted that "most teaihers

work in-a Weau.eratic sett ngi,othat moist - 'stu`dents work in
s . .

'a bureauaratic settin5 and thin that bureaucraCytecher
t ." c :

are expected to do what they are old- to do; and they plias
.,.. , .

,
. , , ... t

_,

(,

P'that on to the stud nta.
r

a

evidence also that within this Ilierarbical syStemIftgtdeIe
-4,

gate, as -VictorT;Thempaen isprene.to say,' blameability

Aunder the guide of resOonsibil/ity, so that students are

supposed to be respensible4but they're the ones\ to be

blamed. One consequenGeof this-is that those persons` who

do n t fit the rules,r'do not Conform,

c°

are blamed. Those

stu ents who know how tc(manipulate the rules a -fe re?loded.

I've always been curious all the way from

grade school .t:o college level, espeCally in 'the social

siences Wheee we do not have nice neat ways of determinin

knowledge,,whether,or not we tare rewarding students for

knowledge or whether they're being rewarded for skills on
4,s

how to heat the syste'm.. Cortainly carly-on.4hildren learn

how to beat tho systen. ,They learn how to keep their

mouthn shut, ho'w to bow and scrape and be good little boys



.

and` girls p.0;41.eri they are rewarded for that,
I

x at,, does not peA/Ai ..however, that"thWy

always ".goOdtlitti.o. kiddies In fact , they at An, 6rly

stage: develop hypocrisy And it'.s almOst. a'jleceSSary "evil"
) .

.

for survival, becauseteacherjs talk about certain ideals
';

,

and'in
r

Practfce t.lhek.,v4olAte them. T hada bit of trouble
'.i:Y . ---T. *

yesterday evening4when we talked about the lower moralit/.
0

I.think weedudatepeople to a lower morality. I think t

JOhri beans and the Erlichmans and the Nixons were' really

products of American education and if that!A wilat wet want

as Cftl,zen Education you've 'got it.

I was very2 very struck by that,. In fact,

I- think the Berkeley students wore in ocfect- saying "Look

at this, hypocritical syStemit and thensthey were raising

questions about it. Free.spleCh. I, kind of like that.

They were early -on opposed to the- Viet NamSwar. I think

there was a lot -of hypocrisy In the Viet Nam war, and a

lot, of the faculty members, at Berkeley opposed those
.1

students from the data that We have, and I think that was

locked not totally -- a bureaucratic world.

Put ancIther:way, the teachers are often

pressured and pushed -into A rule-oriented society and one

'w .y that student's can cope with thSt is to leaPn how to
ti
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manipulat, it. ',.1t's not .only the scheoll' in wh'ich. we see

this. We have aconsiderable amount 'of Ota to see that.
....4 . ,

N

pi'facinerasurliie-kidec u*se they Can beat the syst4II that
% ' 7

9

:mentaA lth pattent$ survive.because they can beat the

system I,d-on't that,aftenmsee a great. deal 'of differ'- (
../.

nce between g4udents and mehtal health patients and
.2

13risondrs. (orid f use tat as an extreme metaphor) in the

totairrititutions.,.

It's.in_this:cantext that I rind it

tult,.for example, to figure out,ways in which to teach.

altruism. I happen lo believe in altruism, but 1 think

'you've got to look at that powerful', powerful bureaucratic

organization. The elite are able to escape that bureau-

-cratic organization, but not the disadvantaged;. and parti-

cipation has' to, be seen ln the context of that powerful

bureaucratic organization where the teachers are often jus
')

pawns and where-often the kind of materials that pass for

education are a means by which people bend. the rules, and

,
sort of.,s13.p in/Ithis Information on the

It is that which concerns me. The question

'was-raised last night and I am only- picking up one facet
I

of a very complicated problem of thl social context.

everything I read about most school 'systems is that the

Just
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movement-towards' bureaucratizati°P continues i, MftYbe

because am at the University of ex and IV" hiihiY

bureaucratized world, but'I don't think that is lunus4a1

.0,00 final point. In this situation the

privileged can GO,around lt.' TheY. can beat the system,

They can use their influence with the-princiPal or.they -ca
4

use their influence with the Board tand.they're "cuSed

because they come from good k'ami?-its. many of their acel

are overlooed', but as you move down that ladder the blame

ability becomei transferred into being labeled as "they're

just rotten folk down there." l'he -4A that areta for

'relatively overwhelming and We that kind "`of context that

I was talking about. I could add to this considerably,

but I'll stop here.

R. HILL: Last night we gave the authors a

chaLkco to respond to selecttve P oints, but now I would

break first forlike to intervene arid say we'll take 8.

about 15 minutes.

. RECESS

R. HILL: Byron, would_you like to react
A

;low to the points that Ilave been made?

yes' and nave- several-B. IWSIALAS: poin s
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and don't knom which to take up first. taut al r000nd

finet to lioberta's caveat that we have to train people, to

be cynical or to give them the 'redlity, certainlY,

don't object, to tellinti, thet (and ttiiiclis Part of .the syst m

that we a're introducfn0 exactly what it la:rather than

just'introducing a Pollyanna approach to civic education

that. everything rose auu that the sYste6 Is resporisive

to your wishes/
.

On the other hand, though cynicism isNgood,

where it is warranted when you iMpart the atitlide that

-.all Politicians are crooks and the kids' have.Anternalliel

that attitude that ,deprives them Hof a major source of

Linflt,iencing people at.levels Where deciSions are made,:

The sense of being cynit,cal' and being turned on from the

system deprived .of all the opportunities

work through the system

You have to

knowing thechannels , knowing

,what are the -propitious times to enter the system, and.what

skills you need to havp

decisions.

in order to-change-or influence

If wo allow this condition to

sechools, IgherOkids grow up thinking. that Y611',can be-cynic

.that everything is controlled and thdt you are a peon and'

it doesn't make any difference, ,then I think we are doing



an iniustice .to ourselves as eauq01:ors

ah.injustico to the kids that we are a

I don't think' it's an either/or situat

tainly they ought t9 face life, realist
,

is out there and understand how it )91) rates. By
intoken.; they sheuld have a senalifficticy,e.

seOli

1.17

d we are doing

Pposed t'f) educate,

on. I think cer-

Cally and know what

theY can cOntrol-their own lives,/a

--...
ment is-,manipulable not in the 13e

that you can manipulate without:fin sense of norms and

that

the same

sense -that

the eriiron-

se, was said before,

morality, but the fact that you ca
,

control your own des_

tiny.

Create Or

I

provide

1

n 't YOU- Said: that we ought, to

al individualsconditions for IcYn ip

SIGEL: For healgjiY skepticism.

B. MASSIALAS: If yOU:re too skeptical, You

don't have the drive or the power to pArt icipate

,00 the
negative' outcomqs maybe it can be

explained- In terms 'etir::Measuring .instruments not MAO/Bur-
s?

Irig the impat or that there is no ImPae.tpeeawte they are

wrong things that we re:doAng, and I think they'are wrong

things Probably that we are doing in sebools...And WO are

suggesting alternativea. We do have from research a
ti

little bit of information (it could he dated now) -- we



dohalle,,frgm thw Almond and Ver..ba 3tudloa that parlati

in faMilY and well as. school decisions relateeto What'ls

called a high sense ofciti7en competence or political

efficacy. tf you partlo.lpat, you-Asvelop ah at;tJ.tdde that

influPrice.-you to undeo,31;a,h1 system.

I thin uhei.e were some at johns

Hopkins of Participati ; Lei decisiOns

-..;

the schoJI

the sense of efficacy ',:rom this Ptticiptlon.

. ,

:Tea4hers, and the.probloht:with t

training and teacher education and the people w' werk'in

and

er

the dePartments of education and,,Work with teachers

throAgnOUt the, states how do you, even gpt teachers )'t.(i

accept the idea that there are certain decisiOns t.hatcan

be shafed and to have themSelves-a high sons@ efXoTfi.cacY?

Softie of:you Ore probalNly Tami Jar with

.1:0p-;101s'atudies In' nwhere was a sense 'of

threat from tho community, or Per .!ivpd threat, that

:0-ev'ent teachers from dealing wfthapcitikissue* or

troversia

thaii

come

real,

would

con-

1.35U0S. The threat I think was-,more imaginary

but interestinly thougn,4the threat did

rrort the community.ih bhat study-.
;),

,

tho 50hooT -- the pinAP 1,

It came from

the 'o'ther teaChers.

not

withir

In order to change the school environment,

N0
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the eOnditions,.You Peed, to reac the teaeher and`howd0

014 do that?' Our traditional means of reaching.tea4herS
r: ..

. .

haVe failed, and'our traditional means. bave been aomW sor
.

lof ihservicie training' programs, ihey-,come.for a teit.

weeks to the campus and then go back arid, readily forget.

thejL00&-thinge a dIget back ante their routine

Now on the teacher and ideology; You area

saying that Americans are devoid of or'don't deal with

iiMGsyi that they are not ideologi41 they eaY.the

Prench.or Italians' or Greeks are, and that you would- 110

to see that haPPen in the 'blassroOm and to ven debate the'

lAsic elemehtsof democratic theory Wore ana,more teacjheri
,

deal with issues, and,they deal with issues somewhat sya

tematically. There is this whole movement of evaluative

education. The problem,with IdeologY (again going back to

tho?l, prpblem of teachers and who the teacher is and what

does he or she do with what he or she commands) is what'`-

role do you exPPct the teacher-to take.

Probably what 18 happenihg An the, majority

of.classrooms is that routinely the teacher goes in and

routinely wassigns lesson's from the te)ttbOok and routinely

fSrades paper6 and routinely goes) on with what is there and

available, as opposec, to the teacher who is an indoctrlAt r

1/4.
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-atrictly who ha'a point view,' 10eologcal./y

120'

, mitted,tO a positlon Inq he-or:she tt'leii to imp,art 't.h&I,
Y

and -acceipt rio altornives. :You ' hme that and that; has

been really'the,problem with moral education or ethics in

the classroom and th 4mmunityt, pressures'ilm.o Pavents.

'ken you have the pegit'iOn of-111eiti neu-
, ,

trallIty off' the tekcher, where the ,teadhei says "I take no,
,

r

position. J.'e/licit all Oositions arnd all,ioltq of view,
/

have.evorybedy express 'their'views"."
,\
The position thatwe support fs the positi!or

f defensible partiality, which looks at theteacher as

anotheractor in those

exists in the classroom

nterchangee'in t

, and the teach6
o

e milieu that

ada:th'enOtion

that'allolaims to -knowldgeoor all,points Of AP,iawcor

-prepositions ought to publicly expressed, that all

:points of view should.be defended by dommUnicable language

and that evpryone in that classrbomis a member of the

group and that everybody has a right toproaent',his er_nor
,i..,

At'own opinion, And then. the' question is the defensibility

of those assertions and claims to lcrl.14e4'8

Wo take that position and we ,think thAt

Create R cbmmunit

a\ sense of. belonging,

Pog.itieri dees

create a

.

f part icipantS,';:doe

sense of die Sent,; a'senee--
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r ,y?

t alterhatives, a sense of internal control. But.that iS,

really a very critical question, especially with regard to

citizenship, which is Ap emotion-laden and there is so much

conflict about it, especially now with all the controversy

'about back to,..basics and the poet-Watergate situation.

R. HILL: I don't want to take away your

opportunity, but I am sure as begin talking others of ,

you will 'perhaps want to respond to other things that were

previoualy'said,. Certainly I do. ,Now I'd like to open it

up to the audience. Let's look across the two papers now

and look at the whole issue,, and perhaps the issues raised

by looking at the two papers together. I would like to

invite your comments or questions.

K. DAWSON: I would like to raise what I

see as some of the issues and ,controversy in the research,'

in the data, tha4 I-think have a great deal to dO with

(What .questions are a.kked. I feel, that there is much more

."Controversy 'and conflict,andlcertainly less and

conclusions than perhaps is indicated in both papers. I

don't think we really know all that much about some of

these processes that We're talking about here. Let me give

a,couple of examples and 8( couple of pertinent studies

that reinforce thoseistatements.
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I think the whale q1Apiti0lv, for .example, of

the role 'of the faiily.fs one there isn't a lot -of, ocn,-

tensus on, what role parents do play and to what extent

attitudes and values are transmitted. There are different

verSions, especially newer verwtons about that, that fami-

lies and parents are Perhaps less important.

Tedin did an 'article; recently, in. 1:75, in

which hecame up with what I thought was a very interests

conclusion., Looking at a series of issues -- smoking,

marijuana, for example -- he found that many of the issues.

just weren't discussed in the home. The children didn't,

know what their parents' feelings about these issues were.

This whole question of transmission of values between

parents and children -- there is an inconsistency here,.

and also such questions as-how strongly you fool about it

and whjther it's discussed in the home.

There is a whole.area-about parents as

educators of children, especially in the area'of citizensh p

education, that perhaps really hasn't been looked at: how

'conscious parents are of this role and to what extent they

consider this an important role, as compared to sex role

identification or perhaps oven career encouragement.

. There is another area that J4dy mentioned



4

-4

-4 .

1;3,

that I ink could have gone much further. She talked

about undepmaturation -- this-whole ptimaCy-rectency con

troveriy: at what stage is political socializatiod most

important. As Judy suggested, there is a. whole other now.

area of a middle ground of the great childhood. ?articular

Edelson and O'Neil have written. orOss,-nationally about

looking at the 11-13 Age period as being very important,
,,.

going up to 15, With things that happen after 15 'bping.
,,-

mtr:Iredundant than particularly new.

Bob Weisberg in a book on political learn-

ing, political choice in demoeratic citizenship, developed

a series of graphs which I find very interesting and able

to bring.together,a lot of conflicting data in this area.

Byronused the Almond and :Verbs data to a great extent.,

and they are the recenay arguments: that the early social-

-ization that takes place .cannot provide the kind, of exper-
:-.04'.

lances and information that are -really going to be role-

vant for the adult-who is an active participant tin the

'political system: So it's.- the transient issues Atilat come

upqthatare' very:important to the socialization process;

-.Most of the early research in political

socialization assumw.the. primacy argument -,- that what
. .

. .

. . .

takes place early'is twat important and also structured

I

1' r-
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on. That, s why political scientists: are interested in

young 41111dren. -It's not really because thgy're Ilmtereite

in younghildren, but they say' this has some meaning for

ater worlding in. the. 1Dolitical system.

I'd like to use the board now-to take .certa n

points.

R. HILL: Karen has been working at this

full time for almost a year, or more than that.

K. DAWSON: These graphs I think sre very

suggestive of a way to'deal with what I see as some of the

real conflicts. in ,the literature.

Looking at the three arguments° basicallyan

the different research that supportstne different itguH

'ments -- whether the important period for political social

lzation is the early years, the,primacy argument, which

then Structures later behavior', early orientations that

will determine later partioipation; 'whether through the

recency notion of what takes.plaap, lastis most important

that adults have ongoing experiences and it's more the

transient issues and votin for candidatesand current

;events that dictate a lot of political attitudes and

pOlAtical positions; or the intermediate argument which I

think. falls nicely in. the cognitive development learning
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thecorY area-- that ft's really at really'a certain stage

of maturation or devel4ment,that children are able to

pitt'more of the information on some Of the early values an4

attitudes that they have.

An eight-year old might say "t'm a Democrat,

and at 13 theY might have some sense of what that really

means and have a way o articulating that better.

Weisberg says that it's not really an either

.or situation or-aneither/or/or situation, but rather it

b depends to. a great extent _On,whet kind'of,orientations or

'predispositions you re-lOok14:at and what, kinds of ques-

tiorls you're asking. You might come up with'different

answers ,depending. on the question.

In the primacy argument it's the Adea that,

high level of learning takes place here (illustrating) and

then tapers off and-adults don't really learn very, much.

That's why we're interested in young children rather than
.4

adults.

This one is .that there is a peak somewhere

in the middle, in late childhood. And hors -it's only

that.when.peoPle are active participants-and the informatio

is more relevant, in a more relevant forM that'they're goin

to be able to pick it up and use"it and act upon it.

1 r) P-4*l
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Then he develops another.cuhart -which"pute

them together and suggests that much ot,itdepends on what

,kinds of orientations you're.talking:about,.and here you 140

talking about Some br4ad bapic orientations that ,take
(

Place'in early cjIlldhood; that' children 'between the ages

of thr4e and five do, pick u'p such notions.ae "I'm black"

or "I'm poor" or "I'm Catholic" or "I'm American." It,

doesn't have pethapsmuch meaning, but they are basieally

defining themselves and they are defining themselviml

socially and they're defining.themselves in many ways,

including,'in a sense, a political connotation.

Later, on in.the- middle period is .when they

put much more of the factual information int0it.. They

are 'able to have a higrier order of reasoning. They go

from the concrete to more abstract levels. This becomes

then a more important period for learning.a lot of ba

inforMation and understanding of these earlier feelings,

more of .the affective area.

Then still later on they have the kinds of

-iaaUes that.really are only important to adults: what is
,

happening to the school tax bond issue; what candidate is

going to win in an election. They soon determine that they

have stakes in issues like this.

6

0.0

1 r)
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Anyway, this As jtist'a way, /think, of try-
,

ridge the gap between what is on the surfaci and

what a e some real conflicts in the data --: that things

are important and what sorts of things are formed at dif-

fer ;'nt points-. I think for edu'catfori eome of these issues

are' ritical because different agents of socialization are

goin to be important at different points in these sorts af

graph\

n the Acimacy chart obviously it's he fam-
'

ily ,th t is g ing,to be very critical./ They get fi st

ids op the c ild. Oftentimes A. lot of these early' rient

tlont e esta lished .before they ever get to .school

..
he intermeaia:01 area is probably where the

sOhdol is going to be of primary importance , and then

later ontolunta y group association., Probably peer groups

are imPort nt.all the wa5tthrough.

An way, this is a way of at least trying to

say what ha pens and what is important in .the various

points-and w gat political socialization might be critical.

R. HILL: ThiS really helOs me,snap in on a

.probleM. W trying to look at potential outcomes and

measures. of d Irabe behaviors from a survey point of

view and that eally helps organize the problem that we're

12
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having of ,holi:to look at this t.,
,..

B. MABSIALAS: Are you saying that these

)
outcomes, these orientations should change with the clrff r

ent areas?

J. .TORNEY.: ) think .itThas to be cast In

the frame df this as a cumulative process. Those graphs

simply indicate the rate at which the informatibn,'.or

whatever the outcome, is,.acquired. That does not say that

what is acquired, for instance, at the intermediate phase

later goes away.

B. MASSIALAS: You gave an example for the

very early period, like sa.Ying ''I!m black," but you .didn't

follow this through. What doethey say later?

K. DAWSON: Let me Just finish this up.

W pn y uput them together you get something like

the early childhood it's probably broad andbatic,orienta-

tions that mostly formed. As you g

it's a specific kind of data,, a-specific itsue, a-specific

candidate, the kinds on transient .things that Change in

.currentevents that individuals as citizens have to relate

down- to adulthood

to. Their.opinions might determine to a great extent wher

they are on the ,occupational ladder, what their income is,

who their present associates arei, 'who,thereference points
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are generally, in terms of 'how they're going tO'respond

to it,

I think the assumption in the literioioe

generally is that the primacy argumeht is still terribly

convincing; that there are aom,feirlY Trigs that nippen

that-: do seem to have continuing influence But .I thinIc.thl

argument basically,.says: Let' not completely forget about

adults and the fact that ao cialization is' not completed at

the age of 5 or 13, but is an ongoing Pr°q1511e, and that'

perhaps different things take place at different points in

the life span.

A I would argue that I don't think.teachers

are terribly aware happen a to children and 'part of their.

problem in dealing in this area is just- a' lack of informa-

tion: Washburn did an article on children le post-Watergate

in which he,Oid some interviewing with teacherls on the

political socialization data, and found that teachers

really didn't think much about this area. So perhaps some

.consciousness-ralsifng is call

back to what You suggested.

d for, :which I think goes

B. MASS1ALAS: yos,

to was that when. we think

and what T-gwas leadiApg

f citizenship WG think of adult,:

citizens and adult values and adult norms and adult behaviors
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and Ploks is whatvit,see in the literat.urei :thit young

children are not,eitizens and middle mhool icids.artiAlpOt

eit'izens, but we're training theM for eitizensbip',which is

gOing, to occur 20 or 30 years. -te'ilOc!, and that thit:Yis real

citizenship.

saying thkt'a':1

,1

SIGEL: I don't think shesald that.

MASSIALAS: She didn't say that, but I'm

t of People-are sayin tfikt; aneinstea4$
N

of preparing programs and measuring themon their own"mei

r

t that point in time, when it.happens whatev0 the kid

says, whatever he does afways keep thinking of how

we:'re going to relate that. This is not what yoU said, I
e .

kno*, but it just strikes me that that is a very important

issue that when we sway training for citi.zenship we

mean training for adult citizen'TOles rather. than acceptin

that itizenship .occurs..at the time in the classroom and'

that it's mot preparation for life but life itself.

I disassociate with that.

W. McGUIRE: Could I add a footnote to that

middle fOrmulation, the erltic ioa notion. As it i

formulated there it-sol of retains the cultural myopia o

psychoanalytic influence knd the ecologicalinfldehce, that

if there are critical periods they Are relatively early

I2
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Oiat psyclwanalytio view ,that' authot4tarianism.is laid

down from.agea3 to 6 or, in the ecological, that ducks

marry whatever they follow from 20 hours to'48;hoUrs '11

earlier or,4ter':. As We'gq,%Oirough the life cycle kind of

personality, development that Vptpapers 'dealt with to

some extent we realize that-there might be critical periods

:later on for other-things.

Granted gricson's early periods with some-

yhat more stress ,and basic trust, nevertheless fol. ideqlogi

integration he would say that'comes much, much later.

Dan Levinson's work on male Mid-life.tvisisthat:,there

are critical periods for other kinds of ideology,. The

-middle rTiodel.is somewhat morecOmplicated.and 4ght loolt'-
. .

Very much J.ike'the, thrdonp if you cut off a Age 25,-be-
, 1 ;.

cause some of those 'things don't happen until 43.

k

/ . I fl,,. SIGEL: There are diboontinuities and
i

the discontinuities come up becaueelprtain valueS 1parned
q

in 'school and irychurcb and in the experience of working, in
0,,,,,,

a sweat shop are so discontinuous that you have to have a
(

reo dering and a (/.eintegration, and that 1.-s.,a very comrai,:,.

,cate , thing. We are JuSt now beginning to pay attention tc
%

that.

Political sodializAtion h p:studied
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:attitudes towards ideas or objec and I think that is

nonsense. If you want to have a developmental model (L'm

dubious about that anyway) the more important things are

underlying value structured. I think what you call altruis

Or attitudes towards generosity', towards welfare, and so o

I think may be much more organizing principles forhow,I

later on feel about Thousing,:fer :01e. pocir or mediCal tare

for the elderi n,,any specific ideology.

On;.of"the things I would Study is the

-social values that.children acquire and how they modify

them and .whether there is continuity between these ba8ic

values and policy adoption. I think that's where maz[:o

our_confl is come in later on when they're adults.

W4MoGUIRE .For,thcisewhe aren''v aware o

the information sourtt,,there IS an invisible college

information-exchange:center, on the adult socialization and

later personality development, in the Social Science,Fie-1°
searcouncil. The 'Commii,t'OL'oeided by Bert BriMm ebilec

. .

data on who is doing what'on4dult socialization
.t

G. SJOBERG: A couple of caveats or foot-

note. I worry about a couple of things. pilthough we do

h4V0 the nuclear' family syatemi Which,I have 4o'question
,;

-still the ideal, .we have had a good' deal of fragmen tion

4-
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'in family, life.Ald it's not just, in the)priv ledtd grottp.

It has,al.wiis been true orlthe .poVerty,greup, whore 4

dePertipn 1s the pOor man's or poor worn-tints divorce. Wheh
,

.

yOu'begin introducing this idea of family into that model,

What..family, what kind of family 7- there is an enormous

amount of instability there and sometimei4)U have two,Or'

.three or four kinds of, famIly life that co-exist 'side by

side in the same person's head. That does trouble me and

again it comes back to the fact' that people are.trying to

stoy politiCal socialization outside of; the 'social

structure -- not just thelbureaudracy, but the"famiXy life

Added to"that, I am iipt as convinced as

"some of you soem-to,be that,values and belief Systeme.are
t

as consistent as would be porrtrayed by this 'discussion.

I think that ;,'from early -on a number of people e-earry around

An awful lot of confl.idting values in'' their 'head:, and it

maybe, quite functional HWith idea that here'i

'nice consistent value system, same of,you strike meas

.,1j<eing good Parsonians,

I haVebit hea;rd,apY discusAipn so far about,
.

the.indonsistent value . and beliet,system that p ple
a.

adquire at a fairly early ape and they dalk upon that -

:41-Tferent `situations, And particularIk'im-a,tomplex-society



'where_at an early Age children, 'young adults and adults- are
, 'r; ,

expected to follow airly incentistent roles or Where there

c_.

are. incensistent deniiinds placed upon 'them in the Seine

. ZAJONG) I.sn'tit true that whether

0:!044ilee are inconsistent or not is a matter of value

AtSO4T?''..This is not an objective olv4orvation

make a decision --

G. SJOBERG: What do you mean

-7- one could

y

The fact that the twO:Va.
4

may be in conflict 4th.:10ach other may ;be Logically n,.

sistent; but that is not

DicGUIRE: There iS another prota.,,,,r.

*1.1: AigxikA:cant

Aleve, that beeides.being inconsistent they'reAlwe

and this,happensin.the'area inwhiCh I work -- the71aqi

of any integrating principles.is actually in a wilyMo,O.

disconcerting when y u ask pe4ie; than the fact that they

can hold what seems,tO'yo4 be inconsistent' beliefs.-,-

R. SIGEL: Shouldn't that be the one major

not to change your values, but tofUndtion of education

1"4 t .out ,where you compartmentalize gasically inconsistent

values you can still go ahead -and ,.keep them, but You.,shOuld
,-,
c J

point out that there is stress and conflict in valliies. I
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think one the major function-6 of education is to bring

out the uriderlying-ungonscrious tension.

W. McGUIRE: We:in the attitude change area

'Aloe no longer working on changing the attitudes by intros

clueing new information. We are changing attitudes by ask-

ing questions, the Socratic method. So tie people who

work with ma ask people a s"eries of questions and change

their attituaga-that way, bringing out the implicit belief
0

they already have.

What do you do, though, when the Michigan

political science studies ask people what Are the three

most important ,issues in the Presidential election, how do

Ford and Carter stand on each one and how they stand on

each,anv and ,then you find the person in perfect agrXtMgli

with Pord and against Carter on the three issues thatthey

elected as the most important, and they happen to be on the

Carter side in all three, and you say "that's peculiar"

and they'say "what's peculiar?" This is a real pr''oblem.

I don't know how to handle that, yhere when you point out

)

what seems a blatant inconbistency, short of doing some

Levy Straus kind of assumption, they *don't even feel it.

R. 7,AJONC: If one doesn't have full infor-

mation it may. lOok entirely inconaistent. For example, ther

1 r) P't
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are other results from the same inatitution: When,you ask

people about their opinions om,public services given by

various. agencies, such as police, pr welfare, everybody

says they are terrible, that they absolutely can't getani).

inforMUtion and never get any help,.that they are absolute

cyniCal in their apprbach to human beings and they disre,-

gard'the person, that the policeyou can't trust, and so o

Then if yOu ask during the same interview, "What sorts ,of

experiences have'you had with them?" the majority, say they

had good experiences: that the people were helpful, that

they get service, that they got consideration. If you ask

'how come they had good experiences" the answer is "I know

how to get around these guys."

So the public aggregate attitudes about

public service are completely-different from the set of ex

periences they list themselves. They don't see any incon-

,sitency between those two thing

W. McGUIRE: You certainly Canchan = e atti-

tudes by asking questions where people have to appeal to

their own values. People in sellineihave always known thi

The very successful salesman says tpt ieu,should, never

answer any question, but you should always ask a question

as to why they ask that, or something, and then the people.



convince themselves that they really agree witch ,you in the

first place.

N. SANDERS: I am interested in the number

of ,times we` turn to the issue of the outcomes what

be the'goodcit'izen, what kinds of Characteristics we're

going to..look for. .1,gudss when Karen DawSon was present-

,ing Weisberg's work. it' became clear .again that to 'understan

those graphs you really halie to knoW 'what'ip on the

ordinate, and that is what I gather Weisberg was saying.

If you take a genpral picture like this with age. on the

abscissa yoU need to know what you're talkl,ng about as:,

being the evidence of the'soeializatienn order to know

whether recencY-; primacy or some interpretation or orienta

tion is correct.

I am trying to take the list that'we are

proposing, the definition of citizen education and the

,items of knowledge, attitude, skill: and dispositional

.*.
outcome toutcome, and I am trying to pair 'with hose through some

kinds of interpretation criterion, measures, outcome measur sl

It seems to me that over half _of the distcussiOn here has

been about whether we have the right kinds of outcomes

net so much how we ought to go about teaching, o.r whateVer

but underlying this has been what are the outcomes that on
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would really like:.tOse.

I dm -trying to Wreatle with those particular,4

outaomes,,.uSing those as a sort of working process, trying

to relate to .those'. I am especially interested fn the

kinds of comments you have about particular Ones, about

particular items there. One of the problems, that always

bothers me is one that was in the section on,knowledge:

do we have sufficient knowisdgeor the kinds of'thinga.iit

thefuture that are likely to -occur that we need to be-pre-.

paring peeple'to par,,. 411te,inand-know about: IS that a

reasonable kind of objective eo have? Could we'conceivably

,ever think of building a test, building 'some kind of

measure of that insofar as that future projectibn?

W. McGUIRE: I've been assuming in this.dis-

cussion that we are more, because of the kinds of people

calledtogether, moreon the technician side than the

nature of,the outcomes, and that we are 'sort of assuming
es

Vthat 'people In Trenton or shington, or wherever', know what

good citizenship outcome'ld and the question. Is how do'you

-designa curriculum, and so on, for that.

I feel I'm sounding like an Adolph Eichmann

In saying this, but you call together the-clergy or the
_ .

politicians or other higher forms of life to decide what
. .
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outcome you want and that .,our professional 'expertise is

somewhat ,more on this*, except that, as Karen points out,

you canjt completely answer the questions independently'

because for some kind of outcomes; a little different kind"'

Of curriculum placement and type is needed. But it's

st111-,-hYpOthetAtcal when you say if you're 61aling with

that, the-best procedure is this. But we're not saying

whether yetu,should be dealing with that as an outcome or

with some other outcome.

/ I personally, of course, have my opinions

like everybody else, about our professional expertise here

R. HILL: Let me respond. Ythink part of

'what you say is the /eason for coming together we see on

the technicaltechniCal side,- \but we knew that we qan't get into thi

process without a discussion of the substance of what

should, be. We assume, that social scientists have a great

deal to, saTabout that and.wc are interested in that, but

.here we are not so much interested in what the curricula

will be. Thats the next stbp another kind of discussi

that we could focus on.

Were interested in trying to take what we

think the public wants or what should be from our reading

and interq)retit.in social Science concepts in some way,..

1 4
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we can make sense out of it. That may be a little narrow.

.You can',t 9.0. that without thinking about curriculum an

projecting. that o t either, but We're coming pack to that

idea of how do've-st'ate objectives in ways that make sense.

"You want.For example, I would turn to Roberta and say

healthy skepticism. I need 'help in, defining that,-in

measurable terms, objective terms, so notcnly could I
Y

write it at this level of abstraction but for the next

level of specificity." That's what we need some help on.

G. SJOBERG: What it comes back to is the

issue t tried.to raise yesterday about the role of social

science: one "being the technical expertise, the other

being the critical orientation, and another to think about

alternatives and the construction of alternatives and

how.do you begin to orientchildren and at what age

think about alternative ways of looking at the worl

do you

That is why I say in that.behavioral science

little box over there that there are a few social scion-

.tists who do think that the function of social. science is

to construct and think about alternatives, not just to

describe what is but the'construction of alternative

futures.

r"

The very discussion of human right's, for
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example, and altruism is construction of an alterriative

future -- no cast. in those terms: bu that is exactly what

is being sa d. I think that's a very ifficult step becalm)

I think mos people arerot oriented, pa-rticularly in socia:A.

science, to begin thinking in terms of alternatives. They

just think of what is and q y that what is will be. That

I think has all kinds of problems imbe"dcA- in it

R. HILL: I guess that would 'be a sub-

stantive-discussion and, as I said, that is open, but we

need your expertise. I'dontwant to rule it eut. It4s

great. I think we sbould be able to see alternative futures

And help us see them, but we also need help in dealing

with the specifics.

B. MASSIALAS: You said something to me

during the break abOut the instruments we have used Slid

providing a little more specificity about those. I-would

be happy to

used,.

send y u at.

R. H : Describe the instruments you have

R. MASSIALAS: First are the basic instru-

ments that have been used over and over again on the

political trust issue. Judy has perhaps more Up to date

instruments. We have the' participatory instruments that

a
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we have constructed there that don't have validity, and

reliabilityjin them, but there is a first 'run to--..see'

.

whether it's basically being used for feedback; 9*falua-
,.

tion with our modules, to see to what extent they do all

the things we.iay they` do, I will be h*ppyto send you

both the modules we use, about 16',or 17 modules, and the

instruments: the teacher self records the observation

schedules, questionnaires, interview. schedule -- a set 'of

instruments.

R. HILL: And they fit into this kind of

scheme?

B, MASSIALAS: Right. I wil,/ be happy to

send them to you for a small fee for postage.

R. HILL: We're coming to.the time when we

have to check out.. I sepse there arellavrmore issues to

be raised.I sense that from both Barbara and. Ka en, so I

invite the ,two ef you to be prepared,; as well, as the rest ,,t;

of _you, to start the meeting again one o'clock in this

room. Following that, at a certain, point Ilrlike to ask

you to atte d a real base situation that we'refacing in

our work scope, where we',have to go out and work with

schools in an applied situation. I'd like. to describe that

to you. and ask for your response off the top of yotIr pleads..

1,4 4,
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I would like to you reflect on it and maybe help.'us

with some answers and some ideas. think that's the

contribution that the kind or thing `W

to the scientific field

're

in which we are engae

)
describe that case trhen we. return, or

at about two o'clock:

For the immediate work

a great heal this morning. Thank you.

can make

maybe staring

I must d 1,ve gain

I ,do,appreclat

it, though, of course, the frustration is how much more

do I need to know:

Let's break for lunch how-

R.. HILL:

LUNCH AECESS,

We would like to hear some more

comregnts from Karen and Perhaps Barbara and others who..

might want to speak. I'd like to give about a half hour

to that and .then perhaps I bog1n to ,talk

situation or the situation

about .a case

we're facing.

Barbara, Would' you. like to kick Off?

B. PRESSEISEN: yes. :1 was very struck by

the differences in the 1,16

and some of thediscussion.

Dapers that have been presented'

It struck me th 13yrWs

-14

1
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charts Of the. Variobehaviers and subject,materia.f,,

content material, raise a question fOr impleMeptatiOn ;for.

teaching and curriculum. :,,.In our experience wi
,

social

studies curriculum development it woald be very difficult

to present all those celIS. I do want to see what you

have done and what comes from the Tallaha'ssee' material',

it is very difficult to Present it to teachers and say

this is 'where you want to o and 'develop the 61inglou

want;t0:fil-those cells without more direction froM the

disciplines or from the behavioral sciences'in some way.

That's:what got me back to the same question I

raised last night for Judy n't there something,,AP term
-

of the developmental sequence about those things that are

important in Citizen Education where you do relate the

subject content,to the process? le there some important

building blocks on some of these behaviors?- It would get

to what Karen was raising, that there:are some things

learned in 'early childhood in pre-operational terms that 1

the groundwOrk for where you want to go in middle child 7-c

hOod and then formal, operation. And if so what are

they? What are those variables and how do they impinge

upon curriculum development ;
. .

strategies of teaching, and

all the things that go With that? That was-anotof the
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The athei, thing is' really a comment, and it

strikes me in.terms of where, the "disciplines" are that ar

represente4;hOre that. there isa divergence.of,,twe.fe'rMS

psychology. I am not in the political socialization

literature'as many of you are but it does strike "me that

it*An4,almoat'a07,"a monolith. There. is a letgolTit on

it; but notmany bridges out to .the psychologists (although.

0 (

they,a e, not completely.abaent). and not very many-fridges

to teacher education.

if we take Roberta's point that we ahDuld

stress teacher educationor whatwe.are goifigto:be doing

With teachers about this, then it seems to me somewhere

someone has to build that literature out. We are not talk-

ing about discrete things, but things that[are relatedand

the real: question is, again, what are,those relationships.
j.

Getting back again to the variables, it

seems to me they .deal with, those relationships: to some ex-

tent and we need 'to fathom more in terms of doing. the
-

kinds of things that you're going to raise, Russ. That

is our immediate concern.. Those are long-range concerns

except that we ought to get direction from a conferenCe,

like this. It would'Make our ahort-range job a little

r.r



disier,A.f'we know in fact wheri were going.

K. DAWSON: I won't go through my whole'

ALge,nd!L, ..but there were several other areas ha-t I thInk
.

need, to be raised` because of .the''reie'Y',.ancy for edUcation

N
and also-in terms of trying'tbpull together. what` is in

the reSearch literature.-

The .first tone

and current events generally.

the role_ ,of the environment

Most politicalsocialiZatlon

work was done during an era of good feeling, basically t'hO

-isenhower-Kennedy years, and some of the more recent work'

looking at the effgtt of Ibbt,--Watergate was an attempt to

see to what extent the environment and current'eventa

affect children attitudes. The emphasis: again, ,the

President abthe' prime foCus of an early political concept.

There is a lack of literature coming out of

this, but one of the relevant pieces for the people here

an article that Greenstein did IookkhK at-children post

Watergate. That was'i.n the Amdrican Political Science

Association Review in 1975. In looking at children and,

I think itwas the'usualy second through eighth' grade

there was an age-related difference, with the..very young
child en still seeing the President in,a very benevolent

concr ept,:in,a ve.r4ositivc way ..7 Older children were'
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h.

to differentiate between the office: and the:holder..

other words, the office of Pf4ident was not setim.ii

-xl

,
gativ ue way, but it was understood` that therm' could be.P.a,,

Ithin ItnatiIs the kind of distinction

that is.impOrtant in the area of Citizepship Education,

that i;t is not an either/Or:,;-- that we teach patriotism and

everything is goad'and'leaders are always benevolent or

that wteach reality and everything necessarily ,is badJ.

I think children do have. the ability Perhaps. in an early

Age to reject some of those' differences, btit I think as

they get older there is an ability to differentiate be-

tween the officeholder and the-offir.

Another point that I wanted to make, which

was suggested in the paArs but I think the literature

suggests;,soMe ramifications that need more development

another pdintis the different groups, the. subgroups. or
.

national variations, especially looking at.minority groups

and lower class and women and older adults -- that their

socialization experience seems to be different. Some of it

is simply class- related, with education probably being the

most important variable, In the case of women it seems to

be something other than class, and the difference seems to

1
-4 1,_/'



be much. Mare .erm5J of

, ,

Againe.implIcation for.educatidn might.

`different;:tlependihg on what -kind of groups, you're'-deal
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ing with T think it'S-A.fallaCy to lust group them to-

gether el4R-,14 an 'age-related Way. There might be other

factors at work here that we shourd be cognizant of.

Lastly I would like tlean,up, the questio

Of participation and to what 'extent this is seen ~as. pahace

-- and this,,gets, into the; whole -area 'or goals in' Citizen-

'ship' Edueationand one that I hope we'll Spand Some.iMe

1O'biking at Certainly the 0E0 program at the te!Ael-;a1 love
. ,

in the earl/ '6Os was seen as a way of involving. poor,

people in,a participatory mechanism;with the idea that

their experiences would.be transferrable to making good..,.

decisionmakers In their homes.ancl active political parti-

cipants in civic public life.

the- ca'se. ,ThOSe programs were

That was not necessarily :.

)
not panaceas and, if anythih

there was a lot of negative fallout from,thtm.

I think we have to .be aware of that ,,whole

area what kinds of 'goals we wan o come out of Program

I think this area.;is one that'has been-touched upon, but

maybe we need to bring the is_sues more to the Surface an

look at, them.,
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R. HILL: .Any reactions or comments?

G. SJOBERG: I still keep coming back to My

issue about alternatives. Throughout the discussion as I

hear it you have the empirical studies and then you have

the hidden agenda: what are the alternatiAps toward .which

we should strive. On the one hand, I tend to be more of a

tortured optimist than some, some who wish to have a lower

morality and not get people's expectations too high. I

think those issues of alternatives are really not being .'

taught very much, very extensively, in schools as I see it.

The, question of what are alternatives to thc

present deals with teachers. Then there 16 the question

also of 'how effectively can students understand alterna-

tives to their own world, and also what are alternatives

with respect to the codthunity.

1:

community level -- and I think one can do it with th(

others -= those concepts of variables really bother me a

bit in the construct/on of social reality. Idon't know

how to even construct variables.' I don't think variables.

I bring this up because at least on the

mean.much to Congresspersons or-others who are, out there

to restructure the world and to build alternative arrange-

ments because they have to work out compromises and talk
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about it in a limited sense. But 'I don't think that's

going to meanlvery much to anyone who goes out into the
ti

community and says: We're going to construct here. We're

going to work for some kind of alternative arrangement in

terms of Citizen Edtication where you have a whole group of

People 'with different perspectives:and whore you have

people who are going to have to work out compromises among

them.

I think the idea of-X and Y variables on some

kind of chart is a highly misleadingway ofloekingat the

world. In fact, it's not a way iirwhich you can think

about alternatives.

terms of X and Y and one variable influencing another

You don't think about alternatives in

variable within, because that locks you into the present:

If that's the way you want to think, that's fine, but I

alsosee hidden behind much of the discussion "let's tone

down the alternatives. The OEO program had negative

effects. From one point of View, yes; from another point

of view, no..

I could argue very strongly that the OEO

program was evaluated according to certain kinds of cri-

teria which inevitably made.them negative;,that is, the

very process of evaluating the OEO prograM frbm the standards

t
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of the:System dooMaciO.it.t8 failure to begin Witty,. and thus

it was the very conflervatIve perspective, of the social

scientists and using the existing order as the bffites,of

Soria which mado(it minoperative." So ma y kinds,of

4xperimental programs, are doomed to be Viewed-as unsuccess

-fAII because of gp very methodoloftical per!Upective,s which
4

take the present and thT ongoing organization as the stahti.

ard, and basis'for evaluation., Thui the social sCieptiste

are locked into a mechanism where they are d.00med,'to deter

mine -the fate Of the nderprivileged when th re partici',

pating to be 0'o good, or if You're going to construct

somewhat better world that's no good either bee.aUse the.

crresent system is righ.t.

It troubles me, no' enc to to that kin

of rhetoric.

K. DAWSON: A quick response. The problem

seems to be that when the program did not work Well in

terms of some of.the values, real "meaningful participation

-- groups s;eMed.to be coopted into the existing' system,
-

and when it was successful it eausedsuch.political outrag

that basically it was dissmantled because of its success.

Still to set up participation-as a panacea

is wrong because I.think the realities are that "'sometimes

t.)
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it works and sometimes it doesn't, and sometimes it'e

meaningful and ,sometimes it' s not meantngyul. But one

can't Asume that it is necessarily always good and that'i

You ha e'a of of participation you necessarily come 0Ut

with 80methin better in'a real sense'than if yous.don t

Wye a 1 participation.

I.think it's unrealistic to encourage/.

children 0that that necessirily.should be the end-all.

Participation for what kind of questions?.

R. HILL: I°am aware that I don't understan
$

the significance of w4at you're saying for wpat we're doin

because I'm obviously caught in this approach very much.

I know that'you've spoken on it,. but perhaps someone else

can help me Understand the kind Of-way we're:talking about

evaluation not generating alternatives.,:

G. SJOBERG: The best Icah do is to take a

ook at my chapter in the HandboOkRaf Evaluation, which_i6

t e only off-beat chapter in that whole handbook. 'I am

concerned about this matter of alternatives. All the othe

people are)locked into traditional' categories,. I don't

want to give here an hour or two lecture -- I am just not

going to do that -= but my. concern\ith methodology is tha

most methodologists are locked into a _situation where tiity

1
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are going to define experimental programs, thoiv

terge from the existing order, as bad because they are

going to evaluate them by the atandards of thesyztem,and

ythe standards of the system anything that deviated is
- -

going' to be deviant. That's One point I'm making,
,

The other point I was making (and. this le

.somethin I'm going to have to address myself to more (3)(77

tensively) is this whole question of)alking ,about variApl

7'.Sopial scientists have been socked, into the.idea1of var
AA''

able 'X'and-variable Y, but when you go out in.to a,comm nit

where you have, ten 5roupZ. of people having, say, ten dif-

ferent realities and where. they have to be-pap,a4sed:so .

that they can talk together among each other -- if you're..

going tQ be-talking in terms of variables to those peCple,
,

I would p?c-d-ict right here and now that you're going to be

an absolute failure 'in that() situation.

T Can only draw upon my secondary experienc

working with social agency in San Antonio, where I was a

commtinityorganizer af the first order. You don't'begin

to talk about variables in that .kind of world. fact,

that social science lingo is going to get you, in trouble.

You're going to have to develop other kinds of rhetoric

4!'

.and-you're going to have to try to compromise divergent

1
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rea Mties. For one thing, some of those, realities are

overlapping. Or you may have to construct in your own

mind's eye as an 'organizer linkages, among thotie realities.

The word "variables". doesn't even make sense that situa-

tion.

A

I co}1ld go into some details about how that

situation is constructed, but you are constructing some-

thing:other than what exists and you're not going to be

able, to talk in terms of variables. in that kind of aitua-.

tion and make any sense. to the
,

pteple or to yourself, be-

.cause you're' locked inUa social science lingo that is
242i

just not fitted to the construction. of alternative realitic

out there in that social world.
(

R. HILL: I'll have to read it again and

read it again.

G. SJOBERG: I have hing in that hand-

book'where, it talks about the problem of how dc4u build

thatrealities. There are two things that 9.bq faced

with -- but I am now preempting the 'floor in 'lays I don't

want to.

R. HILL: This is very valuable to me, and

would like to hear more.

G. SJOBERG: One is that you have multiple

1 ::(3
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realiti e when you go into any commupitm.

HILL : I 'm very aware of that .

6. SJOBERG: They don't even think' of the.

word "Variable."-.. That's one dimension. If we f011ow up,

on' what wa said earlier, they have values that may be

disjointed, internally and eitterpally. :1So to 'draw a nice

little'curve,out ,there,:the greater the X the greater the

Y -- if you begin to talk, in that lingo to those people

who haVe one multiple reality, some of whIgp overlap and.

some of,which do not, and then when people come in ,(skille

organizers have learned how to. do. this for a long time and

politicians have to do this all the time) they are able

to make translations among the multiple realities and thos

translations are not variables because they pick up a

little here and choose a little here and try to meld these

in 'ways where they can got some partial c_nsensus. Using

the language of the social scientists in that situation

is death and taxes.

R.'4IILL: Let me ask for a reaftion. Carl,

de you want to desCribe a littit of your experience? 'I.

think this is what you have been struggling with for

several years, isn't it?

C. GUERRIERO: Esbentially. For. those of y

1 ?-: P-1
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-Who aren't. from.PennsylVania let.Me say that we have

goals for education as every other state does. -They'are

essentially the seven cardinal principles plus three, So

la have a metric dozen.

One of'them talks about having some atti-

tudes related to good citizenship, so what we are msur=

ing Is what, students say they would do in certain situa-

tions that.might Pe classified as being good citizens. So

it's that they say they would do: no knowledge, no reason

for the behaviors'on -develotmental scales. krid it has

gotten us actually in a lot of hot water. The social

studies teachers 'want to test knowledge because that's

what they're teaching, and.-the Mennonites and some her

religious Organizations don't.want us to teach anything

except obedience to law and God.

I have been accused of taking the Bible out,

of the schools and I didn't have anything to,do with that;

and prayer out _or the which I didn't hayeany.7
a

thing to do with either. Some of the very conservative

groups -- John Birchers, I suspect, although we don't know
L

Tar sure -- feel that they want to do )411 of that indoc-

trination at hOme and that schools shoulln't be involved

with it. So we have a dilemma.

1



We did revile the twits. We are now measur-e

ing knowledge as well as behaviors. We are not measuring

reasons for behaviors yet. A typical ftem.is a situation

where a student might walk out of school, and go :downtown

and there is a protest or a riot going on. We.ask the

student if under certaitx;conditions and wb listthose

conditions, - :would rieor She throW racks during the pro-

tAt. They say yes or no and a large. majorit4e.o.f. them.

would, but, 'you don't know why. they would; and if.lou go

`into develOpmental,theories you caft.be at stage two and

say "yes, I'd throw rocks" and in the back -of your. mind

you thin "when no one islookink. I'll get 8..t.eIevision

set.'

,. Or you'could be at a higher level, I sus-

pect, apd say "T think the protest does have some validity.

Thoreare some things-that need attention drawn to them,

so I'll threw rocks." But it's for a different reason.-

Maybe we'should be looking at reasons rather

than behaviOr, b t the legislature doesn't want,to hear.

about that Most of thelaw-and-order peoplewe have say,

"I don't care what the reason is. They won't do it."

R. HILL: These are multiple reality problem

-- the situation you're talking about?
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G. SJOBERO: That's part of it, and one of

the things that YjsuSpect,you resort to is some degree of

ambiguity and that's one.of the things.that'social*ian7

tists don' t hiut,yoU have,to resort to. You .have to

resort to ambiguity Ambiguity is a way out, and that is

not w at those people, sit down and measure tecausemeasur7

ing that.ambiguity is the last thing i the world that a

social scientist wants to do.. With most zociom4ric teats,

you end up with: that's awfully ambiguous. You can't get

through graduate school that way. Certainly you're ;rot g

ing to get a paper published in the American Sociological
. ,

Review when y6u emphasize ambiguity.

My own 'argument (and it has beery

.inflUenced by a colleague of mine) is that ultimately a'

much moreoffe'etive way of zeIng. about At wOuld be to re-

sort to a great deal more qualitative analysi, where you

allow that ambiguity to show itself and thus allow these

differ perspectives to take hold. By forcing these

categories on people you can't give those reasons.

strategy.

1 R. HILL: That's very helpful. You gave a

G. SJOBERG:., And this is not my own. It's

my colleague Roy Latrell's who argues in terms of policy
40 -
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that you go for qUalitative,orientationa,.that you 'don't

try to, push, because fundamentally what we haVe)is that:

most measurement,instraments are prdconceived by social

scientists who.ait in their labs and then thi3impose them

on the world out ther4.. All yOuhave to do,ia ready The

464' YperkAlemiCsi of Books to see what happenedto the mathe-

matician .who 0.60 severely against the Lipset. Lab

examination of the attitudes; alp behavior patterns so- called
% 4of the professoriatei, And he is right because the elite

will iiever acept the imposition of the social sciences.

He was simply accepting what. we know aboUt the elite. ,

You don't go up to the head of General Mator$

and say, "Fill in the blanks." You've got to be kidding.

He.or she is going to want to say "L want to tell you how

it s done." Why not give that opportunity to the Mennon-

itcs and to the other people in the pltralidtic World?

Why don't you give, them that chance?

R. HIT,L: I appreciate your pgints and

would now like to ask you and thelest of the people to apply

your point of view to our case situation.

G. SJOBERG: I didn't mean to hold the

floor so long.

R. HILL: I delighted yeu'did. You desoribed

p
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a political situation that carl has faced ,and you describe

one of `die appropi'itheti. that they've used and 'certainly you

are anticipatingthe.problems r s,gopig to have.

I'd'like to have your attention for a few

MinUte and I'd like to describe who're we may be gOing in

the next year, where we're planning to go. As I listened.

to you I this we're going into the fiery- furnace --'no

question about it. Me-may not survive because we're going

to try to get specific. .We have some very definite assump

tions about howl schools mi ht change. ,There is not a

great deal of evidence ab. ut this. There is evidence abou
4

what doesn't work and the eirare some new theories and new

approaches. We're committed in one directidn.

\First of one of the assumptions is tha

the unit is the school. The prihCipal tends to be a very

influential person with respect toLwhat happens in that

school and you're also combining community. SO that is,

if you will, the unit that we are addressing and what we

are planning to do in Citizen Education.

Another assumption is _that we have to in-

valve the staff and community in the process,. for twO.reas ns

really. We think that this As, one of the, ethics that we

are certainly presenting and the process here should retie
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thAt_ethfc'r Ais0 reselidh Suggests that

you c4nEt dome in and impose, that you'must.invOlve, must
,

411d, must develop with people-.

A third value for upr is that,1n-thisADrO--

coas we expect to learn,iCl tmore about what the teachers

and the principals and the parents 4 know about the'pro-
.

cesa,Already. There has beenAsome success in doing thiS..

at the=schools.

We have an objective ._orientation. The

term comes out of'educational technolOgy. I don't mean th

idea of projectors or things like this, but I mean te.

way of organizing your knowledge toward objectives ,'trying

to develop intervenn programs, seeing:that you get

effects and revamping the program and trying' to be in a

sense accountable to impacting those objeCtivesOr- changin

the objectIles if necessary.

Data based. We are committed to collecting,

data and sharing it.,with, the teachers and the 'community.

Me, see that as a skill and _a kind of literacy tidt we're

going to try to 'induce Or develop with the teachers :and

principals.

We would like to think tthAt sooner or

later we would have some kind of literacy with respeet t
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CitiOem'Educating,and :testing,4ata related to it, that

teachers now have .with ibea4;ig And mathematics, if that's
... - .

poseib1e.--- .

I

There is an_asImption about tihe process --
,

, 4091, ,';''',,
.

.: ,

. ,

that we go to a sehoolaI nd we got a kind of general agree-
.

,,!

gment among the decisionmakers the School Board, the

principal, some of the leaders in the school, some,parente.
l ,

tgo to't!10M and y ,s,pmethd.ng like': We want to do
.

\

\

i4v0hing in Citiz n Ediic,atIon and this is generally what
'yV.

we mean -- and it's in gl bal eOmb..
,-

Secondly,. we agree on the process to be 1'01

lowsd, tqe.ground rules that we would work with people

under. ':We suggest that we get an agyeement that thesgare
k

to invest the time and effort and develop what we

might call afschool improvement theme. .These are things

that haVebeen tried in some other areas where we have had

some success. So there is aHstandibg_model.

1,2 The firet-t,etep with that process is to de-,
\°

fine goals:and objectives.' We would predict Apased on our

experience4f 4olng this with groups repeatedly'--we're

influencinaand we're certainly proactive, but I think we

Would predi1ct that there is a language, &geperal ethos

that ipeoplelPgetin -- one guy is heavy for obedience and
4
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another is heavy for something else', but,. they begin talkie

to eacti ether.

"Do you mean obedience without thinking?"

"No."

You begin talking and you come up with

statement which begins -to approach the one that we have in

front of us. At least we've seen. it happen a couple of

times, that kind of prediction. Certainly some things

might be left off or some language might be d 'Isferent, but

4'that process happens or can happen. Ultimat-ly you define

it.

Then we begin to. try to collect data from

students in that school.with respect to those goals and

objectives. Thou we identify deficits determined from

this data, where these kids are weak, what is missing, etc

We develop treatment programs and we evaluate those, cycle
..

that through, and then we maintain the. program.

We arc at the point now where we have

flinding for a year. We're getting general'agreeMent, or w

are workingon a proposal and we think 'we will get general

agreement. We think we'll get agreement on the process.

We think that we will be-able to work through flits matter

of defining goals and objectives. As a matter'-of fact,

C;
1
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one of the things that Gideon described happens. When

there is disagreement we push it to a liItle,higher

of abstraction, or there are other kinds of strategies

that we follow in this kind of thing. But whatever happen

we begin to got a general statement and a consensus about

some kind of language about the level of generality that

you are looking at on that page,about that.

Our next step is to go out and measure it

and, as you point out, that goes, bing, right down on the

level of specificity. How do we do that? What are the

,Ind12es? As I say, this means instrumentation or some kin

of procedure. It means focus o school and community. We

want to know what is happening 'In the kid's life -- other

kinds of Indie:;. We want to know something about the

outside with the kids.

We want to know what kinds of instruments.

You began to address that really. The questid4 shoftld be

not only what kind 'of instruments, bUt what kinds of

assessments. And y.0 are sayini", much more qualitative,

maybe othnoraphic descriptions of what Is happening in

that school, to that child's culture. WN.I.t arc' the fn-

41ces and how .do they dirrer- by elementary, 1.\t-ydle, and

Ahigh school? How should we coneoptualle the'relatlowshipF
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Our problem now iathatthh is where we're at

,and this is what L would'.11ke to ask.the social scientists
to reflect on. What kinds of instruments or measurement

techniques should we have? We want to go out into,indus-

trial towns, for example,'\say about 55,000 people. Well
be working with a senior high school, a junior' high school

and an elementary school. Well be working in rural com-

munities as well, probably at least six or seven different

schools:

Help us. What, would be your strategy?

What would you look for?

R. -SIGEL: What are the indices for? 'That'

where I have my problem. Are you interested in the state4

of their kn4aledge? Are you interested in behavioral An-

dices, what.the,Y do? Instruments, would also in part'depen

on what you want, to know about these kids. We have found

that when we ask. about democracy being the best form of

government we can. agreement even from the most remote

corners of the earth. When we ask students how they would

explain to a student on a foreign planet (or some dumb

question like that) what democracy is, even In senior high

school ybry rnw kld:1 can answer that. Yet when they get

to democratic slogans, into dilemma situations, they can
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pick outs the democratic .answer.

We.ceMe hack toithis question of quality;

I think you would get more answers from these people if

you could specify first what you want to measure..

R. HILL: This yellow sheet.

W. McGUIREr I can think of five or six su

'gtstions I would make which sound mutually canceling, but

they are rather not. One of them is to have more open-

ended questions, oth very open-ended and also open-ended

by asking why, so that, you get the underlying delusional

system b 'asking why and by asking the completely open-

ended question you get a salience measure aslto what is in
ot$.'their head.

A :iecond kind of thing that should be unc r

taken simultaneously is to exploit the existing soc .1 dat

archives.(I am thinking of, for example, the Rope ,Centar-

where you have a time series not connected with the par-

ticular towns you're intervening in, bqt often nationwide

sampler or Middle Atlantic states or whatever -- Just to

find out on what concepts we do have some longitrdinal
.data so that in your group you can see how now and

here you can use that -as a time series byvyNur own control

group cu;xently to' appraise the effect. And in that case
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gou'want to bring in some of the. specific items on which

there are good time series into your instrument so that

you can make comparisons and see some ramifications.

A third thing is following up something tha

Barbara raised and wef'didn't get a chance_to address.

Byron gave us long shopping lists and ,Judith complained

About shopping lists and ave uS her own -- plub

which you put; th'em into -arbara was

something else is needed, namely, kind of measuring

hink even more thanprocedure 9.uld fill each zell.

that we need some kJ d' of priori y system: hich of these

columns are more. tant tha others, and priorities

Num.!Would be ostab-1:

principles:
A

underlyinr., the long shopping list so that some should be

D

1 t WO wa, One is on social scienc

What a'e the fun amental cognitive processes

stressed more.thaW others? The other is'a policy issue of

what kind of CItl,en Tducation goals are even more import-
/

ant than others that you can set up priorities. You aren't

going-to he abIe to .fill in those goals and sit dqwn a

write a module ror every one.

think to get the priority sctting I would

proserP)o, the t-xzPt oppo:Ilte to what r started sciyin[; about

open-ended question:1. Thu would be a hir,hly structured,
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nonmetric, multi- variant kind of thing, where you can give

teache s and students and Membe'rs of the Assembly, or...W10-

ever, e difficult task of: Which two.of'these,eight

goals re most alike? This is a relatively. finite task.

where youcan analyze by the new (?) programs to see what

the underlying dimeLions are and which are the purest

representatives of them. Then'perhaps you can pitk and

choose what to give priority to, but y u would get extremel
a

simpleminded responses, things which would'ma:ke you throw

up with your wanting totake a lower profile. Here you

would be giving a very mechanical task to people, just

simply saying which two goals are more similar.

Let me stop at this point.

R. HILL: That's very helpful.. Let me now

react to Roberta. Abstracting what you said I guess we do

want to answer a qUestjon like the One.you

you explain what democracy is? IncidentellyjI think

'politically that would be wite interesting to the Cople

in that community and the teachers, and as they became

committed to the objectives the idea is they d be

committed to teaching them. Whether or not they' wildl we

don't know I know you've had some ne'gative experience

with.that -- but at least-maybe we can build a support
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Are there any other things like that?.

R. pJONC: t would like to come back to th
V

sort of things I. mentioned very briefly yesterday -- some

concern with the mechanics of political 'life, teaching .

those, just direct contact with a council or.with writing

a congressman or writing a .petition, or a contributionor

campaigning. There are many, many activities in which

children can be engaged and doing communi chOres. These

J,---things cannot be tested by a literacy best of-the sort you

describe or by asking questions. They have to be tested
.

over a long period(of time to see What happens to the

school population in situations which could be described,,

as test situations.

example, someone comeS'into the school

selling government bonds for 504! apiece.
, HoW-many kids

buy them? That might be an index of citizenship. Or some-

thing of this sort.

There are really no good tests for conduct

that can be carried out in a school system, so it would

simply hr' an,tnycntory or the past achievements of a given

school community in some politically-related activity. If

there is a good deal of'involvement one can see that.
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am taking as a model here the English school. This is not

theonly country with this concern. The English public

schodl and also the private school has a very active train-
.

ing in this area. They send kids a thing called Oxdam,

which is a sort of welfare agency. That does a number:of

things. Kids perform certain tasks volUntarily, and one

can see within any school system how many child hours are

spent on this kind of community activity. And they do

other things.

There 4s another society where Citizen

Education is rampant and that is in the socialist countries

where I am sure' terPific'effort must have been spent to

discover exactly a4; what age and what items must be taught

I am not advocating that we adopt the whole system inolud-

ing the cantent,but there must be some experience there

both in structure and inevaluation of the outcome. I

haven't seen .anything of that in the papers.. woul:d',not

be a bit surprised that there is such information_in the

Soviet Union and other countries.

R.,SIGEL: Or China.

B. MAS;;TAU1S: Over there they are working

on the principle lot' relnrorcIng agents. They have the

pioneer'palaces reinforcing school and family. There ls

1 1-.J -)
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more unity of purROse. It's a very powerful environment.

R. ZAJONC: The question arises'whether in

a diverse ideological environment similar methods are

applicabie or not. That's a question one wants.te discuss

but one should not reject it immediately at face value jus

\because the ideological end goals are somewhat different.

W. McnUIRE: Constance Brenner even has rathe

sensational data on this account in terms of moral judg-

ments or Soviet children and,Israeli children and of

Soviet children who move to Israel. So you can see to

what extent that one year of very intensive socialized

training they get when they go to Israel influences their

basic moral judgment.

I think it hasn't actually been published,

but thers is aterrible ambiguity in it, in that these are

not compal ble to other Soviet kids, the ones that move to

Israel. They don't select random samples. But they are

wonderful data in a sense anyway , if only you could go

back and get. e np"propriate control group you'd be in

business.

H. lifkk: (lideon, when you look at the proble

and the activity what would you suggest we do when we go

into the schools?
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G. SJOBERG: 'I don't wish to be. totally

'against (Instrumentation, but I do think that these open-

ended questions -- giving people some opportunity to ex-

press themselves all the way up and down that ladder -- is

going to in the long run not only be advantageous from a

social science point of view, but advantageous politically

-- when you give everybody a hearing. How to interpret

that is going to be the tough one, and. here again4f you

are not going to be run out of town and plan to be around

for a while I would strongly urge you to be much more sent

sitive and tolerant of ambiguity with respect to the-data'

as well as with respect to the individuals.

Ambiguity, as I said before, has iltportant

bases for building at least a tentative consensus. oli-

ticians don't write vague or ambiguous%Ratws just fa

nothing. They resort to ambiguity.

R. HILL:\ I've resorted to amblIguity many

G. SJOBERG: I suspect you're a very good

politician, and this is not a'pejorative comment. I think

it's important that you allow for that ambiguity not only

within the data themselves, but the interpretations also.

'2,AJONC: I'm not sure I understand y'u.
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e you-suggesting that the information one has or collect

c.-at) t an ambiguous situation should be just as ambiguous

as the situ Lion itself?

G. SJOBERG:

had/a question on 6emecracy and there. was a nice neat

consensus I would not be oppoi --*-e-O-'say -"okay, there is

My hunch is that if you

a conSensus." But I would strongly suspect that if you

ask questions about dembcracy in a particular community

you would have overlaps among subgroups on how they define

that world, and therefore to say "X groUp strongly dis-

agrees with Y group" you might wish to aide over that

with a little bit of an ambiguous statement, because that

might be the only way you're going to sustain your own

presence inthat community.

R. ZAJONC: But we have precise methods, very.

good methods of talking about ambiguity and distributions

and aggregate -- things like statistical concepts on the

normal curve and standardizations to describe how certain

responses or attitudes are reflected in the community,

There are many other measures now, very sophisticate&

statistlal procedures.

G. SJOIWRG: Do you really feel those

sophisticated measures are going to make sense to the peopl



in that Community?

the community.

R. ZAJONC: No. It's not for the peo ld-in

G. SJOBERG: Bit you've got to be able

talk their language. And a lot of those sophisticated.

measures I would say have questions'about their efficacy

in-terrria of policy. I think ye have some data 'emprging the
, /

the more sophisticate'd the measures, the less meaningful

they are for policy.

R. SIGEL: I am dist rbed about some of what

has been-said right now. I think th re has to be a dis-

tinction made (I think you are driving at that right now)

betw en the quality of the work that you perform for a

school system and the way in which -you disseminate it. It

didn't even occur to me until you raised the question. L

really don!.t know many so 1 acientists, but there must

be some (or you wouldnWt have said that) who go out into the

community and sell a program op the basis of digressio'n

.analyses and' fanCy Piaget concepts. But a clinical

psychologist/ or a political scientist who, wants to work-in

the community if he doesn't learn to talk the language of

the community' shouldn't be in that Kusiness.
-

On the other hand, the quality of the data

17
It
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that we want to giVe to a-school system or the departmeht

of education has, to be such that we can stand behind it as
4 jsocial scientists. One of my problems-with Mr: Kohlberg

and octasionall i with Mr. Bronfenbrenner is that they don'.t

let.you see their coding system and they change from one-

day to another and you don't know how good the data is that

they have.

sr you want to help the school system

we have to be able to talk to the edutationai psychologist
6

to Carl, and to the other people.

`To come baCk to the question of democracy,

and so on. I also would not hang myself. tip right now 'and

say ':this is the definition of democracy, and if (ids in
iss

this community don't answer that they only get a store of

To cite my own work, we found that there

were two levels of answers: tire who give a very simple

answer, like democracy is freedom; those who could..relate

certain principles but couldn't see the interrelation of

?these principles: and those 14ho could see. It's on that

level that-T,want to get an assessment of hero the kids
,41

arc at a giN'ren grade.

The next thing .want to see is what gobd
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&jos it do have this intheir head when I present them

with this spe.Clfic problem. Does it make understanding,t4
Tlemocracytfer? Does it make them more efficient in

solving Ortain.problems?

I 1)avea great deal of sympathy with Carl.

I know- the kinii'of flack you get when you go into the Amis

Onl school system I wasn't allowed in

Jone.f. r neighboOng ones where the Birch Society.

Was very ac v e . But you have to talk. about this level o

genera,lity -- I like that bettor than ambiguity -- so as

o'cloak.the goal which you are going. ,n: to enforce that.

is socially.acceptable to everybody,- and then you have

to take -your community along with you.

I would argue', for instances, that if what

-Juay.isaid is correct (and I have no doubt about it -- I am

not.a fsycho.logiat and Tcan only take what you people-1-

say as rii.tht). -- it' tt is true. that young ids don't -deal
.

. ....

,with abstractions toe well but are more. authority oriented
.

then I would let very young school children do tasks and

4act them out, behaviorally. When they get to senior high

School,and can deal wtth abstractions (unlike you I do

think abtractIon to hlher than concreteness) then you

try to develop the principles that should later onguido
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them "as adults in their behavior.

In a steel community, where let's say, two-

thirds of thfathers are Unemployed, let the 'kids say who

is working gliu who is not working.. Wherer*,does the money
4

,

-come from right,, dbw'in.the house? :who is
I

the welfareladyi

Where does the money from'th% welfare lady demo from?

You bring the content into solbthi g that is close to the

ktds.

I was horrified'When my kid was in third

grade or whenfver they--\Atudiecf:Vie Community. All the

-s.chools were closed bccause'oi terrible snowstorn for a .,4
. .

,,

few days, and when my $on camp hOme frOm school the first

day back' said to him, "Tom, what 14d you talk about today?

yoU talk about what. it took to- get' the snow plow out,

and so on?" "No," he said, "We talkedaboutthe Indians."-

.Thc Indians: Gut .,they had the first show

disaster right under heir,noses.. tto

,

MAS:ITALA-S: T'th trying to understand

what ya,u'we saYing, Gideon. - Maybe you're drswings dis-'
k

research ari* policy research

.

tin,ction .between disciplinary

Disciplinary 'research is thc,,res'earch that academics do to
,

.find oup Ahout what is and tio understand relationships.

Policy research is d'ircctey 'to the world of action. In
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Basically4at you are

interrested in is finding obit how things wOr4i, but you are

.

also interested in changing ybehavior as you oirself in
,t.

act." As a researcher you are interacting with the people

that you tre.researchig orlOoking at orWhOse behavior

yOu are concerned about?

evaluation.

Q . SJOBERG: That's part of, my distinction.

B APAS,SIAI,AS: It's a process of feedback

G . 'SJOR'ERP: And thb other is the emphasis
i-,

on alternatives, thinkiAlg in terms on lternatives. r

t

This is somethi- don't think Coleman put 'any emphasis
/

on particularly . I can livewith that distinction of actioln )

. /

and policy research as opposo4 to what is, but this seems

to me to be very much action research.and,you. have to begi'n

. t*" 1

.

. .,-

making that distinction. You're not writing for an,;pade:,Ol'i
.

- .

.

,

,- .. /,_.., 9
.

audience, and-even'when you're writing for t atate Board

'Education yOu're not writing for an academia audie ce.

.That's political document and it is'a political document
.

;
that 1.s constructed by `social scientists 1,0.th'a particular

.purpose in mind to,satis'ey the Board of Education.

AnybAy-who say \.s that t atr&e, neat, ob-

jective data 'is somehOlcollecte with -"slencen.
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the back of their head is just ling the wool over my.

oyos,.and I Just don't believe it. A great deal of social

science data'about. the what is is actually policy research

and is constructed with a certain purpose lin mind, and r

have no objection to that. just would like people to

say "that's what T'm doing and I know what I'm doing."

You don't tell falsehoods, but y1o.0 massase. it a little bit

to fit the categories of the education agency.

fiTLL: Ideally the way we would operate

that we.would be taking the pe'ople in the school commun7

ity into partnership in developing that policy'research,

what questions sh*buld be asked. We will come in with ex-

perionce and a'set of question 4, but we want to be sensi-

ttve to that and we would hope there would-bp some inter-

action, about this

One of the major ideas is to create some kind

of ownership on the partCof the people and then leave,

And have this as a way they can operate -- data-based

orientation, based on their decisiOns, :That's the ideal.

. SJOBERG . I 'm all for .it T think 'you'll

learn a lot. Tt's a very difficult enterprise.'
.J

I t.,1-111-,K yOu'rc right
0

'71,. McGUIRE-: In looking ate the instruments
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and indices I would like to correct a possible false con-

sensus between what Gideon is saying and what I was saying.

He said he is in favor of open-ended questions, toigive

people space to respond, and that was my nirstftecommenda-

tion in istr on. It might seem that we are

agreed: but we a really'not since he is sort of sounding

one note and I thought of this as part of .n all-coUrt

preps. If ft were, going to be one note th t is not the

,note I would sound,
d

I am in favor of saying "Depfocracy is a
r

good thing: yes; no. -That is /highly ttrtuctured item

and the amount of information we get out of a response is

proportionateto the degree of freed97 a person has." That's

the least degree of freedom. We can, tell what proportion

of the people say deMocracy is a good thing. That's not

terribly much infOrmation. Everybody agrees it's a good
. ,

thing, everybody except young pe&ple. Young people.rate

democracy as less than a good thing. Hilt practically

everybody rates it a good thing.

If instead We say "Democ/4acy s when, every-
. 4.

body gets 'about the same as everybody else"br "Democracy

is When everybody has an equal chan e" -- very ifferent,

equalizing means and equalizing ends to show that thb
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;
salience or this difference is from people who have" had

one curriculum or another ,or in one period of

`or another., This is very interesting, but T.have collect°
ry

data now two years ago -- very open-ended -- about alterna
Ptives -- "tell LIS about the future for children from 6 to

18': and so on. ,T is summer I am hyping to get to the step

before when T'will)analyze that question. So the terrible

thing about open-ended stuff is that there is a lot of

iftformation but it takes a long. time to track it down. I

am meanwhile pUtting in a machine-compatible language for

''the. answers to. the foreseeable future from children of

different ages and different curricula.

have tenure, so I ican afford to do that,

( but T can also afford to do it because also have these

structured questiOnnaires. But I think in the meantime

you have to collect data on things that have a faster

turnout rate.

of information.

R lint,: Kohlberg gets a tremendous amount

That's one.of the, problems.
4

e.

McGUIRE: You. collect both kinds of

data. Mme,body.asks what does it rrl'an when you Act t

angwer yes and you say, "Wait a minute. We did ask the

why and assoon a we ,.;at endup',h money -to analyze the why
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.responses we'll tell your"

R. SIGEL: And after you put it into the

)i\machine yoU still go bac to the protocol I spent four

'weeks after everything had been put in. It's time-oonsumi

and as you say, you need' money and tenure.

W. McqUIRE: Something that Carl said I als

want to throw in. He reminded me that some people think,

it's a'Zero sum game and the more you teach demdcracy the

less you teach arithmetic; that the evaluation procedure

should also make sure that it measures the three R''s.

R.:HILL: Nick, I would like to identify

youkas the person who may be charglt with this, task and

you will certainly be idvolved. Our,world has. no tenure

and we always have the threat of no money.* Anyway, Nick,
.'here is an opportunity, assuring you have this kind of tas

m

t..ask questions.

U. SANDERS: I have some specific questions.

Because of what Judy has said .I have a question for"her,

but she is not here-arit-that'S unfortunate. It has to do
6Twith her belief that the distinction between attitudiV1

or affective. inns of measurement as separate from cogni-

tive is inapproto, and that perhaps one new way to.. go

bout thi,sw;1114 be to

.14

conceive of certafir( outcomes in



terms of schema. I would have

explored. That came to mind readily .and if anybody else

wants te address it, fin/e.

d to have had that furt or

qt+
As I said bef9re lunch one of my task3.at

the moment ,4s. try to map la onships between currentl

availablikmeasures and the set of outcomes or objectives

that are listed in the Citizen Education definition that

Russ i*c!uded in-the folder to yeU. That, has been an
1<c

enlightening kind of NCedure add I think it_clarifies

the definitions of objectives when you begin to try to

decline measures for them. Things haveto be defined

further.

I guess this process. that I areally re-
` "sponsible to follow and to complete is at the same time,

as,T understand Gideon's main point, one that will easily

launch me into a great. deal of trouble. One of the ways

read this is that if you have a set of numbers, numbers

will be read as being much more definitive. They gain in

importance. you have a measure that turns up with a

rather unequtvocal mean, and even if you throw in a

range that indicates dispersion it's going to mean trouble

because WO don't Want to be as defined about thLe.4

I see you're shaking your head.

1 c)
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G . SJOBERG: I think you're correct. Some

situations are very highly delicate sittions.

N . SANDERS: Bill, I think you made this

comment and I want to be surd, that one needs.to follow a

variety of orientations.,,)We do have in addition t-o whitt

Russ has indicatedhere °Cher approaches. Also, as Russ

has i d cated, we would like to do ethnographic kinds of

research, to go in parallel with the quantitative out-

come-orientedk measures; so we will have it in perspective

and there will be perhaps enough gendi,ality or ambiguity.

W . McGUIRE: I might suggest that in your

mix yoU should have highlycotructured and very opep-ended

items - both, inste:Xof Condemning 'one and praising the

other. If you believe in Cliarles's law it doesn't mean

you have to fight Boyle's-law.; they're. both perhaps'im-

pirtant.

ilind besides having very manageable,
7

structured questions and o enended inforTalve'background

questiOns you should.also/do certain other things, such

as the multi-variant analys'is4 You can go to schools of

'management and business for advice since they're used to

dealing with that sort Of data.. Paul Green at the,Uni-

vemsitJ ofPennsylvania is a very useful person in that
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,aroa. And you should do the archival data secondary

analysis of opinion data that goes back 30 years and is

very nicely machine-coded to see how feelings have been

changing on this

M. SANDEFIS:.. B t-you are not suggesting,
M.

or I haven't h rd you say anything yet about non -

quantitative. I think of an ethnographic wo4as beiig

not necessarily nonquaptitative but certainly a substanti= 1

tart of that is a narrative.

W. McGUIRE: I'm the kind of person that

Gid n claims
I can't think in these abstract terms, in term

of origins. I find that we speak in Corms of vari-,40#

ables,%-enly we don't use that term admittedly, and the.
A

elie.policymaker comes in and thinks that the South

Bronx 18 a very complex situatio5l actually in terms of an,

ethnographic total situation. The community person like

me that,hes to says,"How ,ina-ny jobs Are in t for us
o

s year?". He-A.lq interetted in.. tthe bottom line namely,
, d

a variable. And the answer ,,40.4,4eql get to that, but it'

But.,, of course, tht's1.1y not all'that important-

the on y thinks 'important, that people in the

ugh they, don't call itcommu ity are variable-oriented,

that. and they're not about to 'do et oaphic repents.

1
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B . MASSIALAS: I don't know whether youhav

read a book by Sarazen, THE CULTURE OF THE SCHOOL, and

also Jackson's LIFE IN THE CLASSROOM, and also Jill Henry.

You look at the people and how thify interact and you recor
fl

and you use your best insight; and when I read Sarazel I
A

#
get a lot of insight, though not as a substitute for the

other.

Research for Better Schools has a history

of observation schedules and you have published one or wo

volumes

nonverbal

which we

-There Is

R. HILL: More like 6, of various kinds.

B . MASSIALAS: I 'am concerned about the

communication that takes place a g people

never have even when you ask opc -ended questions.

a lqt of that that throughqobservation can be

,tapped, and may that wou also give good data, quali-

t'atiVe.

about

. ,

R. ZAJONC: dorf-'t want to be skeptical

this sort of approach and I think it's very important

to have qualitative observational data

B . 7.1ASSIALA: Not as a sub4titute for the

11.'ZAJONC: I think, however, from a tactic

other.
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point of vew to collect good ethnographic data One nee s'

much, m more training and experience than to eollec

the sort of data that Bill has described -- not only

collect, but to understand and interpret ethnographic

There are vor'y few people tt can do this well and there

oorn for misinterpretation 'and misrepresentatiois so much

that e would need an entire compreiCmachinery to intro-

dUce safeguards.
b

I:. am not suggesting that one should abandon.
is

the hope altogether, but it seems to me that if this ist

bo a major part Of the information base or some signiflean

part of it -

R. HILL: You raise an important question.

Let me make a distinction and then get your reaction to it.

have an applied pre4".AV. We are working-with Sehools

to try to help tt?sem do:something. Parallel to that we

havca, researeffort. We're committed to an investment ::

z

inethnographic reisearch which' would not necessarily be

used and would not be red baCk to the Dublic. '.fe will

have knowledgeable, professional, published peo.ple working.

with i on that and we assume it wAll,he of professional

research quality.

Is there a point, however, where wafter you



get some research and you begin. o get toldot it from an

ethnographic point of view that then you can:do a more-

applied approach? I mean an approach'where.you're not
4'

.7

going i totally open as an ethnographic person and°trying

to come up with variables, but you have then some varlibl

in mind when you go in and you check ther4 Would that be

4a different process? Would there be as Much risk in if?
.

y// MeGUIRE1, Thb prelent for that I. think.V
is the case study aDproachas opposed,.say, to the Oscar

LewiS bid; -book approadh more the Terkl approach, where

you col a lot of Llata and then da,,a7tiuman relation0

area analysis or a Harvard case study analysis or, the qaW

analysts. Yogi need an aWful'lqt.to start with. I don't

think you.get .anything likb that:. You have te pick mean-"

ing'ful.case.Atudies that can be used, if not to communicate,

to train people. You would haVe. to know in advance'which

are the critical ones and I think you would- end

small yield, but oven tne, years f supposeif, yo-t4, publish

.

enough of_ these ethnographic studieS people .then. could hav
, q '.I.--.

.

.a set of case sties-. for using in ther tea!COr education._

/
..

.

147-It's a long way down the pike, though.

B. PRES6ISEN: Could I ask. Bob to go
, /

4 . e
to the safeguard question. You seemed to have some
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gUards in mind that you were ready to 'atate,.and I would

like to push you on it if you do have them.

ZA1TONC I really don't;,
.7,

tioned_thoM because that type of data colle tion proc

I pimply men -'

more open .t

that.the observer may have." If th4 itiata were collected by

the,sdhool system which is 'respon ibfe for the instruction

the contribution of any kind of blase

! 7

they would certainly want it to lo k good.

has tothink about the poSsibility,whereas

one docS not.-

Ono somehow

in otherjorms

MASSIALAS D.o you think ,a historian

writing, history'doesn't have the same biases?

R. ZAJONC: Yes, but there- Ao several

'historians writing'the. same history. If you have just qne
ti

.

sdhoOpfricial collecting ethnographic'data for his Own

zchoof -m ight havo,a prOblem-'

B. MAS:1IALAS: Then you have a' team approach.

R. ZAJONC: I am n6t Sayinftth4s is ecos2-2

N.
':34TY'. 4 J,t,it saying this ;is pne.:oloment 'that on has

'te recognize bcadse- the data are open to biaS..

, B:.,'MASSIALAS: But tho' advantage oT that is
.-.

.

, -_,,,
,

You- have-direct : intontp the.sitUation, where your'
'

.

-
other instrumonts.woild net give yoU anY sequence event

.
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They oule'enlY P:11/0-.You what hapli'ened,Wtone point,in

time.
!,

R. ZAJONC:, yersonailY° L think .the effort

is not wortI the trouble or the PEI.Y04:flis not `worth the

'10
trouble. 'Opinions differ as, to how much information you

-

1

.get out of this kind of long-term thing, either for a.

specific case or, the r_;encral. case.

B. PRE2SEISEN: T just want to underline
%

the fact that, the. ethnographic )effort is'not going to, b

the only effort 'by any means. At*s a complementary effortw

There are ether forms clf!data

. HILL:. Carl, do you want to ask. sore

questions based on YourexpeCtence? T oh*t think you're

shy, but l want to Press'you a little tit because I think

you'hav,e some insight and somebloodYexperience.

1 C. 'QUEFIIERO I am really awly.from' most

3,

I, DC the discussion. '1 underStand the measurement:busincss.

-a little after five 'or six years in this' area, of what we

'

call CAtizenihiP :Ichavior. W rcallYwolild 111.-. .1 some- .

th,10,7 better than wh4t we Are.JOing': :gdve ;.ilayed arOur,i:
.1. ,i .

V
.

with 'a, little hit or Kohlb^r-'''. dileMmas:,, but the problem- r, -
.:_...:A

.
.

H la tryin to determine if ahythi.ng pljsitive, has happened

afte us5ing. it for a..Year or two.

1(4
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We have 35 condition variables we collect,%'

Aata on'i the schools, such as economic background. of the

kids, the type of.eoMmunity they live in ---rural,urban,
-

s4burban; class size; teacher education; and all thoGe'

*.

sOrts.of things.) We have gotten some Very interesting

correlations between some of those data. It seems that in

high socioeconomic areas student- behaviors are,.at least

as indicated by their attitudes on.th-esb,scales,ard not a

high as they *are in..some Of the rural,areas. suppos
t,

it's a reflection of the liberalism 07 the high sacio-
. 1

economic areas. 4,

It's.a wide open tAll game:. .The legisla7

tures' arepushing to get things done and they are pushin

'us, and wefdon't feel We're doinga very good job of it.

All the help we can get will be 'appreciated.

.R. SIGEL: Carl; I'd' like to ask you a ques-

tion.. You come from Hari,ishurg. How do you, for instance,

act when say, a team of, university people gets into the

school system -- take 13radford', Pennsylvania, or

-some 'place like that. The School Board is -very ,very con-

corned and-trios to thwart the superintendent, tries to

thwart your efforts. This has been my,experience in

western New York'and Pennsylvania. A principal of a school
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calls me. 'pp:and says, "Come and help me -- this is Jimpos-.A

A
Bible --we're living. 'n the 17th century" and I come in an

theSchool Board virtually drives me out.

What do \ou do? I kriow the things you want

to know.
\

\

C. GUERRIERO: Our program is mandated for

three 'years, and we forced .ourselves into 504 of 505

is

School districtS. There is', one we haven't gotten into and

T don't think we ever will. We've got a little leverage

'there because they get most of their finances from the

state and you can always threaten to cut it ,off, although

I don't think that . "has ever been done:ih the couple hundre

years the state has been in existence.

We are now back on a voluntary cycle, which

means that schools request this assessment, and about two-

'thirds of the schools do. Most of them are still prinarii

concerned with basic skills or at least they say they are,

and that's another interestingpoint. Once they get the

data back At's up to the school,diStrict to decide what
A

A .

thy want to do. We can't force; them into doing anything

about any of ,the goals, but we.c'An make them recognize

where weaknesses have occurred, frnether it's-basic skills,

or 'citizenship behaviors, or sell -esteem, or whatever.

A
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If they plan tip do nothing about, a weakness,

"then they're supposed to indicate'Why. A Justifiable

reason "our public does not support that goal.!' 'How do

44331 find Out if the public 'supports that, goal or.not?"

'devised a little scale '(a. survey sort of thing) 4iePv I

have four statements for each of the ten foals, Whi'Ch

give& me 40 statements. When you survey people, "even
.

L

very conservative people, using this ,sort of thing, -7---,whero

the average man .on the street can read a sttement'and stay

"yes I believe that's important" and the students can do

that, or -say "J don4 't believe that's important",--_-- ;it'sit's
.,

,

c

.

,really an, operatronal definition of the goals.

'Invariably the two goals that end up with

the Ilighest 'Priority are and citizenship. The
!

altelate-one'and two. "Peogq.esoem to be saying when you

nail them'to thewall "I think it's important 'that my chil

can'read and write, but first I want him to feel good abu
4

ithimself ann, secondly, I want him to be a gaod c ize

Some.of them shake their heads when they're
;;

finished with that'priority ranking and they say "I'though

I was a bick-to7basic conservative and here 'T am .saying
,

!

that citiZensh4p and selt-estekm are more iMportant to me
%.. r

than roadineand writing."
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R. SIGEL4 Th4t s fascinating. When you get'

that from the community; can yOu or .dd you have the guts
,

to go\in and say "if you want self-esteem, then pOmitting

a teacer to hit' aAcid is counterprodu tivo"? Can you g

'

in and onfront people ``With what the sChool to do

and what they really want?

C. GUERRIERO: We c i confront them. It's

a matter of whether they're going to dpeanything about it.

:One of the Items' on the self-esteem battery says something

to the effect of "I often feel put down by my teacher"

fifth grade item. Statewide about,one-third of the fifth]

graders say that that is generally the ease, that the/

often feel put down by their teachers: That's as bad as,

or worse ;hart 7orporal punishment, I suppose, but the prob-1

lem is how do you change the teacher s.behavier. You can
7N,

show the .teachers that item and they 'don't tell,yerrIght
,

out_ but 'I'm sure they're thinking that t',5 the teacher

down,the hall the'kids are referring to.

I suspect they . don't follow that up,"and,

after you leave they go -back to teaching rea ing

writing and forget about the self-esteem. t's a r

problem. They want help; at least the ad iniatratio

"comejnr and help us.improve the citizenship'te
J

S

44.

8
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there is of 'a whole g1 ow about it.,yet.
I.

W. 144bORE: pose ydlu test out one of

these people and give the'm a fmMoral dilemma and s y

"Would you rather your child be very good at arithmetic

and think She doesn''tl know nearly,as muoh as She should.,..

o would .you rather she be' Idiot in arithMetic a d feel

she knows just as much as s should?, Which would yOu.

rather your 'child be?"

C.GUERRIERb
H

That would

have not done that.

.ask those

if they

R. HILL: At

interestil o. 'I

this 'point I would like to

who haven't spokenregardink this case situation,

uld like to offer'soMe observations. (No response),

If not, I would like to this of the colloquium!,

by pointing out that there are4ome,excitin5 thilags'happell-

ing. and,:there is .even some Teadille,ps, a possible basis .of

supp6rt for real ction and help in thve areas; and we
I :1

hope to respond to this.

Building on the situation that Carl has

thscribed in his state there are school districts now wi

low scores who want help and want people to come in and

help then think through what can be done in individual.

schools. We want to help the state byseckingoutthose

1
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dIrstct's And begin to develop'model programs. ,Thiq will

be our strategy' because, we want, to perceive Citizen Educa-

ttonas much More than just a social studies classroom

rather the wholesotial etho.s, if you Kill , of that School

Situation., Can We do it? -We 'certainly will .misfire. We

certainly have all' kinds of. problems. If we don't

get run out' tow4 once or twice probably have tried
, ,

the JOb well enough. have to eep that in mind.

Ilut'this is what, we ope to

it we hope t *"follow this kind of procedure

and_in doing

where ves.in-
,

volve-:the staff and -hopefully some parent8-. and community

people as axen'ts,. Ff you will, in'he Whole'adtiv.ity. We

hope to have them dataoriented and, collect dta:about"1i
41.

in a way thatis inoff.onsive.,and 1.rseful\and is based on
,

some kind o-f oonern:-

You '1 u'st heard. Call' mention 'a -very
\

way of sampling aW4udes and helPirig,people,:7the general

public;-make,same dlscriminitions: We ,hope, to buried' on

the technology th.t$ the, state has worked out :Als'o," Nevi

Jersey-,homeexcellent\interventien,prograMS not
!

statewide in. application, ',but they haye some Voccellent
a

=O. pr-ograms. New J.ez sey .,is also deVelesping statewide

measurement programs.

ti

J



So there arc pieces . There are things that*
4 '

can happen. T u*ppard about. Dr. Massialas's work in \)?
u

/Tallahassee and the models there. That's the kind of.sthin

-we hope to do.. r
K.'DAWSON: I .have:a queStionof clarifica-,

tion. When ou talk abort the community ,who are yOu talk-
,Nt

ing about? pu.mentionedlrepresentative agents in 'the

c mmunity. That...becomes oftentimes one of t-hp most dif1'i7=,

cul questions. If you like, I could relate,at least one
. -

study hat partly underwrote -here we tried to get al.-

..-the aommunity.inVolVeMent aspect of the. prdblem..

R. } {ILL': I feel that I am probably unsophis-

ticated concerning the questions. I know there is litera-

ture on as and I would defer to-your description, but let
I

o

my unsophistikted .answer, thouh. Certainly the communit

would-'invelve\tbe partnts of the cliild'ren, and if there is'

a geographical boundary of some kind. involve a

geographical tyoUndary. If that partic.ula"chool is related
, . . , . . . .

,to,some larger group, a larger geozraphical political unit

such as aneighborhood being within aoity;lit would pro-
"

, ,
.".'bably include some representative frOM that larger grow)

Y

if possib,l.e.

-stweessful we would-be on that I

1
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know. I do know there is a whole literature on that,. We

have same people trying to think through hol,i that.happens

and shat the prOblems are and the trade-bffs in doing that

And the cost in,getting.too many people into the act, an'd

trying to deal with that'.

K. DAWSON: I don't know Af' you are familiar

with the study that Nancy Winer. Was en#gaged in in Cam-

.bridge, Massachusetts'. This wars an attempt to'deyelop

ommunity dialog on "citizenship\ education. The process-

was really much.moe interesting than the results she ob-

Oained.- Part of the proceb8was.her difficulty in getting

in and getting acceptance.
d

She,tried to work thvough, schoo

systems and found that that really didn't seem to be:pos-
,

/
sible because. she had to develop priorities a year or two

J
i

years or three years 'in advance, or'tyere.liert some other

s ructural difficulties.

She ended up trying to et what she called

community representative nd it ended up,w1th-some'
. .

teachers a,nafprinclpals.and street crossing' guards, a

1k,
lawyer,.. alUty ,, uncilman people working in social service

I thin probably the most interesting person at that Cam:

bridge meting was a juveniie.police officer.

There were three meetings ovei.)ir month or
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14,

_814-week pOriod, in whiCh this; same 'groupeof ten or fif-

tpen.people met. We. got transcripts of the" maetingand she

a mAjor write-Up, nor us.

'What was interestingin itwas, ttley started',

with their ,concd %

ptions of educatien.and they47,,

went .through many of the kinds or things t'hat::I think have

shown up in the protess..oT the work thitt Carlmentdoned.

Wiere was a real concern with caring and for t.he_people-t

people definition, interpersonal relationships:: ,T'hey,wer
, -v Qt isnvolved in their representative role dealin with

c ildon: the street crossingcrassing guard'and her contact with//
.

children on a clay to day basis; the principal add the

the caring'not"t1ionteacher.
'

They-wore veiv much involved,i

of citizenship education.

The police officer finally stoodup and

called them all phonics He Said he didn't know why. he was

'Teherp and he didn't understand what they were talking bout
. .

He said he had to deal with kids in a real way, kids w

*
had nowheie to go at night, never went to school. The

whole dialog'got very 'much involved with'the'fact .thatt it's

so difficult to handle the problems of citizenship pd ca4-

tion when you're looking at it in terms of one p ode, and

that here are so many other factors involved that,. you
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reaiLe have trduble grasping or dealing ,with; that ether?

were lot$ oi'Other propems that :had nothi g to 'do with the
%

'schools per''S .

4..

3
At the.end orthe third 4ialog the people

.

,

were &ayirig.7this hai really 'been interesting,' kind of

al

personal catharsis, andI have an idea. that if I have

problem In this area r:,khow 'someone -I Can call.7 That was

the most positive thing Viat,came'Out-of it.4.Tbtere wasn't

that.much cdncrete; they hadn't moved farenougsh% It was
o

a emer.Sously long and difficult' process.,

''Theses are the people Nahcy was able to,got

to commit themselves td come to the meeting. There were a
/

number of Other people that she appidaChed Who- wanted

nothing, ,to do witbit. If the police'dfficer hadn't been

there' I'm'not sure if they would have raised some of 'the

major issues or questions There was aneye-level con:tY

sensus. They all would have felt they were for the right

values andgood things, and they would have gone out paettin

each other on the. back. think he raised'some-of'the

,rtal questions which made them stand back arid:say, "What

can we or what can we ept. do? It made them discuss wh4t

the prObleMs are..

,

I just sUggeAt that the whole area of eTini g
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'the community ,is terriEjly important

come ct,ut

R. Wow!

4.,

terms,Ot "what you

.

I

Any' loosing comments from anyb 02 dy?

I was Involved 'with. two-ofB. MASSIALAS

'the schools that phlberg did. One was in' Cambridge, the

,Latin abhool, and the other one was -.- fo.relt where.

1.1. 'HILLS' Brooklina.
(.

AL,.MASSIALAS: The first One only had-part

of th,7,,,school participate in those sessions sAterlb they,

were, really dealing with some taai problems rungs
from achool and such issues: The restjof the 'school.:Waa'

not Involved and -F-don't know what "that kind of situatie

does, to the rest of tht'p-eople..

Then I went to the other achool, and the '

otlier school had just forgotten about it-more or lesa. Th

was before we started the project2in 'Tallahassee and I was

1,-ery1/4skeptical. --Tho-Way.Kohlberg was it to mo;

.

and- :the others they were so enthusiastic 'about it and

,<tflen when I'visated the schools i..t was hot working the.way.

they' had conceptualized it. So I:,came\back ,a little dis-

heartened that we 'start with 6randiosep beautiful ideas

'rand then back and find out that the sCho'ols do not

00
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,..

Ampl men.t thenl,:.
, .

.
.

# ., ,

4, The moral of afi AsS , nthiOmber'one,, thatv,4-

fr .-

you need to have al more realisitfc- ae8810nt of I./Oat is

/ ' . .,
C ,

toas4ple -land what you. Can tic!) i :and , number two , you nee ----:t

111

,"402.92

.

have ,enough endurance and/or enough people that would 6

anng with y ,ou over'i period Of time That's how the
.

second school lost optk-.-- teachers who .st'iitted- with

them just dropped out ene.by one.

there, and .thee idea was

I171 concerned.

There was no commitment

never pUt into practice as far as

o ,

'I haven't peen kohlbenesince that time to

ask him a.bolut -- iAt

Wz a Problem with all educational,
6

interventions. What you have just descA-lbed-;to me-:has
'

.happened again and again in different kinds 'of progranis,

,everything from_re.ading' to environmental programs,, "and so o

There are all kindS of dynamicsfthat Operate. If.ylou get

1a very excellent program and it becomes - :known; thestaff

is promoted to all kinds of things. They get doctorates.

B. MASSIALAS: .1 am thinkinof.,the open

claszroom idea, with. modificationand I anvthinking'of
A

the new math aiyr.social 'science. Tnere,was somefcentinuity

and still'is, add some id6as gain momentum:: That.,'s the

204

A
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point. Ls It that .some 'ideas gain momentum :1-10,are,

accepted, and others are not?

R.- HILL: There is a literature on research

and development, and certainly Our approach is ,based- on

some of-that literature. We know certain fact) ors. reallp

support it,. FOr, example if you,have the backing of the

state, the state can influence curriculum to some extent.

It can influence what is happening. State legislators"

'pass laws and, as a matter of fact, that does change

things, surprisingly enough, maybe not in quality,- but'

certainly to some degree.

Esn't there implied here a

Utopian notion where we can intervene and everyone live

happily ever after and, if not, it's a failure? To me to

make an intervention that lasts four and a half years

boggles the mind. There is a controversy on Machiavelli.

-gas. he beinr sarcastic or giving directions Cor leader-

To.WArds the find -he mentions that Cesare Borifwia

after his father died, Alxander IV, it was three whole

months before the meol)le or Campagna rose up and overthrew

him. They were obviously being sarcastic.

you hnvn a- notion that lire is like ,a roLC

with one end staked Into acliff and you throw the other

2,
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end out and you run across and see how far you can get.,

before you fall down, three months to his.world was an

astounding' thing.

think in the schools, too, If you Can
r

show an effect after three years that's pretty sood. Mean-

while, other interventions hopefully are being cooked up in

other parts of the constituencies.

R. SIGEL:. I was just thinking of the

measurement. question. Many of the citizenship education

studies show that there are at least two ddfferent goals.

One is what I call the virtuous citizen -- good neighbor

and all this kind of stuff; and the other one 16 what you

might call a more active citizen.

When it comes to the first goal, the good

human being,'that:probably is the most difficult to measur

'and.in many ways also is the most difficult to teach. And

there I would think I would share some of your misgivings

about is it worth gathering data.

When it comes to the informed rational

participant, or whatever you want to call the second model

,of the citizen -- the public one, if you would in your

guidance to the school restrict yourself to some Cognitive

and some behavioral outcomes instead of trying to cover th

2
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waterfront, andbe very specific and work-out with the

schools the rationale of why this wou,J be important, and

then have a before-measure, and.introducereatment

variables by which you give 'kids a chance to practice some

o4

t,
f the principles that you want to get across, and then

an after-measure, and then convince-the-schools to do this

over four years (or' whatever period), by narrowing the

goal in (a) ambition and (b) into things that arc

measurable you might not only yourself have more satis-

faction but yOu might give the school system more satis7-

faction.
I

Nothing is nicer for a school system than

to think they havefidene something that paid off. There is

nothing, worse than :being told after four years that the

average score has gone up by .0001. The reaction to that

is -What the hell do we need'it Tor?"

R. IITLL : Your point is well taken. We will

'have. to be specific. One of the things tht haS come out

of the conference from my point of view is some ideas

about priorities. For example , we heard Judy Torney being

very heavy about perspective taking. That would he one

example or priorities. Wien some conceptualisation ideas,

and other things we mght loOk at. We need to be much more

2 4-"
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delimited in working with the schools.
\ t

AnTother final statements?

There are many people aut they tin front o

us. We don't, see ourselves as,pioneers.in an:St-lisense
,,--- _.,

,:,,,

There are other' gpod projects. While Kohlberg's two.:-
t

Boston schools (think he has three or foUr:noW,)'.,seem to

be diminislilnein "vitality '(or at least, one f teem is),
J ce

the banner in his case has been picked up by Fenton, who

is very ,_powerful and able and a persen.mhas added'Sever

:additional strengths and' dimensions and?Aas conceptuali'-zed

the idea further. Maybe that's how things move, too, and

'we would like 'to draw on those kinds of attempts.

I would' like to thank; you for coming -; a 1 \

of you,.and for lasting thourh to this seemingly late

hour, although it's, not quite three o'clock. P8;Aicular y

appreciated thpilast hour or so. rE have heard .spveral,

perspectives that will. I think, be helpful to me- and I

h9pe to our stf. We would like to remain in Corres-

pondence viith you And send position papers and reports as

we go 'arong. Tr you have sor time and would be willing

to reflect; on them and send
.1

us a letter from time to time

and ,live us hell about some things or point out or suggest,

we would be mOst'appreciative.

2 ,0
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Have I let you say everything you,wdnted'
----- ,

to say?
--

t

)
4,

W McGUIRE: "I was a little surp.rised -thati
..):7

,:the questins you asked us. almost EQ.1 seem on casuring.

the effecs'of the proF,ram, and you didn't ask, us very

much on opinions about what the program should be., or what

kinds of interventions.

R. HTN.: T think that's right, but we Will,

invite some papers and do some literatureyreseqch, ahal.yei

on what arc the most crfective interventions'. I guess: L.

have a linear mind, and am compartmentalized a'little too

much.

W. Tt j'Ust seems the wrong 'se-

cluo:nce, that, first you should decide what you want to do

and then how you measure how effectively Aou've'done it;

rather than in genaral to ask how shall-we measure how

or,rective the proram 1_,,and than decide what the program

should bc.

R. !I-H,: HPut; ln order to'docithi what we
,

want to do we ha r. i.o look at what we can. measure.
()
l'hank you all.

(The flolloqujum was adjourned at 3:00 p.m.)

2 , ", ,


